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SUMI{ARY

The interaction of the 9-aminoacridine (9aa¡ catíon

with native DNA in neutrat salt to form a complex is

believed to be typical of the interactions of a wíde variety

of compounds 5:nportant in chemotherapy which are said to

íntercalate between adjacent bases along the DNA double helix.

The inftuence of the secondary structure of DNA on this

intercalated complex Ís important to a fuIl understanding

of the interaction. In this work equilíbrium and

perturbation tect¡niques have been used to investigate the

interaction of 9AA with both native and. denatured DNA.

The solution state of both native and denatured DNA in

o.lM NaCl has been examined. Below its melting transition

the native structure is that of a stable, double helical

conformation. Denatured DNA has a structure which is more

disordered than the native form although interactions between

the bases occur. Denatured DNA in solution can be considered

to be composed of'three coexisting structures:

(i) "folded" or short range helical ordered regions'

(ii) single strand, base-stacked regions and (iií) random

coil regions. The denatured DNA struct¡re is very sensitive

to temperature with progressive formation of the random coil

with increasing temperature. At elevated temperatures

denatured DNA can undergo partial renaturation.

The spectra and binding isotherms of 9AA with each of

native and denatured DNA have been measured at various

temperatures. The product of the ínteraction of gae wittr

naÈive DNA at low extents of binding (r) Produces spectra

which are internally linear. Inteinal linearity is
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associated with the existence of only two species of 9AA

in a single equilibrium: vj-z. free 9AA and bound 9AA. fn

contrast to this 9AA and d.enatured DNA give rise to spectra

which are not inÈernally linear at room temperature but

which become so at elevated temperatures. These observations

have been interpreted in terms of changes with temperature

in denatured DNA described by the proposed modei. The

association constants (equilibrium constants) for the

binding sites on the two forms of DNA have been evaluated

from Scatchard plots determined by spectrophotometry.

Proposed safeguards must be used in the spectrophotometric

determinaÈion of these plots to ensure a high degree of

reproducibility. Curvature of Scatchard plots has been

assígned to anti-cooperativity and evaluation of association

constants for these systems is discussed. The variation of

the limiting extent of binding (n) with temperature is

discussed with respect to the models of native and denatured. DNA

in solution.

Thermodynamic parameters for the interactions have been

obtained from the variation of the association constants

with temperature. These are discussed in terms of the

intercalation model. The free energy change for the

interaction is large and favourable ( AG" = -25 to -40 kJ/mo1e).

The bonding forces ¿ire shown to be of importance whereas

entropy changes for the interactíon are small and unfavourable

for 9AA and native DNA and large and unfavourable for 9AA and

denatured DNA. This latter observation is interpreted as arising

from constraint of the Èhermal motion of the DNA bases by the

íntercalation of 9AA between them thereby producing a degree of

base-stacking in the denatured DNA complex.
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The 9AA and natíve and denatured DNA systems have also

been investigated by the temperature-jump, rapid

perturbation technique. A singte relaxation process with

an inverse relaxation time linearly dependent on the

concentraLion of reactant at equilíbrium is observed for

perturbations of 9AA and native DNA equilibria' The

relaxation has been assigned to a rapid, bìmolecular, single

step process for intercalation. This result is at variance

with existing literature on símilar systems. The thermod'ynamic

parameters determined by this technique are in good agreement

wiÈh the equilibrium measurements.

perturbations of 9AA and denatured DNA equilibria exhibit

two distinct relaxation times. The concentration dependence

of these has led to the proposÍtion of a mechanism in whích

intercalation of 9AA between the bases on one strand of denatured

DNA occurs in a rapid, bjmolecular Process' However, the

potential binding sites on denatured DNA (single strand'

base-stacked regions of the macromolecule) are themselves in

equilibrium with a non binding form of ONA (random coil regions) '

This equilibrium is probably established through an íntermediate

in rapid equilibrium with the single strand, base-stacked f,orm

of denatured DNA.
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contains no material previousJ-y published or written by another

person, nor any material previously submitted for a degree or

diploma in any University, except when due reference is made
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nucleic acids have been known since their discovery by Miescher

in 18691. Their fundamental role in the continuity of life, however,

is a much more recently estalolished fact. Nucleic acids are the data

bank of genetic information and the template for gene duplication by which

genetic information is passed from parent to progeny. They are also the

template for gene expression which permits the translation of gene

structure into polypeptide structure. They are indeed the moLecules of

life.

Tvro types of nucleic acid are involved in these processes.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the template for both gene replication and

gene expression, white ribonucleic acíd (RNA) is the means by which

information stored in DNA is translated into proteins (see footnote).

The structure and function of nucleic acids have been elucídated'

for the most part, in the last twenty years or so. DNA and RNA both

consist of chains of alternating sugar and phosphate moieties joined

together bX C,-CU phospho-diester linkages, with heterocyclic purine and

pyrimidine bases attached to the.C, atom of the sugar group. The combined

unit of suqar with attached phosphate and base is called a nucleotide 2.

The princip&ù distinction between RNA and DNA lies in the sugar resid.ue

and the heterocyclic bases. fn RNA the sugar is D-ribose and in DNA'

2r-deoxyribose. The bases usually found in RNA are adenine, guanine,

cytosine and uracil. In DNA thymine replaces uracil. Careful

analyses now exist of the base composition of the DNA of, a large nurnlcer

of organisms. In'some organisms bases other than those mentioned al¡ove

Footnote: In some viruses RNA can c¿irry out both functions.
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exist, usually comprising only a small per.centage of the base complement.

Although elucidation of the primary structure of nucleic acíds

provided a significant contribution to the knowledge of nucleic acids
h ot-

it didi contribute directly to the understanding of the relationship
h

between their structure and their biological function, the importance

of which had become recognised by 1950. The important key to this

relationship lies in the secondary structure of DNA first proposed by

$Iatson and Crick in 19533'4. This elegant proposal states that the

DNA molecule is composed of two ribose-phosphate chains coiled around

a common axis. The chains are anti-parallel, right hand helices

on the outside of the structure with the planes of the bases arranged

perpendicular to the major helix axis and directed inwards. In this

manner the bases pair in a specific way by hydrogen bonding so that

adenine (A) on one strand is hydrogen bonded to thymine (T) on the other,

and similarly, guaníne (G) is hydrogen bonded to cytosine (C). At once

this proposal explained what had been known as Chargaffrs Rules, that in

DNA the ratios of adenine to thymine and guanine to cytosine were always

very nearly unity. l"lore importantly, it provided the clue to the

copying mechanism for genetic material, as the arrançfement of bases

on one strand of the double helix uniquely determines the bases on the

other. Thus from the separation of strands of the duplex and synthesis

of the opposing strand of each, two identical representations of the

parent duplex will be produced with no loss of specíficity. The double

helical structure of DNA has since been confirmedG'7 and is now generally

accepted as the basic structure of.DNA both in vivo and ín vitro.

Some exceptions to this generality exist, f.ot example DNA extracted from

some phages is síngle stranded (e.9. 0 x 174).

In view of the fundamental role of DNA in at1 living natter studies

of its interaction with other chemieal compounds have become a major field
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of research in a wide range of disciplines, especialty in biochemistry

and pharmacology. Clearly, it may be anticipated that a conrpound

which can interact with DNA to influence in any way the macromolecule's

structure or composition will have a profound effect on cellu1ar activity.

1.his has been demonstrated many times and the manifestations of such

interactions have been shown to inctude mutagenicr sr' 9 carcinogenicrl 0- I r+

antíbacterial, l s- I 7 and antiprotazoall 8- 2 0 activity. The study of such

interactions has been valuable in providing further und.erstanding of the

structure of DNA in vivo and in vitro and details of its function in vivo.

Although medical interest in acridines dates from 1888, it was

Browning,s discovery of the antibacterial activity of proflavine and

acriflavine in Lg]'32 r th.t first saw their introduction into medical

Bractice. Proflavine was widely used during World War I as a topical

bacteriostatic agent. Interest in aminoacridines was further encouraged

by the discovery 2 2 and widespread use of mepacrine as an anti-malarial

drug. At the present time a large number of aminoacridines are used

in chemotherapy r 7 and as histological stain= 2 3 
-

l¡trat the origin of the biological activity of aminoacridínes arises

from the interaction of these compounds with nucleic acids has been known

for many y""r"20. It has also been long known that the antibacterial

activity of aminoacridines is dependent on the strength of these substances

as bases2r. That is, there is a correlation between their biological

activity and their presence in solution at physiological pH as cations.

ftre interaction of aminoacridines with DNA has been described in terms of

two binding processes2s-2?. Cavatieri et aI25¡26ptopo=.d that the

two forms of binding were due to the electrostatic interaction between

anninoacridine cations and primary and secondary phosphate groups of the

DNA. This proposal was put forward before the l,latson and Crick 3 model

of DNA and has been rejected because of the insufficient number of secondary

phosphate groups to account for the extent of binding. Peacocke and
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Skerrett2 T assigned the two processes to a strong interaction of

aminoacridine monomer predominant up to an extent of binding (bound

aminoacridine per DNA phosphorous = r) of. r = O.2, the observable

Iimit of the stronger binding, followed by a weaker binding of

aminoacridine aggregates up to electroneutrality, that is r = 1.O.

The lrlatson and Crick model of DNA, with the bases in close van der

Waals contact appeared to exlude the possibility of aminoacridines

Ínteracting directly with the bases. However, in 1961 Lerman2 8

proposed the intercalation modet. In this model the DNA molecule

extends to permit the insertion of aminoacridine cations between adjacent

base pairs of the doul¡Ie helix. Evidence of such a change in the

configuration of DNA has been provided by many workers and although

modifications to the Lerman model have been proposedr 2e-3 I the basic

concept has been accepted as the mode of binding for the stronger

interaction. A more detailed discussion of the extensive experimental

literature on the ínteraction and proposed models is presented in

Chapter III of this work.

The intercalation hypothesis provides an explanation of the

mutagenic activity which arn-inoacridines are observed to cause. In the

intercalation model the distance between base pairs is doubled at the

site of the bound aminoacridine2st 32t33. This modification of the

DNA structure permits insertion or deletion of a base pair during

replication and the resultant gene is called a frameshift mutation of the

originaler 15r34. The ability of aminoacridines to induce mutants of

this kind has assisted in the discovery of the triplet nucleotide basis

of the genetic code3 s. The intercalation model has been used

successfully to describe the interactíon of many biologically active

compound.s with DNA3 6.

The second and weaker form of binding observed in the interaction of

aminoacridines \^rith DNA is generally believed to be a principally
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electrostatic interaction between the aminoacridine cations and. the

negatively charged phosphate groups on the DNA backbone. It may also

involve the binding of aminoacridine aggregates, as for many of these

compounds aggregates readily form in solutionsT.

lfhe binding of aminoacridines to denatured DNA, in which the

specificity of the double helical conformation is absent, has also

been observed by a number of workers3s-41. Rather surprisingly,

at room temperature, the binding is at least as strong as the binding

to native DNA. Comparatively few temperature dependent studies of

the comparative binding of aminoacridines to native and denatured

DNA have been carried outalr42 tn¿ only one of-these in a guantitative

sense42. No studies have been made of the kinetics of the binding

of aminoacridines to denatured DNA. Accordingly, in this work, the

influence of DNA structure on the binding of 9-aminoacriaine (9AA)

has been investigated. 9-aminoacridine has been chosen as it is one

of the structurally simplest aminoacridines which is known to

intercalate with a high association constantbl. An ionic strength

of O.l p (O.IM NaCl) neutral salt has been used throughout, as at this

Íonic strength the weaker binding is suppressed[1. Furthermore

this allows for a ready comparison with much of the existing literature

on the subject.

In Chapter II the solution state of native and denatured DNA

has been examined for the experimental conditions used throughout this

work. Chapter III provides, as mentioned earlier' a detailed review

of relevant research.

In Chapters IV and. V the binding of 9-aminoacridine to naÈive

and denatured DNA, respectively, has been investigated as a frrnction of

temperature. The thermodynamic parameters for the interaction are

evaluated and discussed with respect to the intercalation model.

The kinetics of the interaction have been studied by the
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temperature-jump technique. Ttre results of this study are presented

in Chapter VI. Mechanisms are proposed for the interaction and these

are shown to be consistent with the equilibrium measurements described

in earlier chapters.

Finally, a brief general discussion of the conclusÍons is presented

and details are provided of the materials and methods used in this work.
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I. Introduction

Ihe history of the determination of the structure of DNA

is well knolvn and has been widely described l' 2. Íhe picture of

DNA proposed by lrtatson and Crick3'4 has already been described

briefly in ChaPter I of this work.

In vivo DNA may exist in a variety of forms determined

by the nature of its environment. In some virus particles the

nucleic acid may exist as a single stranded polynucleotide chain.

In other environments DNA may have the famitiar double helical form of

complementary strands and in still other situations this form itself

may be constrained in an ordered structure. The interconversion

of some or all of these structures is a necessary requirement

of life. 1IL¡e complexity of the relationships between

environmental factors and the structure of DNA in vivo is very

great.

Stripped of cellular constituents, particularly nucleoproteins,

DNA in vitro presents a less complex system for study. It is a

system which is, none the less, very dependent on the environment

of the macromolecule. It is therefore very important in all work

on DNA in vitro that the solution envifonment should be well defined

and the structure of DNA be understood in terms of its environment.

In this chapter the properties of DNA in aqueous solution

will be examined with particular reference to the neutral salt

solutions used throughout this work.

2. Native DNA

In general, DNA extracted from bacteria or higher organisms

undergoes moderate degradation during the extraction process.

lltris degradation is a shearing of the DNA complement of the

organism and results in particles of reduced molecular weight.
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Provided that this reduced molecular weight is not too low then

a solution of the DNA can be expected to behave in an homogeneous

nanner with respect to its interaction with small molecules'

1lhat is, end effects are a negligible contribution to observed

phenomena. Throughout the course of this work a sample of

DNA extracted from E.coli K-12 has been used (see Chapter VI]I

sections I (a) 
"rrå 

, (b) for preparation of samples and solutions) '

Analysis by ultracentrifugation has shown that the amount of low

molecular weight material in a solution of the sample is very

small and thus end effects will be insignificant'

InnativeDNAtheprincipalcharacteristicofthe

macromolecule which is of interest is that through a wide range

of ionic strengths of neutral salt the macromolecule exists

in aqueous solutíon as a solvated double Ïrelix' In neutral

solutions the pollmucleotide chains act as a negatively charged

polyelectrolyte, one negative charge residing on each phosphate

of the ribose-phosphate backbone of the DNA' Clear1y the

êffective charge on each phosphate group will depend on the

concentration of the counterion in the solution s 
' Any small

segment of double helical DNA may be considered as being rod-like 6 
'

ThisisaconsequenceoftheconformationoftheDNAwithits

planar purine and pyrimidine bases hydrogen bonded together

and stacked with the plane of the bases perpendicular to the helix

axis. A conÈribution to the rigidity of this rod-like structure

arises from the mutual repulsion of the negative phosphate charges'

clearly the concentration of counterion in a solution of the

polyelectrolyte will inftuence the interphosphate interaction and

thereby the adjacent base-base.dista.nce and overall end-to-end

distance of the macromolecule' That this is so has been

demonstrated bY viscometrY6'
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If the concentration of counterior¡ is reduced below a

certain critical level then an abrupt reduction in viscosity

of DNA solutions 7 and increase in W absorptio.t8 '9 is observed.

ll'tris is d.ue to a loss of ordered double helical (secondary)

structure which is only partially reversible by the subsequent

addition of saltB rer 10. rn this disordered state the DNA

is said to be dilution denatured: there is a degree of strand

separation and in the absence of the conformational constraint

provided by base pairing the structure collapses into a random

coil which provides the minimum free energy state. fhe

critical counterion concentration at which this occurs depends

on the DNA concentration Ltt 12 as the DNA itself, usually

obtained as a salt, will make a contribution to the cationic

counterion concentration in solution. DNA above a certain

concentration wiII not spontaneously denature in waterl lt L2 .

In general, loss of long range secondary structure of DNA is

termed denaturation.

Destabilization of the secondary strucÈure of DNA can

also be induced by very high concentrations of some neutral

salts. This lyotropic or Hofmeister effectr 3 is not fully

understood, and is associated with concentrations of salts well

outside the range used in this work and it will not be discussed

further. fn general an increase in neutral salt stabilizes

the secondary structure with respect to denaturation 5 .

Denaturation can be induced in a number of ways in neutral

salt solutions where the double helical structure is normally

the mosÈ stable form of the pollmucleotide. fivo such methods

are by alteration of the solution pH and by an increase in the

solution temperature. In the former of these the hydrogen

bonds between the complementary strands of DNA undergo proton
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exchange, hrith the base or acid added, as the pH is raised or

lowered. With the loss of hydrogen bonding the polynucleotide

- chains are free to take up the random coil conformation. Not

all hydrogen bonds need be broken for a significant change in

structure I 4 . In general,the greater the stabilization of the

secondary structure towards denaturation by an increase in the

neutral salt concentration then the greater the pH change necessary

from neutrality to cause denaturationl 0. In the course of this

work, at a neutral salt concentration of O.lM NaCl, the DNA

dor:ble helical structure is stable through a sufficient range

of pH to render buffering unnecessary.

The thermally induced transition from native to denatured

forms can be observed most readily by UV spectrophotometry.

The nucleic acid bases have well defined spectra in the uV r s.

lltre absorption band of native DNA, which has a maximum absorbance

at about 260 nm (the precise maximum is dependent on the source

of tl.e DNA) has an extinction coefficient approximately 40%

less than that which would be expected from the sum of the

contributing constituents. This decrease in extinction coefficient,

called hypochromicity, is a consequence of interactions between

the bases when they are in a stacked conformationl61 17. on

denaturation, when the stacked conformation is destroyed, the

resulting decrease in base-base interactions prod.uces an increase

in the W aJrsorption (hyperchromicity). Ttrus the change in

absorbance of a DNA solution, observed conveniently at 260 nm, is

a sensitive relative measure of base-base stacking.

In Fig - 2-L the absorbance of a solution of native DNA in

O.lM NaCI is plotted as a function of temperäture. Íhe absorbance

measurements are normalized to the absorbance at 98oC when the

DNA is fully denatured. ftre absorbance measurements have been
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corrected for volume expansion to an equivalent al¡sorbance aE 25oC,

thus:

9zs
o), (observed) eqn. 2-L.

pr

where
.n
ätr = volume corrected absorbance at temperature T and wavelength l'-

T
oÀ

T

T
AÀ (observed) = observed absorbance at temperature T and

wavelength I.

g2s = densitY of Pure water at 25oc.

l89, = density of pure water at temperature T

The ratio of densities of pure water at two temperatures differs

insigrnificantly for these experiments from the ratio of densities of

ó.t¡t l¡aCt for the same temperaturesle. The correction described

by equation 2-L.has been applied throughout this work. The

reason for normalízíng absorbance measurements to those of DNA

at 98oc is because, as will be shown in the next sectíon of

this chapter, difficulties arise in defining the solution state

of denatured DNA at low temperatures. However, both natíve

DNA and DNA which has been previously denatured behave identically

at 98oC, thus a comparison of the UV absorbance of the two states

(native and denatured) is possible at any temperature.

Figure 2-1 is an example of a "melting curve" of a DNA solution.

ifhe sigrmoidat shape of the curve is due to a cooperative loss of

double helical secondary structure - called melting - when a

temperature is reached such that the free energy change associated

wíth a helix to coil transition becomes favourable. The temperature

at which the midpoint of the transition occurs is called

the melting temperature (T ) - The T* of a given DNA
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is dependent on the base composition of that DNA2 oand on the

ionic strength of the neutral salt solutions. The hyperchromic

cþange in the sample of DNA used throughout this work has been

monitored with each solution of the DNA prepared in O.IM NaCI and

has been found to be:

2 sA
260

o.67 ; o.ot eqn. 2-2.
98A 5

260

lfhe T of the DNA sample is 86.2 i o.ZoC-
m

Both the hyperchromicity and the T* are independent of the

concentration of the DNA solution throughout the range of

experimental concentrations used in this work. The concentration

of DNA solutions is usually defined as the concentration of DNA

phosphate in solution (eou ¡ . In this work the range of

concentrations used has been from approx. Io-fu po! to

2 x Io - 3¡l poi. T'he concentration determination of DNA solutions

is described ín Chapter \IIII section I (c) '

In carrying out melting curves it has been found that

equilibration of solutions for approximately ten minutes is

necessary before stable absorbance measurements are obtained'

A heating rate of log per minute through the meiting range

shifted the apparent T 3.5oc higher than the true T--'------ m

3. Denatured DNA

Above the thermal tra¡tsition of DNA the macromolecule exists

as a solvated random coil and is said to be denatured. Reduced

to room temperature, the extent óf reversibility of denaturation

is a function of a number of varialrles, in particular the neutral

à

I

i
i

I

I

I

5

*,

p
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salt concentration and the rate of cooling21'22. rn general,

the higher the neutral salt concentration the greater the hypochromic

change on cooling. A slow rate of cooling also enhances the

hypochromic change. Rapid ("shock") cooling by immersion of a

sample of denatured DNA above its T* into iced water produces a

small hypochromíc change once again dependent on the neutral salt

concentral-lon22 . fhus denatured DNA taken to room temperature

may have a significant loss of dor:ble helical secondary structure.

A variety of structures are available depending on Èhe experimental

method used. All such structures should be considered as

metastable forms of DNA as their true free energy minimum is that

pertaining in the native form. However' the mechanism to obtain

the ordered state may not be availal¡le-

In this work DNA which has an extensive loss of secondary'

double helical structure at room temperature has been prepared in

the following waY.

I

Þ-

I

¡

'l
t

I
i,

I

I

i

4,,,

fl

(i)

( ii)

(íii)

( iv)

DNA has been dissolved in pure water at a concentration

below the critical concentration for dilution denaturation.

1fhe concentration used has been I mgrmr/2O mls -

After dissolution at AoC for a minimum period of 24 hours

aliquots are freeze dried- These solid samples are then

stored in a desiccated atmosphere until required.

Solutions are prepared by dissolution of the solid sample

in pure $tater to half the required volume. TL¡e

neutral salt concentration is then obtained by the addition

of an equal volume of twice the sal-t concentration required.

Tkris solution is then heated for IO minutes at IOOoC and

shock cooled in an ice/water mixture-
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( v) Tt¡e concentration of the final solution is determined as

described before.

1¡he above procedure is followed as it has been found that resulting

solutions have the maximum disruption of the double helical structure,

as measured by hypochromicity, while still providing a high degree

of reproducibility. fhis is shown by the observation that:

2oA
260

o.78 + O.Ot eqn. 2-3.
98A 0

260

ir 9.IM NaCI neutral salt, throughout the range of concentrations

used in this work. This ratio is independent of the time of heatíng

at loooc íf this is greater than lo minutes.

Trhe fact that the. ratio above shows significant hypochromic

change from unity indicates that even after shock cooling a

significant amount of base-base interaction must be occurring.

Ttre interaction is strongty ionic strength dependent. Íhis

dependence probably arises from the variation in repulsion between

the negatively charged phosphate moieties on the polynucleotide

backbone with a variation in ionic strength. Vüith an increasã

in neutral salt ionic strength the mutual repulsion between

phosphates is reduceds and with it the end to end dístance of

the molecule thus allowing more base-base interaction. Thris

effect is shown in the following table i

I

{
1:

i
i

I

ì

I

¡

Þ--



o.oro. ool

o. 882o.9I7

o.ol2o.016

t8

I

hTABLE 2-1

u o.10

3oA
260

o.804
98A

260

o o.oo9

Ttre table represents the average al¡sorbance ratio for a number of

solutions of denatured DNA with concentrations varyíng from

5 x lO-sM pO-* Eo 2 x 10-3M PO-\. The value at ionic strength

O.OOI is probably low as the íonic strength in the table refers

.on]y to the introduced neutral salt: the contribution from the

polyelectrolyte cation has not been taken into account. In pure

water at low DNA concentration a negligible hypochromic change

was observed for a DNA sample prepared, as before, by shock

cooling.

It has been suggested2ot 23 '24 that three types of structure

coexist in denatured DNA at room temperature. Base-base

interacti6¡s occurring in these structures give rise to the

hypochromicity observed. The three structures are:

i) short hair-pin loops or "folding" stabilized by short

range helical order. Presumably of conventional A-T'

G-C base pairs 2 I

( ii) single strand, base-stacked structures 2þ24

(iii) random coils which will contribute very little to

hypochromicitY 2 h .

¡

t

I
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The regions in (i) above would be expected to have a spectrum of

stabílities with respect to temperature. In (ii) above the

stacking would decrease as the kinetic energy imparted to the

bases increases with tenperature. Ttre former of these is

considered by Stud1er2\ to contribute predominantly to the

hypochromicity of denatured DNA.

An attempt to measure the rapidity of the random reformation

of hydrogen bonding and base-stacking in (i) and (ii) above was

made by using a stopped flow apparatus to follow the mixing of a

shock cooled sample of denatured DNA in water with an equal aliquot

of O.2M NaCI. The mixing was followed at 275 nm where the

percentage change in hypochromicity is greatest. However the

process was too fast to be resolved by the instrument which had

a resolution time of 5 msec. for complete nixing. Thus the

formation of short hair-pin loops and si-ngle strand, base-stacking

must be faster than this. These results are in agreement with the

relaxation studies of. vtral,z2s. The rapidity of these processes

makes it unlikely that the folding, which is the principal cause of

hypochromism ín denatured DNA, can have any long range helical order.

The buoyant density of denatured DNA \^ras measured by

ultracentrifugation in an isopycnic density gradient of neutral

CsCl. Denatured DNA had a broad distribution about a density of

L.724 skewed, with a greater component at lower densities. Native

DNA had a buoyant density centred at 1.709 with a narro\^Ier, even

distribution. The results for denatured DNA are consistent with

a sample of E.coli K-12 DNA, of G-C content 5O9", which has been

denatured and in which some degradation has occurred. The reformation

of an extended structure as well as the pure' collapsed, random coil

is indicated by the component at low densities.
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4. Renaturation

Ttre temperature dependent properties of denatured DNA

in O.1l[ NaCl have been studied as this system has been used at

elevated temperaÈures in e>çeriments described later in this

work. In particular the melting profiles, studied by

UV spectrophotometry, have been investigated.

Figure 2-2 shows a comparison of the melting profiles

of a native DNA solution (for which the melting profile,

measured as absorbance relative to DNA at 98oC, is concentration

índependent) with three denatured DNA solutions of varying

concentrations. In each instance an equilibration time of twenty

minutes was permitted between temperature increments. As

will be discussed shortly, the period of twenty minutes is an

' arbitrary interval. The denatured DNA alrsorption curves exhíbit

the following characteristics.

i) An initial sigrmoidal shaped hyperchromic change in

a]¡sorbance.

( ii)

(iii)

A progressive increase in absorbance plateauing to a

level which is inversely proportional to the DNA

phosphate concentration.

A final sigrmoidal increase in absorbance with temperature

occurring at a temperature which, within experimental error,

is indistinguishable from that associated with the helix

to coil transition of native DNA.

lltre following explanation is proposed for these observations.

It has already been pointed out in the previous section of this

Chapter that shock cooled denatured. DNA prepared as described has an

absorbance, relative to denatured DNA at 98oC, which is independent
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of concentration (vide Fig. 2-2 aE 2OoC).. This is taken to

indicate the presence of a substantial amount of intramolecular

base-base interaction as described in section 3 of this Chapter.

An increase in temperature progressively destroys short range, helical

ordered, base-pairing in what may be a broad cooperative transition

at low temperatures (ZOoC-SOoC). The steady increase in relative

absorbance over this temperature range is due to this progressive

Ioss of short range helical order and concurrent decrease in single

strand stacking of bases. fhrroughout this loss of short range order'

Ionger range order in the form of renaturation becomes increasingly

important as the temperature increases to abOut 2OoC below the

metting temperature, (T,n-2O)oC'u. Eurthermore since renaturation

has been shown to be a second. order proc"ss26-29 ot.t a significant

range of concentration and ionic strength, the extent of renaturation

per unit tíme increases with increasing concentration of DNA. The

final sigrnoidal curve is due to melting of the renatured fraction

of DNA. trhe renatured material is indistinguishable in its melting

temperature from native DNA. The observation of a plateau in the

middle of the curve does bring into question the effect on

hyperchromicity of the loss of single strand, base-stacking with

increasing temperature as concurrent with the progressive loss of

single strand, base-stacking is the increasing effect of renaturation

which witl tend to reduce absorbance. It may be that the

observation by Studier2a that loss of single strand' base-stacking

does not contribute greatly to hyperchromicity is not valid. In

rig. 2-2 lù}le curves 1, 2 and 3 are not equilibrium curves but do

represent a family of curves, that is their position with respect

to each other is fixed but their position relative to the absorbance

axis is a function of the equiliblation time between temperature

increments. For the limiting case at short times, denatured DNA
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which is rapidly heated to above its T* displays a melting profile

like that shown for curve 1 in Fig. 2-2, irrespective of the DNA

concentration.

Figure 2-3 shows the change in absorbance with time for a

denatured DNA solution heated rapidty to TOoC and maintained at

that temperature. Renaturation proceeds to a point for which the

absorbance is within a few per cent. of that expected for native

DNA at that concentration. Ttre loss of complete renaturation may

be due to base pairing with not strictly complementary partners

producing a significant extent of helix formation but with mismatched

regions within the macromolecule or mismatched ends. These may

be stal¡le at the renaturing temperature (Tn). Íhis suggestion is

qualitatively in agreement with the observations of Thrower and

peacocke2s who observed a decrease in extent of renaturation with

increasing temperature difference between the temperature at which

renaturation was measured and the melting temperature (Tm - TR) -

This paper2s also discusses the difficulties in measuring the value

of absorbance at the completion of the reaction ("infinite time") '

In Fig. 2-3 the infinite time value of absorbance has been

-1
determined from a plot of al¡sorbance versus (time) - extrapolated to

-1(time)-r = O. Figure 2-4 is a second order reaction plot of the

data presented in Fig. 2-3. For a secotrd order reactiott the rate

law is:

kr eqn. 2-4,
a(a - x)

where the quantities x, d, l, and k are defined below'

In Fig. 2-4 only relative guantities have been used: it being assumed

that the extent of renaturation is proportional to the hypochromic

x
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change. ffhus x, the extent of renaturation at time t and a,

the total extent of reaction are given by:

1 
At=o t=t )

A

eqns.2-5.
At=o At=* 

)

where A is the absorbance at time, t, corrected for volume
t

expansion. It can be seen from Fig. 2-4 thaE renaturation obeys

second order kinetics over a significant extent of reaction. From

this plot alone it is not possible to determine a quantitative value

for the rate constant, k. These results verify that renaturation

is a second order Process-

llhese observations have been included to show that denatured

DNA in O.]M NaCI is a system of some complexity. However, as will

be discussed in relevant sections of this work, the renaturation of

DNA in denatured DNA samples does not provide a significant contribution

to observations in the experiments carried out, except where

reference is made in the text. In general,experiments have been

designed to keep Èhe degree of renaturation a minimum'

5. Conc ludinq remarks

Native DNA used in the experiments to be described in this

work has been shown to be consistent with the dor:ble helical form of

the pollmucleotide throughout the range of temperatures used in

studies on the interaction of 9-aminoacridine with native DNA

lzooc-osoc¡ .

Denatured DNA has been shown to be a more complex material

than native DNA. In O.IM NaCl, at room temperature, there is a

significant degree of base-base interaction in the macromolecule'

,lltrese interactions are believed to be A-T and G-C base pairing

with short range helical order. single strand., base-stacked regions

x

a
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and random coil regions also exist. At elevated, temperatures

ttre short range helicat order is tost and single strand' base-

stacking is reduced. Elevated temperatures also promote

renaturation of single stranded DNA.

Renaturation has been confirmed as a Second order process.

llhe rate constants are dependent, in a complex manner, on the

temperature difference (Tm - t*)". In general, temperatures,

concentrations of denatured DNA and experimental conditions can

be chosen so that renatured DNA does not contribute to the effects

beíng assigned to denatured DNA. V'lhere this is not the case, in

experiments described later in this work, specific mention is made

in the text.
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I Introduction

Ttre interaction of acridine derivatives with nucleic

acíds has been the subject of a large amount of research in the last

twenty years. By far the most widely studied acridine derivatives

have been the aminoacridines. lltre purpose of much of the research

undertaken has been to elucidate the precise nature of the complexes

formed in the interaction; partly in the hope that the knowledge

so gained may be useful in a better understanding of their mode of

action in chemotherapy' and partly in order to more fully understand'

the class of interactions which occurs between small ligands and

biological macromolecules. Such interactions have become of

burgeoning importance in recent years throughout the biological

sciences.

It is a salutary conment on the complexity of the

interaction that so much endeavour should have been expended without

a precise definition of the interaction emerging so far. Researchers

are increasingly inclined to define an interaction as specifically

due to the particular constituents' and less likely to attempt to

e>plain phenomena in a general way. In spite of individual

differences a wide range of phenomena are found to be common to the

interaction between different aminoacridines and nucleic acids'

It is importanÈ that these aspects should be stressed as they may

Iead to an understanding of the interaction which is almost as complete

if rather less sPecífic-

In this chapter a review has been made of the current

models of the complexes arising from the interaction of aminoacridines

(and some aminoacridine-like compounds) and their interaction with

DNA. (Ítre chemical structures of the compounds mentioned in the text

are to be found in the Appendix). The experimental evidence which

has led to the Postulation of Èhese models Ís also revier4ted. A
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comprehensive review of the literature would be a large undertaking;

in this review only the principal contributions to the chemistry

of the interaction, as seen at this time, and the most recent

Iiterature are srunmaxj-zeð.. A more complete survey of the

biological role of the interaction has been given by Albertl

and Peacocke2.

2 sites

(a) Calculation of the number of bindinq sites

In ord.er to understand the interactíon, or binding,

of a small molecule onto a large one it is clearly necessary to

obtain a measure of the strength of the binding and to determine

the number of binding sites per identifiable unit on the macro-

molecule (n). In nucleic acids the most convenient unit is the

nucleotide phosphorþus, as this is the unit used to describe the

concentration of DNA in solution. Ttre strength of binding is

obtained from a measure of tJ.e equilibrium constant for the

binding. If the amount of ligand (aminoacricline) bound per

nucleotide phosphor/us is r and the concentration of unbound

aminoacridine in equilibrium with it is c then the variation of

r wiÈh c describes a Langmuir Isotherm3. Íhe characteristic

equation of the Langmuir Isotherm for a single type of biniling

site at which bound ligands do not interact with each other is:

egn. 3-1.

where the varial¡les r, n and. c are defined as above and k is

called the associatíon consÈant and is the equilibrium constant

associated with the ligand interacting with a binding site.
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lltrat is:

foccupiea site I
lç=

funoccupied site] ftt"" lisand]

If there are j types of independent, non-interacting sites

then equatíon 3-1 may be generalized to:

a=J
x

i=1 I + k.c
a

n.k.caa

eqn. 3-2.

eqn.3-3.

eqn. 3-4.

t=

From equation 3-1 the following expression can be obtained:

r
kn-kr

c

ll¡rus for a single type of binding síte a plot of t versus r will
c

be linear with an intercept at r = n on the r axis and with a slope

of -k. Such a plot is described as a Scatchard Plotr'

Scatchard plots for the interactions of aminoacridines

with nucleic acids are rarely linear. curvature can occur for

a nruriber of reasonsrr+-6 principally from the presence of one or more

of the following factors:

( í) an electrostatic free energy dependence on r

such that: k = k'exp (AG:/RT).

,( ii) lltre existence of more than one tlpe of binding site -

as in equation 3-3-

(iií) Interaction, direct or induced, between bound ligands.
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lltre electrostatic dependence in (i) on page 30 can be suppressed.

if e>çerimental work is carried. out at a sufficiently high neutral

salt concentrationT. In case (ii) on page 30, if only two or

three types of binding site are present with associatíon constants

which are well separated in magnitude it is usually possible to

distinguish linear segments in the plot of ! rr"t=rr" r from which

the contributing n. and k. may be calculated2. A representation

of the Scatchard Plots for one and two tlpes of binding sites is

given in Fig. 3-1. care must be exercised in attributing

curvature, as shov¡n in Fig. 3-1 (b), to distinguishable binding

sites as anticooperativity, caused by the direct or indirect

interaction between the ligands bound to one type of sitqrmay give

rise to this effect, as mentioned in (iii) a-l¡ove. Anticooperativity

will be discussed more fully in Chapter IV. cooperative binding

is rather more easily detected: this phenomenon is manifest as a

curve convex to the c axis in the Langmuir Isotherm of r plotted

against c. In the non-cooperative case the isotherm plateaus to a

constant (Iimiting) r.

Trhe analysis of cooperative and anticooperative binding

curves is considerably more difficult than for binding curves arising

from non-interacting sites. Some detailed statistical mechanical

treatment of data has been attempted8. More recentlv, schellmang

has demonstrated that even with a high degree of experimental accuracy

a definitive interyretation of the type of interactions which may

gÍve rise to anticooperativity may not be unambiguously availa-ble'

Nonethelessrthese avenues are beginning to provide a better

understanding, at the theoretical level, of empiricat binding curves'

Although the detailed analysis of biniling curves for

aminoacridines and nucleic acids requires further attention, the curves

do exhibit a number of characteristics which can be used, notwithstanding
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the opinions given in the previous paragraph, to quantitatively

analyse them.

Ttre methods for determining binding curves of

aminoacridines on nucleic acids are numerous. They include,

Wrlvisibte spectrophotometry rT'L 0-ru 
"qrrilibrium 

dialysis ,7 tl2 r l3 r l5

sedimentation dialysis, I6 partition analysislT and fluorescence

quenchinglT-22. These methods have been reviewed elsewhere and

their limitations examin"d23' 24 .

(b) lllre number of bindíng sites and the e ffect of ionic strength

lfhroughout the literature on the interaction of

aminoacridines with nucleic acids there appears, frequentlyt

compelling evidence of two distinct types of binding sites on

the macromolecule. Íhe earliest paper on the binding of proflavine

to native DNA is typicalT. As outlined in Chapter I these types of

binding site are associated with two complexes: complex I in which

the aminoacridine is strongly bound to the nucleic acid

(Aco for the reaction = -25 Eo -4o kJ/mole bound aminoacridine)

and which binds up to al¡out r = O.2z complex II is the result

of a weaker binding process (i.e. lower association cor¡stant)

which prevails uP to electroneutrality, that is r = 1.O.

lftrese observations \Árere made initially on the basis of the shape

of the Scatchard Plot which can be partitioned into two portions

with the above mentioned characteristics. Ttre binding curve r versus

c sholvs a portion at higher r values convex to the c axis and this

suggests that the formation of complex fI may be a cooperative process.

At this stage it is necessary to introduce rudimentary

rpdels for the two complexes in order to be able to discuss

refinements proposed in the literature. In 1961 Lerm"rr2s ptoposed,

on the basis of his measurements of the change in conLour length of

DNA on its interaction with aminoacridines, that the aminoacrídine

j
4foi

F
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cation íntercalates between the bases of the intact double helix.

I,his occurs in such a way that the plane of the amínoacridine

moiety is parallel to the plane of the purine and pyrimidine

heterocyclic rings in the watson and crick double helix. In

this way the adjacent bases on the same strand of the helix are

forced apart giving rise to the observation mentioned2s.

Sr:bsequent research detailed in publications by Lerman supported

this model of the interactiorr26r2T. fhis intercalation process

is associated with the stronger interaction, the formatíon of

complex I. The second. and weaker complex is then associated with

the electrostatic interaction between the negative polyphosphate

backbone of the nucleic acid and. the aminoacridine cation. In this

state the aminoacridine is bound on the "outside" of the helix.

lfhe cooperative nature of the weaker interaction arises from the

aggregation of aminoacridines to those already bound on the

outside of the macromolecule. Aggregation of molecules in solution

is a common feature of aminoacridine solutions.

Ttre effect of the ionic strength of solutions on the

bincling of aminoacridines to nucleic acids is as may be expected

from the a-bove models. High ionic strengths markedly reduce the

maximum extent of binding of aminoacridines to form complex II

7tlltL2t24. Íhis is to be expected as the effective negative

charge of the polyphosphate is reduced by the large, shielding'

counterion concentration' thereby suppressing the electrostatic

interaction. Less expected is the observation that an increase

in ionic strength also reduces the extent of binding in complex I

formTrllrl2r2t+. It is not immediately apparent why the intercalated

aminoacridine, in a hydrophobic enviionment, should be influenced

by the ionic strength of solutions. Gilbert and ClavetíezB

explained this phenomenon by demonstrating that purely electrostatic
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interactions between the charges of the intercalated cation and

the DNA potyphosphate occurrilgwithin a model of the intercalation

system and electrostatic interactions between the bulk solution

ions with the poryphosphate and aminoacridine ".tìo,-t" 
courd exprain

both the stability of the complex and its ionic strength dependence'

However, in view of the extensive literature on stacking energies

between heterocyclic systems arising from the interaction of

permanent dipotes, induced dipoles and van der lrtaals forces -

some of which have been specifically applied to arn-inoacridine -

nucleic acid syst"rn=2g-it seems fallacious to explain intercalation'

or its ionic strength dependence only in terms of, (i) attraction

between the cations and the polyphosphate, (ii) the repulsion

between the cations and (iii) the reaction of the solution to the

electric field of the polyphosphate and the cations. The observed

dependence of the extent of complex I binding on ionic strength can

be qualitativety explained by the following two proposals'

( i) Tlrat this dependence, as measured from Scatchard

Plots,isinpartduetothecontributionofcomplexll

binding in the region dominated by complex 12 '

(At any stage in the equilibrium binding process there

willbeafinitecontribuÈiontorfromcomplexll).Ttris

contribution, as mentioned before is very ionic strength

dePendent-

(ii)lltratthebase-pairseparationdistanceinnucleicacids

is reduced with increasing ionic strength as repulsion

between nucleotide phosphates is reduced by counterion

shieldingss. This will presumably reduce the probability

of a favoural¡]e interactionoccurrinçt as well as lowering

the association constant for the interaction when it does

:
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I

f-occur, as has been observed?4.

(c) itv of binding sites

As well as the marked heterogeneity between the binding

sites marked by the existence of complex I and complex Il, there

exists the possibitity of heterogeneity arising within the

complexes. Studies on both proflavine and acridine orange binding

to DNA led Armstrong et a1r 3 to suggest that in the strong

binding region these arninoacridines may bind as dimers onto

already intercalated aminoacridines. Ttris requires some of the

intercalated aminoacridine to protrude from the helix to allow

overlap between the heterocyclic ring structures. Ttris suggestion

is based on the observation of an isosbestíc point occurring in

the spectra, due only to the bound dye, as the value of r is

changed. Unfortunately estimates of accuracy are not given for

either the determination of the binding curve (measured by

equilibrium dialysis) or in determining the contribution to the

observed spectra due to free aminoacridine as monomer or dimer

in solution. Hence the reliability of the isosbestic point

cannot be juclged. Furthermore the existence of the two bound

species has been inferred from the presence of an isosbestic

point in a series of spectra. These spectra have not been Èested

for internal linearity and the existence of only two species is

therefore not unambíguous. lfhe same observatíon could be obtained

by a smatl but constant changre in binding producing a monotone

change in extinction coefficient for the bound species. The

isosbestic point would then occur when:

I
t'
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âuÀ

aÀ
=O eqn. 3-5.

where E. is the extinction coefficient of the bound species at
^

wavelength 1,30. Nonetheless the proposed mod.e1 of Armstrong

eÈ alr 3 satisfactorily explains the results as presented.

At very low values of r the only bound species of

aminoacridine present in detectable quantities is the intercalated'

complex I, aminoacridine. In this situation the possibility

of base specific heterogeneity arises. At-these low values of

t, fluorescence spectrophotometry has been used to determine the

binding curves. Early reports suggested that adenine-thymine (A-T)

bases bind aminoacridines preferentiallyler20. It has also been

maintained that because the quantum yield of bound acridines varies

with r these conclusions, based on fluorescence quenching of the

aminoacridine-nucleic acid interaction, are invar]-.d2l'22. However,

this criticism of the earlier work has itself been questioned3 I on

the grounds that, at the low r values used, bound aminoacridines

are too distant from each other for preferential energy transfer,

from higher-quantum-yield sites (A-T) to lower-quantum-yield sítes

(G-C), to be an explanation of the variable quantum yield observed

in references 19 anð, 22. Ttre matter is clearly not fulty resolved.

llhe most recent publicatiorr32 o' quinacrine binding to DNAs of

varying G-c contents has led to the following conclusions which

favour no base-specific heterogeneity'

(I) Quinacrine has one type of binding site on differing

G-C content DNAs'

(2)Eachboundmolecul"o."opi.saSequenceoftwopairs

of DNA nucleotides.
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(3) The bound molecufes are distributed randomly over all

the bindíng sites without any G-C dependence.

llt¡e association constants quoted in this work32 ute the same for the

three different DNAs studied. The quinacrine-DNA complex is

found to fluoresce with a high quantum yield when bound to a site

with a sequence of at least three A-T base pairs, unlike proflavine

and acriflavine which fluoresce with a high quantum yield on only

two or more A-T base Pairs33.

3. Structural factors

(a) Effects of nucleic acid structure

For most in vitro work the tr¡to extreme structures of DNA

in neutrar sart ""r;"" 
."" be considered as being the ordered

double he]ix, as found in native DNA at room temperature, and the

disordered, single strand' random coil which is the conformation

taken by DNA above its melting transition. Aminoacridines are

quantitatively released from DNA when it takes up the latter structure

24¡3\. Clear1y, the structure of DNA plays an important role in

the extent of binding as is to be expected from the basic model

described in section 2 (b) of this Chap.ter. The first question

to be asked is whether or not the intact double helix is required

for binding to occur? The answer appears to be that this is

not so. DNA which has been heat denatured and shock-cooled

appears, at room temperature' to bind aminoacridines approximately

as strongly as native DNA3|+-36. The temperature dependence of

the binding, however, is much greater in denatured DNA than in

the native structure, resulting in a cooperative loss of

aminoacridines from denatured DNA at elevated temperatures below

the melting temperaturet2tLs r34. Using equilibrium dialysis,

Ichimura .t "134, 
have measured the thermodynamic parameters which
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determine the bindíng of acridine orange to both native and

denatured DNA. At low r values the strong binding (complex I)

can be associated with a single association constant for both

forms of the DNA. The free energy of reaction (AGo) sho\^Is a

marÈed change with temperature in the case of denatured DNA but

a small change with,native DNA. This arises from a larger

entropy term associated with the denatured DNA-acridine orange

complex formation. The similar values for the binding constants

at room temperature occur because of the larger favourable value

of the enthalpy of reaction (Àuo¡ for the formation of the

denatured DNA-acridine orange complex as compared with the native

DNA complex. Ichimura .t "I34 h.ve quoted values for the entropy

of reaction (ASo) which are significantly more accurate than the

experimental results allow since the appropriate relatíonship that

should be used for results obtained from AGo values on}y, with

no independent estimate of AHo, is:

-ðAco
eqn. 3-6

ðt

and not, as has been usedt

auo - Aco

Aso

^so
eqn. 3-7.

T

Thís is discussed more fully in Chapter IV. Nonetheless, the

differences between the ASo values for the binding of acridine

orange to native and denatured DNA is significant and, as will

be discussed in Chapter V, is related to a change in the

conformation of denatured DNA.
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DNA denatured other than by heat has been studied in

its interaction with aminoacridines. Blake eÈ al3s quoted in

reference 2 have observed that proflavine binds to DNA at pH 2.8

with a spectrum like that of proflavine bound to heat denatured

DNA at low ionic strength. At low r the spectrum is

índistinguishable from that due to complex I, however, as r

íncreases the spectral corttribution from complex II is greater

than in the native DNA-proflavine material. This has been

observed also in heat denatured DNA-acridine'orange complexes3T.

Similarities between the spectral shifts due to aggregation in

solution free of DNA and in the presence of DNA led these authors3T

to propose that complex II binding is the stacking of aggregates

of the aminoacridine on the outside surface of the macromolecule.

In the strong binding region the number of binding

sites appears to approximatery doubre on denaturation of the

macromolecule24'34. Although this effect has been studied as

a function of ionic strength24, it has not been explicitly studied

as a function of temPerature.

Tkre isosbestic points in acridine orange-denatured DNA

complexes disappear with increasing r at low ionic strength3s;

however wi.th proflavine and denatured DNA a clear isosbestic point

is observed2h. Ctearly the structural requirement of nucleic acids

for the bindíng of aminoacridines is still somewhat confused.

A similarly confusing picture arises from research into the

interaction of arn-inoacridines with synthetic polynucleotides,

for which the structures of the macromolecule are often better

characterized than in denatured DNA. These are competently

revie$red elsewhere2.
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fn summary, it can be said that both complex I and

complex II type interactions occur for aminoacridines and both

native and denatured DNAs. The number of binding sites appears

to increase on denaturation. The effect of temperature is more

marked on complexes with denatured DNA than with native DNA.

Spectrophotometric measurements suggest that attention should

be paid to the possibitity of heterogeneity in denatured DNA-

aminoacridine systems. This witt be discussed more fully in

Chapter V of this work-

(b) Effect of aminoacridine structure

It has already been pointed out earlier in this

Chapter that different aminoacridines exhibit differing binding

behaviours with DNA. This is to be expected as the nature and

position of groups attached to the acridine nucleus will determine

the electronic dístribution within the molecule and will thus

influence the interaction between the aminoacridines and the bases

of the DNA. Steric factors also can be expected to influence the

location of a bound moietY.

AspointedoutinChapterl,inparallelwiththeir

antibacterial activity only those aminoacridines which are in their

catíonic form interact strongly with DNA. This indicates that

electrostatic forces play some part in the interaction. Löber

and Achtert3s have shown that amino-substitution in the 3 or

3 and 6 positions in the acridine nucleus decreases the charge

located on both the c, and ring nitrogen positions in favour of

the amino substituents. Thus inÈeraction of the amino groups'

as well as the ring nitroçJen, with the negatively charged phosphate

groups on the potynucleotide is possibte. substitution with

electron donating groups at the 3 or 3 and 6 positions increases
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the basicity of acridinesl with a resulting enhancement in their

ability to bind to DNA39. In earlier work Löberao has shown that

the association constants for the binding to DNA of a series of

acridine derivatives increases with increasing PK. of the compounds.

Corresponding to this increase in basicity there is a decrease in

the net positive charge on the ring nitrogen, thus the enhanced

binding cannot be explained entirely by the electrostatic interaction

between the ring nitrogen and the negative phosphate group.

Alkylation of the ring nitrogen of proflavine and acridine

orange with methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl and amyl groups results in

a significant increase in their binding to DNA relative to the

parent compound. However this increase is not sensitive to the

Iength of the alkyl chain3s. on the other hand, when the ring

nitrogen of acridine is alkylated its interaction with DNA does

decrease as the length of the aliphatic chain increases3e' Íhese

observations suggest that the ríng nitrogen is not very ímportant

in the interaction of aminoacridines v¡ith DNA but is critical for

the interaction with DNA of the acridine base itself.

îrfie attachment of long bulky side chains to the amino

group of 9-aminoacridine, as in atebrin, does not hinder the

interaction with DNA11rl5rkl. r¡rhís inilicates that long chains

attached to the 9-position do not sterically interfere with the

interaction.

llhe requirements of a planar ring structure for the

interaction of aminoacridines with DNA has been demonstrated by

the significant reduction in binding when one ring of the

9-arn-inoacridine cation is saturatedrl. Nonethelessrbinding

characteristics of complex I do occur and presuma]rly complete

Ínsertion of the 3 aromatic rings'is unnecessary for intercalation'
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MüIler and Crothers42 have suggested that the preferred

orientation for the intercalation of 3,6-diaminoacridine (proflavine)

derivatives is one in which the planes of the aminoacridine and the

nucleotide bases are paralle1 and the semi-major axis of the compound

is paralle1 to the line joining the phosphate groups on complemenÈary

strands of the double helix in the plane of the nucleotide bases.

flris conclusion arises from the observation that 2,7-iuert-jary butyl

proflavine does not intercalate42¡43. If the semi-major axis of the

aminoacridine and the interphosphate line, described above, \^7ere

perpendicular, íntercalation might occur. The same orientation is

favoured for 4- and 9- substituted 9-aminoacridines studied by

circular dichroism44r45. Notwithstanding these observations¡the

proflavine and ethidium cations proba-b1y líe in some position

intermediate to the parallel and perpendicular orientations mentioned

a]rove44. Circular dichroism is potentially very useful in the

examination of DNA-aminoacridine interactions. The complexity of the

systems are such, however, that not a great deal has been achieved

by this technique, so far, in unambiguously assigning orientations.

Recently, dichroic spectra of stretched films of

ethidiurn brornide-DNA\6 and various dye-stuffs with DNA'+7 have been

measuïed. These have given explicit orientations for the dye stuffs

with respect to the helix axis. In particular the work of Ke11ya7

has demonstrated. a similarity existing between proflavine and.

acriflavine, which both have the same substructure (7-aminoquinoline).

In this work it v/as also demonstrated that proflavine and acriflavine

each differ from 9-aminoacridine in their orientations relative to

the helix axis, although no conclusive comments can be made a-l¡out the

similarity between proflavine and acriflavine themselves. Ttris

observation is in agreement with ai postulate mentioned earli"tb4'
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Both Houssier46 and KellyqT report that the plane of the ligands

bound in complex I is not entirely parallel to the plane of the

nucleotide bases. fhese results add significantly to the previous

observations by polarized fluorescence27 and flow dichroism2T t\a

whlch were una-ble to estimate the planarity of the aminoacridine-

nucleotide base complex to better than f3Oo. It should, however,

be borne in mind that in studies on films the structure of DNA is

very sensitive to humidityaT and care must be taken in extrapolating

these observations to the solution state.

It will be readily appreciated from the foregoing comments

that a wide variety of orientations appear ãvailable for aminoacridines

intercalating into the DNA structure. At this time the conclusion

of Löber and Achtert3e that no single intercalation model exists for

all arninoacridine derivatives seems the prudent one.

4. Effects of the interaction

(a) Effects on nucleic acids

Aminoacridines bound to nucleic acids have a marked

effect on the structure of the macromolecule. llhese very

significant changes, particularly the increase in intrinsic

viscosityl3r25'89 and the decrease in sedimentation coefficient'

16r25r49 have presented some of the most direct evidence for the

intercalation model for complex I binding. The variation of

intrinsic viscosity and sedímentation coefficient measured as a

functíon of r has been interpreted in terms of a configurational

change in the DNA. The increase in viscosity, which occurs only

up to an r value of abouEO.2l3r8e (that is with the aminoacridine

predominantly in the complex I form) is associated with an

increase in contour length of the macromolecu1el3. Drummond

"t "189 
h-rr" estimated that the increase in contour length is
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approximately 3.440 per bound aminoacridine: that is the

equivalent of the normal van der Waals distance between stacked,

planar heterocyclic rings. Ilowever their work carried out on

DNA of principally large molecular weight fractions can only be

described as tentative. A more recent study has been carried out

on sonicated DNA of less than 20OO nucleotides per macromolecule49'

Ttrese results showed that the extension of the DNA molecule per bound

proflavine $/as about 84% of. the characteristic interbase spacing'

Ttre smalleï molecular weight fractions provide an easier

hydrodynamic system to analyse than the large macromofecules as

they behave in a more rod-Iike fashion. Ttrese authors4s noted

that the increase in contour length was associated with some

increase in flexibility of the macromolecule: an observation which

was simultaneously noted by Armstrong et all 3. Trhe abitity to

increase the viscosity of DNA on interaction iS by no means a

property solely of aminoacridines. A wide range of compounds have

been shown to have a similar effect including antibiotics,

benzacridines and reporter molecules26t4T r50r5I. The observation

that the intrinsic viscosity does not match entirely the expected

increase ín víscosity on the Lerman model has led some workers to

recently propose a variation in the binding model for proflavíne

and DNA52. In this variation the proflavine, or at least some of

ít, ís not fully intercalated. fhis form may have some equivalence

with the recently proposed "wedge" model of Kapícak and Ga-bbays3 for

the binding of a series of diamino substituted reporter molecules'

However this model should not be confused with that proposed by

pritchard .t g{u (to be discussed later) which is itself a

modification of the Lerman model'

In contrast to native DNA there is no increase in the

viscosity of heat denatured DNA when proflavine or 9-aminoacridine
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is bound to it at an ionic strength of u = o.I in the complex I

binding region89. More recently these studies have been confirmed,

again by víscosity and also by the observation that there is no

dependence of the sedimentation coefficient of denatured DNA

on the extent of binding2a. Íhese results indicate that the

increase in contour,length on strong binding to DNA is specifíc

for the double heIix.

The increase in contour length on the binding of

proflavine to native DNA has been observed by autoradiographysa

and light scatteringss. These latter measurements reveal a

corresponding increase in the radius of gyrationss. The increase

in contour length is accompanied by a decrease in mass per unit

length as determined by low angle x-ray measurementssG. .¡,he

ultracentrifugation work of Sansom24 showing a decrease in the

sedimentation coefficient with increasing t fot the binding of

9-aminoacridine with native DNA is in agreement with this observation.

The decrease in mass per unit length is greater than that predicted

by Lerman2 s b.,-.t this can be accounted for by an increase in

flexibility of DNA when intercalation occursl3' 16 r24r49'

1ll¡e extension of the hetix is consistent with an

unwinding of the bases relative to each other. x-ray diffraction

patterns were originally shown to be consistent wi'th an unwinding

of between I2o and 45o. flnis result has been confirmed and refined

for aminoacridines and other molecules, particularly the ethidium

cation, which are believed to intercalate. on more stereochemical

consíderations Fuller and WaringsT calculated an unwinding of 12o'

A later study has confirmed thisss. A suggestion by Paoletti and

Le pecqss th.t intercalation may wind the helix rather than unwind'

it has been severely criticised by Pigram .t 3!t0 who have also

confirmed that unwinding occurs to the extent of a-bout 12o in the
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intercalation of ethidium bromide with DNA.

Thre binding of aminoacridines to nucleic acids sta-bilizes

the double helical structure against thermal denaturation. The

enhanced stability is indicated by an increase in the melting

temperature of the comple*L2'24t29¡61. Íhe increase ín T* is

a linear function of r and reaches a maximum at the limit of complex

r formation2g'go. Qze borrnd by complex rr does not seem to

increase the T and is dissociated at temperatures belo\^¡ the T-29161'
m

Íhe increase in T* on the binding of aminoacridines

indicates that a large decrease has occurred in the free energy

of the native DNA-aminoacridine system over that of the DNA alone'

Ttris decrease must be greater than the difference in free enerq)¡

between denatured DNA-aminoacridine systems and denatured DNA24.

Ttre free energy calculations of Gersch and Jordan2g sopport this

postulate.

þ) Effects on aminoacridines

lltre displacement of the electronic absorption spectrum

of an aminoacrídine when bound to DNA is the most characteristíc,

e>çerimentally observed, feature of the interaction. In general,

when the aminoacridine is bound as the monomer' the absorption

maximum of the aminoacridine shifts to longer wavelengths and there

ís a decrease in the exÈinction coefficient?'Lr162. When the

aminoacridine is bound-ín complex II the spectrum shifts to shorter

wavelengths 6 3. Ítris shift in the spectrum towards the blue is very

similar to that obtained with solutions of aminoacridines where self

association occurs and has thus been assigned to the formation of

bound aggregates. Tkre red shift in the visible spectrum is attributed

to the interaction bet\¡reen aminoacridine cations and the planar bases

-of tlle DNA1I164165. Íhe spectral changes associated wíth the
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interaction of proflavine, at low r, with heat or acid denatured.

DNA are similar to those observed with native DNA and have been

attributed to the interaction of the heterocyclic aminoacridine

catíons with the bases of the denatured DNA64.

Optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) and circular dichroism

(CO¡ are potentially more useful than absorptíon spectrophotometry

in the study of aminoacridine-DNA interactions because of theír

greater sensitivity to environmental and structural factors.

Aminoacridines bound to DNA exhibit extrinsic or induced Cotton

effects in the regions of the aìrsorption bands66¡67t68. The

observed rotation in the extrinsic Cotton effect of acrid.ine

orange borrnd to DNA6 6 h.s been attribuÈed to an asl.mmetric

perturbation of the aminoacridine chromophore by the DNA, as acridine

orange is, itself, optically inactive. Such induced optical

activity implies that a definite spatíal relationship exists between

the aminoacridine and its binding site. A number of explanations

have been proposed for this optical anisotropy.

(i) If the ar¡.incacridine moieties are orientated in a helical

array then this wiII produce the required asymmetry ín the

electronic transitions necessary fcoptical activity.

lltre arrangement could result from external binding (complex II)

or from intercalation (complex I)69'70. However,

denatured DNA-with both proflavine and acridine orange each

produces complexes which are optically active: indicating

that long segrments of double helix are not necessary for

optical activíty7I.
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An aslmrnetry may be induced by the aminoacridine chromophore

being bound within an asyrnmetric environment of the

DNA68r72.

Nearest neighbour interactions can give rise to optical

activity if the polynucleotide is able to hold two or

more molecules in register so that their electric dipole

moments may interact69t7l. However in 1, 2 and

9-aminoacridines acquired optical activity is independent

of the extent of binding, t73. This observation is not

expected from the nearest neighbour model-

Aminoacridines with a 3-amino group and ethidium bromide

do display, as a function of r, a steeply cooperative

induced circular dichroisma4.

At the present time no single theory has been proposed which can

relate the CD spectra of aminoacridine-DNA complexes to their

structure and, thus far, any inference based on such observations

is therefore indirect. Future development of these techniques can

be expected to yield a great deal of information on the interaction

of arninoacridines with DNA.

Lerman has shownTa th.t the cherr-ical reactivity of the

amino groups of proflavine and other a¡ninoacridines' as measured by

diazoi-1.zation rates, is markedly decreased when the compounds

are bound to DNA. llhe reduction in rate is greater than that

observed. when these compounds are complexed with synthetic polymers

such as polyphosphates and polystyrene sulphonate. I.erman concluded

that the reduced reactivity was a consequence of the inaccessibility

of the amino groups to the electrophilic reagent; this in turn

was the result of the aminoacridine cation being completely enclosed

within the DNA double he1ix.
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5. Models for the lexes

In the previous sections of this Chapter an attempt

has been made to summarize the experimental details of a large

volume of research carried out, for the most part' over the last

twenty years. TLrroughout this review continuous mention has been

made of two complexes associated with the interaction of

aminoacridines with DNA. The observation of two modes of binding

\^tas one of the first observations of the interaction and has been

one of the most enduring. In this section the work reviewed will

be summarized in terms of the current models for the interaction'

Similar summaries have appeared elsewhere2r23t24 '

(a) Stronq bind rnq - complex I

Íheformationofcomplexlisassociatedwiththe

following experimental characteristics'

(1)Itisastronginteraction;thefreeenergychangeforthe

Ínteraction is of the order of AGo= -25 to -4O kJ/mole bound

aminoacridine.

(2) It is more favoura-ble for aminoacridines with three aromatic

rings.Tlrisishowever,notanexclusiverule.Thepresence

of one saturated ring does not preclude intercalation.

(3)Onlycationsbind,strongly;thismay¡eamechanistic

requirement, although the interaction may be in part electrostatic

for the interaction decreases with increasing ionic strength.

(4) The contour length of double helical DNA is increased and its

mass per unit length is decreased on bínding of aminoacridines

to form comPlex I-
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The contour length of denatured DNA is not increased on

binding if the ionic strength is such that the added cation

has a negligible effect on the interphosphate repulsion of

the phosphate groups of the macromol-ecule.

Thre plane of the bound aminoacridine cation is approximately

parallel to the plane of the nucleotide bases and hence

perpendicular to the axis of the double helix.

The reactivity of the amino groups on some aminoacridines

is diminished on binding.

At room temperature complex I has a similar stabitity in both

native and denatured DNAs but the extent of binding is greater

in the latter.

Long side chains attached to the C, Position of 9-aminoacridine

derívatives do not hinder the interaction.

lltrere is an upper limit to the extent of binding in complex I

form of about r = O.2O - O.25 in aminoacridine-native DNA

complexes.

The stability of native DNA is enhanced by amínoacridines

bound in complex I form.

(1r)

on the basis of observations (4), (6) and (7) Lerman25-27

proposed that the aminoacridine binds in such a way that the DNA molecule

untwists and extends to allow the insertion of the cation between

adjacent base pairs. ftris interaction is called intercalation.

1,he aminoacridine is centratly located within the helix so that the

ring nitrogen, which carries a partial positive charge is near the

central axís of the DNA. Ttre double helical structure of DNA is

an essential requirement for this model (see Fig. 3-2). As mentioned

previously, the degree of unwinding of the helix first proposed by



,s

Fíg. 3-2.

9
¡

Schematic rePresentatlon of the
lntercalation model of Lerman for
the lnteraction of amínoacrldlnes
.ltith natlve DNA.
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Lerman (45o-12o) has been refined to the. smaller angle of about

L2
o 57r60

Although the Lerman model satisfactorily explains a

nunrlcer of the observations srulmarized in this section it cannot

account for observations (2) , (5) ' 
(8) and (9). In order to

e>rplain these Pritchard "t "17s 
ptoposed a nodification of the

intercalation model in which the aminoacridine cation intercalates

between successive bases on the same polynucleotide chain with its

semi-major axis approximately perpendicular to the line joining

the bases of the DNA on opposing strands (see Fig. 3-3). They

further suggested that the phosphate group iñ the deoxyribose-

phosphate backbone of tJ:e nucleic acid could deform in such a way

that the negative charge may take up a position near to the

positive ring nitrogen. This model can satísfactorily explain

observations (2) , (3), (8) and (9) as well as the observations

by Lerman. Furthermore, in view of the 1s55 riÇid conformation

of denatured DNA, an extension of the base-base distance on

interaction might be possible without the need for an increase in

contour length, in accordance with observation (5). Items (I)

and (II) are a direct consequence of the observably favourable

interaction and need no further explanation.

Observation (fO) requires some further comment'

llhere appears to be. no immediate reason to limit the complex I

binding to a number between r = O.2O - O.25. In the Lerman model

it could be postulated that the limit would be r = o.5; that is

every pair of base pairs can have an arn-inoacridine cation

sandwiched between them. In the Pritchard et- al modification

even this restriction need not apply. It is necessary, therefore,

to seek some ex¡llanation for the limiting value or r. MüIler and

Crothers have proposedT6 for the intercalation of an antibiotic,
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that intercalation causes a d.istortion of the helix in the

immediate vicinity of the bound antibiotic. Ttre distortion is

such that binding is prevented in a region totalling 5 base

pairs surrounding the occupied site. This has been termed the

site exclusion principle. It should be emphasised that this is

an empirical observation on1y. Armstrong et all3 invoked a more

rigorous proposal for the binding of aminoacridines to DNA by

suggesting that:

t'...every slot between two successive base pairs of

the DNA helix constitutes a possibte binding site

for one intercalated dye (sic:aminoacridine) molecule.

fntercalated dye is randomly distributed over all

possíble binding sites with one restriction -

intercaLation does not occur at sites immediately

adjaeent to one already occupied."

This proposal immediately introduces a limit to complex I binding

at r = O.25. It may be argued that the anti-cooperative nature of

most binding, as demonstrated by the curvature of Scatchard plots

at low r, makes the assignment of any exclusion principle redundant.

Since direct evidence of neighbour exclusion is not available at the

present time, the limits of r for complex I may be'a consequence of

aggregated distortion of the helix preventing binding to a greater

extent than r = O.25. Certainty it may be stated that binding

becomes decreasingly favourable at values of r weII below r = O.25

as nay be judged from the change in slope of the Scatchard plot in

this region.

Recently löber and co-wo?kers77-7s hu.v" added to the

understanding of the forces which stabilize the intercalation
'structure by d.emonstrating that the bínding of a variety of

I

ñ*

¡
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ìl
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i
I

ì

I
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aminoacridines and similar cornpounds to DNA is reduced to below the

level of detection of the complex when the complex I form is in the

presence of organic solvents. This decrease in binding to DNA is

attributed to increased lyophilic interactions between aminoacridine

and organic solvent molecules. They suggest that the organic solvent

competes with the DNA bases for hydrophobic interactions with the

aminoacridines. In these experiments the DNA was believed to be in

the native form. Ttre importance of hydrophobic forces is certainly

to be expected from either the Lerman or Pritchard model of the

aminoacridine-DNA comPlex I-

Nonetheless the model of Pritchard et aITs (FiS. 3-3) does

not explain why tltre 217-di-tert-butyl proflavine molecule does not

intercalate as described earlier;42¡43t80 it would be expected to

bind unless there is some mechanistic barrier influencing the rate.

On the other hand the Lerman model (fig. 3-2) would exclude binding

on steric arounds. Similarly other work described earlier39'40

concerning alkylation of the ring nitrogen in proflavine and

acridine orange favours the Lerman model. fhus it seems prudent

at this time to consíder the Lerman and Pritchard models as t\ôto

extreme cases of essentially the same interaction. lllee actual

configuration taken up by an aminoacridine in its inÈeraction with

native and denatured DNA to form complex I may be a blend of a

number of interactions yietding for each aminoacridine in conjunction

with each form of DNA a r:nigue set of coordinates to define the

interaction.

(b) Vüeak bindinq - complex II

Anrinoacridine bound to nucleic acids to form complex II

has the following experimental characteristics.

I
t
tl
ll
:,

i
i

!

I

1
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Írhe binding energy is low; the free energy for the reaction

is at the most a few kJoules per mole of bound aminoacridine.

It is principatly electrostatic in nature and is decreased by

an increase in ionic strength more markedly than aminoacridine

bound in complex I form.

It can involve the interactíon between bound molecules

(aggregates).

since it continues beyond the extent of binding dominated

by complex I, which is an internal process, it is proba-bIy

binding to the external, hydrated region of the helix'

It can occur up to electroneutrality, r = 1'O'

J

I

Þ*(r)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

The most probalrle model for aminoacridines bound to form complex II

is one in which the cation is bound externally to the helix with

the positive ring nitrogen close to a negative phosphate group.

Since the helix is extended by intercalation before it is possible

to measure accurately the extent of weak binding no effect on the

viscosity of DNA would be expected by increments in r a]¡ove r = o'25'

This is fou¡rd to be the case experimentally. Íhe possibility of

aggregation of aminoacridines on the outside of the helix occurs

for those aminoacridines, like acridine orange, which readily

self-associate.

(c) Conclusions

othermodelsforthebindingofaminoacridinesto

DNA have been proposed but the concept of intercalation has now

gained general acceptance. Further refinements are constantly

being proposed and it is difficult to judge, in many instances,

whether these are of general appticability to the interaction or

are specific to the particular aminoacridine involved.

i
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To conclude this section one recent example of

modification is outtined. Armstrong êt aIr3 hu.ne proposed' that

within the strong binding region two classes of bound dye exist

for proflavine interacting with DNA. llhre first of these is a

fully intercalated proflavíne cation and the second, with a similar

association constant (i.e. still strong binding), is a dimer formed

by a second proflavine partially overlapping the first. Iöber81

also noted, by fluorescence spectrophotometry, the presence of two

forms of complex I for proflavine and DNA but gave no qualitative

suggestion as to their form. More recently, Dourlent and Hé1ène82

have proposed that two forms of intercalated proflavine exist;

one in which the proflavine is totally intercalated in A-T rích

areas and another which is partially intercalated in G-C rich areas'

(Note: Dourlent and Uélènes2 h..t. departed from the usuAl

nomenclature and call complex I, as defined here' complex II and

více versa.) lltre questions that may be posed are:

( i) do these three observationsl3rElrs2 refer to the same

states?

I

I

I

!{

l

1

( ii)

(iii)

Are the observations common to all aminoacridines

but are not observed in some complexes because of a greater

or lesser degree of self association in the aminoacridine?

Are the observations particular to some aminoacridines which

bind with a certain orientation with respect to the base

pairs of DNA?

At this time too few results are availa-ble for a critical analysis'

6 l(inetics and mechanisms of the interaction

lftre equilibrium between cationic arninoacridínes and DNA

is established very rapidly. In order to measure the rate processes
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establishing the equilibrium it is therefore necessary to utilize

perturbation or rapid mixing techniques. The latter of these has

been used withouÈ conspicuous Succes"83r84 except in so far as

providing general support to mechanisms proposed from perturbation

studies. Mixing techniques will not be discussed further. A

detailed analysis of the temperature-jump perturbation technique

appears in a later section of this work and so only the current

results will be sulìmarized here (see Chapter VI). In general'

mechanisms ded.uced from perturbation techniques are not exclusive

and a critical attention must be paid to equilibrium measurements

and other known parameters of the system before a mechanism can

be proposed.

On the basis of work using the temperature-jump

technigue Li and Crotherss 5 harre observed two well defined relaxation

times for the perturbation of equilibria between proflavine and

calf thymus DNA. Íhey have proposed that two forms of the complex

exist at equilibrium and that the interaction occurs by a two step

mechanism. The first step is a rapid bimolecular process for which

the forward rate constant approaches that for a diffusion limited

process. Î'he reverse rate constant for this bimolecular process ís

considerably smaller leading to a large favoural¡le equilibrium constant-

1,his process is assigned to the electrostatic intefaótion between the

proflavine cations and the polyphosphate backbone of the DNA to form

complex II. Ttre dependence of the inverse relaxation time on the

concentration of equilibrium reactant is linear' as expected., The

second step of the interaction becomes concentration independent at

high equilibrium reactant concentrations and is considera-bly slower

than the first process. Li and Crothersss have proposed that

the slower process arises from a conformational change in the DNA

'which allows intercalation to occur following external bindi¡rg.
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It is pointed out that no dístinction can be made between this

consecutive mechanism (mech. 3-1., below) and one in which the two

processes are in parallel (mech. 3-2.) vi-zz

P+DNA

12 >> 2t

(fast) k

(P)
OUT

(P)
2l OUT

23

(slow)

k
23> 32

(fast)
k

T2

k
2t

k
23

k
32

(n) -t mech. 3-1.

mech. 3-2.

k kk
2g> 32

k

P+DNA

k

2*

N(slow) k
32

k
l2 >> 2t

(P
IN

k

where p is the free proflavine at equilibrium, DNA is the

concentration of free binding sites at equilibrium (see Chapter VI),

and (p)Our "td 
(")r* are' respectively, the concentrations of

complex II and complex I at equitibrium. Li and Crothersrss

favour mechanisrn 3-1. above. In a later publication bchmechel and

Crotherss6 repeated the experiment with proflavine and po1yA. polyU.

A sÍmilar relaxation response vtas observed however significant

variations with DNA type in the thermodynamic parameters associated

with the mechanism were not explained in any qualitative sense'
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It would be very fortunate if the mechanism proposed

by Li and Crothers was generally applicable. However more recent

publications have shown that variations may exist. Indeed, even

the two relaxations in temperature perturbations of aninoacridine-

DNA complexes are not always observed. In recent publications

52t87 only a single,relaxation \^ras observed for the rapid temperature
Drl,A

perturbation of proflavine with M. lysodeikticus¡although the

authors52'87 d"*onstrated that the same mechanism proposed by

Li and Crothers (mech. 3-1.) could be used to exptain their results

by adjusting the overall kinetic parameters to agree with

equilibrium measurements. Ihe validity of this is discussed

further in Ctrapter VI of this work-

Whether the intercalation mechanism (mech. 3-1.) requires

the opening of a base pair to allow the dye to enter is not c1ear.

Hor¡rever, Li and CrothersSs fa.tonr a mechanism in which the dye can

be inserted between base pairs without the necessity of base pair

separation. This could be achieved by a longitudinal flexing of

the DNA molecule occurring simultaneously with the insertion of the

dye. In this way the rate constants for the slower reaction step

may be expected to be dependent on ionic strength, as observedrss

and also markedly dependent on temperature. However, there is

little evidence to distinguish between the possibility of this

mechanism and the "breathing model" of DNAg I in which interstitial

ùnstacked regions in túe macromolecule are found which would

presumably facilítate intercalation.
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I. Introduction

From the survey (chapter III) of the interaction of

aminoacridines with nucleic acids it is evident that a

substantial number of different aminoacridines have been used in

studying the interaction. 9-aminoacridine, which is to be

investigated in this work, has also been studied previouslyL2.

Horn/ever, these studiesl'2 h.rr. not provided any details of the

thermodynamic parameters which govern the interaction. In this

Chapter the spectral properties of the complex I form of bound

aminoacridine are investigated. Thre results show that the

spectrophotometric method for determining dtt. ¡ittaing curves3 .t"

be used. Tkris method has been somewhat refined and used to

measure the association constant for the interaction at several

temperatures. From these values the thermodynamic parameters have

been calculated and are discussed in terms of the intercalation

model.

2. 9-aminoacridine

9-aminoacridine (9AA) has a number of properties

which makes it particularly suited to studies with DNA. lltre

hydrochloride salt is relatively soluble in aqueous solutions'

ís stable and not light-sensitive, unlike widely studied proflavinea.

As has already been pointed outrthe interaction of aminoacridines

with DNA is governed, .in part, by their presence in solution as

cations: 9AA, with a pK, = IO.Orq exists almost entirely as the

cation in neutral salt solutions. 9AA has been found to undergo

a reversible loss of one water of crystallization per molecule.

Its molar extinction coefficient at 4oo nm - the absorption

maximum in the visible region - has been deterrnined in this

present work as e4o0 = Io44o 1 ¿o i" o'lM NaCl' This is a higher
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value than some previously reported values2'5 (uuoo = 8970) where

the water of crystallization in the molecular weight has not been

taken into account. Significant deviations from Beer's Law

ideality have been detected at very low concentrationsi thus, as

outlined in Chapter VIII section 2 aLL 9AA concentrations have been

determined by weighed dilutions of a knostn stock solution.

3 9-aminoacridine and native DNA : spectra

In the presence of DNA the maxima in the visible spectra

of aminoacridine solutions undergo a red shift. Íhis is shown in

Figs. 4-L. 
,to 

4-3., each of which shows a spectrum of 9AA at a

specified temperature and two other spectra of the same

concentration of 9AA in differing concentrations of DNA. The

concentrations are represented as:

T" (ligand) 9AA molar concentration

ta DNA concentration (mo1ar phosphate)

Ttre red shift and reduction in tÀ^.* is common to many

aminoacridine-DNA solutions6 as mentioned. in Chapter III.

Ineachofthefigures4_I.Lo4-3.awelldefined

isosbestic point is present. The isosbestic point is generally

taken to be sufficient evidence for the presence of only two

species of the chromophore (in this case 9AA) at equilibrium ín

the solution: viz., free 9AA and bound 9AA. Each of these

species has a separate Ê^: the isosbestic point arising when:

bound
À

tÀ free eqn.4-I.
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However it has been pointed out that i,sosbestic points may

occur under circrunstances where there is not a single equilibrium

between two speciesT. In particular, if the absorbance (A)

is a monotonic function at all wavelengths of some non-absorbing

variable, x, (this is conceivable in aminoacridine-DNA systems

where x = DNA) then isosbestic points wilt occur aÈ h¡avelengths,

À, where:

eqn. 4-2.

ðx

It appears, therefore, that a better test for a single chernical

equilibrium is to verify that a set of spectra generated, in this

case by varying the DNA concentration, is inÈernalty linear7.

That is, the ith *"^b"r of a set of spectra can be expressed as

a linear combination of any two other members of the set. Thus:

e (r) (1 -ßi)et(À)+ßrer(tr) eqn. 4-3.
a

where: e (À) apparent extinction coefficient of the

alrsorbing species at wavelength, À, in the

thi sPectrum.

apparent extinction coefficient of the

alrsorbing species at wavelength, À, in any

two nominated sPectra of the set-

a number ind.ependent of l'-

l_

1(À) and e, (tr)

ß
l_

If the spectra are all measured at the same concentration of

absorbing species then:

âoÀ o
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A (r)
l-

where A. (À), A (À) and A (À) are the experimental a-bsorbances
rl2

at wavelength À of the spectra defined in equation 4-3. on

page 67. Internal Iinearity can be shown to hold true for the

spectra in figures 4-1. to 4-3., for the relationship:

eqn. 4-5.

(r - ßi)Al (À) + eqn. 4-4.ß. A (r)Lz

A(À) =
2

(1 -ß)A(À)2L
+ ßa (À)

23

where A , A and A are the absorbances as a function of )' for
L23

the spectra lal¡elled 1, 2 and 3 respectively. lftre a-bsorbances

have been corrected for volume expansion to an equivalent

absorbance at 25oC. lfhe value for B, has been calculated at

six wavelengths throughout the spectrum. The results are shown

in Tabte 4-I. fhat the spectra are internally linear is

demonstrated by the constancy of ß, al each temperature'

TABLE 4-I.

*

À

The values of ß for asetofs

380
390
400
4ro
42o
432

aof 9AA and native DNA.

65

o.504
o.508
o.496
o.505
o.506
o.505

average
s.D. (o)

504
oo4

o
o

45
temp. (oc)

25

o.531
o.536
o.534
o.539
o.543
o.523

o.558
o.579
o.571
o. 573
o.576
o.561

534
oo6

o
o

o.570
o. oo7

*
as defined in the text
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The presence of 9AA dimer in spectrum I of Figs. 4-I. to 4-3.,

which yields an observed absorbance A (À) lower than the true
I

absorbance, (A + 6) (À), has been ignored as this term appears
I

in both the numerator and denominator for the calculation of

ß . Ttrat is, from equation 4-5.
2

.1

,{

Ì

ß=
2

true

(A + 6) (À)-A (À)
l2

(A + ô) (I)-A (À)
J

A (À)-A (À)
l2

A (À)-a (À) ß eqn.4-6.
2

t

if ô << A , which is experimentally the case.
I

There will be virtually no detectable 9A-A dimer concentration in

the 9Aê-DNA solutions as the free 9?\A concentrations in these

solutions are very low.

llhe constant values of ß, as a function of wavelength

at each temperature satisfy the condition for the spectra to be

internally linear.

To reiterate, isosbestic points are not unequivocal

evidence for a single equilibrium between two species of a

chromophore since although internal linearity is a sufficient

condition for an isosbestic point it is by no means a necessary

condition. It must be said, however, that while internal

linearity is a necessary condition for a single equilibrium it may

not be a sufficient condition. Nonetheless it appears that internal

linearity of spectra is a better test for a single equilibrium

than is an isosbestic Point.

It is therefore concluded that native DNA and 9AA

interact in a way which may be defined in equilibrium measurements

by a single equilibrium:
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DNA + 9AA F= COMPLEX eqn. 4-7.

The above equilibriun holds at least for the range of temperatures

25oC - 65oC and for a range of r values consistent with the

spectra in Figs. 4-L- to 4-3.

4. 9-aminoacridine and native DNA : melting the complex

In conmon with other aminoacridines 9AA stabilizes the

double helical structure of DNA with respect to denaturation'

lltre sta_biliz ation is manifested as a shift in the melting

temperature (T ) of the complex to temperatures higher than the
-m

T of native ÐNA alone. It has been observed in common with
m

others8 that this shift in T* is a function of r and reaches

its maximum when primary binding is complete' Fig' 4-4' shows

a neltinþ curve of native DNA in the presence and a-bsence of 9AA'

vlhen observed at 260 nm. in a dilute solution of 9AA (which

absorbs strongly in the U.V. ) , the T* is found to coincide in

temperaturewiththechangeat4oonm.ThusgAAisreleased

from the complex when the secondary structure of the macromolecule

is lost. Moreover there is a quantitative release of 9AA from

the native DNA-9AA complex above its denaturation temperature, the

9AA chromophore then behaving as an unbound molecule'

5. Determina tion of the extent of T

SpectraofgAAandnaÈiveDNAsolutionsdescribedin

section 3 of this Chapter are internally linear' Ttris is

ínterpreted as indicating, as has already been shown' that the

interaction between the 9AÄ and DNA can be described by a single

equilibrium in which only two forms of the chromophore exist

viz.theboundgAAwithextinctioncoefficienteoandthefree

a

I

Þ-

¡

,t

{

I
t
i

,!ì;
ål

p
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,t

È-
9AA with extinction coefficient !. 

(See footnote).

Vüith only two forms of the chromophore in solution it is possible

to determine, by spectrophotometry, the extent of binding for

the interaction. The extenÈ of binding (r) is the number of

9AA cations bound per DNA phosphate residue. Ttris has usually

been calculated from the expression,3

A -A T
t

where: A

A

L L

-A exA.
t-

mtA
eqn. 4-8

A

t

T
L

T
A

l-

ex

= absorbance of the 9AA solution in the a]¡sence of DNA.

= aJrsorbance at some point during the experiment-

= extent of binding at that Point.

= total concentration of 9AA in solution at that point.

= total concentration of DNA in solution at that point.

= the absorbance of the solution in the presence of

excess DNA'

ù
ñi

F

and where all the absorbance measuïements are adjusted to the same

T-. Absorbance meas\lrements are usually made at the wavelength of
L

maximum absorbance (4OO nm for 9AA). Experimental details are

described in Chapter VIII, section 4. It has been pointed out that

Footnote:

Internal linearity can also occur if more than one species of
bound 9AA exist and each bound species:

( i) has the same eb at all À (trivial case) -

exists such that the ratios of the two or more
bound species remain the same irrespective of
the extent of binding or of the free 9AA

concentration. TLris situation could arise
with spectrally distinct tautomeric forms of
9AA. However, these are not known to exist.

(ii)
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in measurements at temperatures other than at room temperature

all a-bsorbance measurements should be corrected for volume

expansion; furthermore, (Ai - Aex) should be determined at the

appropriate temperature2. Some workers appear to have assumed

that (4. - Aex) is independent of temperature and have used

(Ai o.*)* = 25oc.in equation 4-89'1e' once r has been

determined. at some point then the free aminoacridine concentration

(c) at that point is determined by the relationship:

L -tTA eqn. 4-9

AcomputerprograrìrprogramBlNDlNGrhasbeenwrittentocalculate

r and c for the experimental method used (see Appendix) '

Early in this work problems arose in obtaining a high

degree of reproducibility necessary for determining the associatíon

constantsfromscatchardptoÈsofbindingexperiments.ftris

lack of reproducibility arises from the difficulty in establishing

accurately the small changes in absorbance which occur at very low

values of. T'/TO- In this region, at low r' a small error in

absorbance produces a large percentage change in c with a very

small change in r since most of the aminoacridine is already

bound. llltus small errors in A (equation 4-8') at low r are

manifestaslargechangesintheassociatedvalueor'r/c.Itis

thus important that the value of absorbance in "excess" DNA,

A (equation 4-8-), is accurately determined and not just taken
ex

to be the absorbance of the aminoacridine chromophore in an

arbitraryexcessDNAconcentration.Asanillustrationofthis,

Fig. 4-5. shows typicat Scatchard plots for 9AA and native DNA

calculated from equation 4-8' with A.* determined at the 
'/',

value shown in the diagram. clearly. an attempt to determine

,l

I

Þ-

I

,I

t

I
i

Tc
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the association constant of the strong binding, the formation of

complex r, will yield widely differing resuLts for what, must be

a single value parameter. ln order to obviate the problem

associated with an arbitrary assignment of excess DNA concentration

a plot of. A/A. versus *r/rO has been made for each set of

experimental data., Fig. 4-6. shows this plot for the experimental

curves in Fig. 4-5. The extrapolation of these curves to

,"/rO = O will yield points on the A/4. axis associated with the

hypothetical state where all the aminoacridine is bound since the

DNA excess is infinite. Let the intercept on the A/4. axis

be Q then:

oiQ eqn.4-10.A
ex

where ¿ A' is the "true" absorbance in infinite excess DNA.
ex

If the new value", Oá* are substituted in equation 4-8- then

the curves in Fig. 4-5. are found to change markedly and to

coalesce giving a straight Iine. Tfhis is demonstrated in Fig.

4-7.

The plot of. A/A. versus ,"/ro has two further

advantages.

(i)

(ii )

AIl the values used are experimentally accessible

and make no assumption about the completeness of

binding, unlike the widely used Benesi-Hildebrand'

equationl 2 .

The curve extrapolated to *r/ro = o yields, directly,

the ratio of the extinqtion coefficients of the bound

and free aminoacridine, i.e.,
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a eqn. 4-Il_.

It will be shown later that this value can be a

diagnostic for changes in the binding site.

Tkre plot of. A/A. versus ,r/ro does have the disadvantage of

being a non linear function and thus the extrapolation requires a

small measure of subjectivity; however if measurements at

sufficiently low values of T"/TO are obtained this extrapolation

can be made with more certaintY.

fhe fact that Q is observed to vary slightly with the

initial dye concentration (Fig. 4-6.) is a consequence of the

presence of 9AA dimers in the initial dye solution. Íhe dimers

do not present a problem in determining values of r in the region

of interest, at low r, where complex I binding dominates as:

Ai-A t" A +ô-A TLT
=T eqn. 4-I2.t measured true

tb
tf

A -A' ,A + 6-A'exA.r T
A]- ex

where ô is the decrease in A. due to 9AA dimer in solution.

Equation 4-I2 hotds providing that ô << Aa = oi - oá*- At high

r values there will be a stight error resulting from this

approximation. fhis is not of significance in any of the

experiments described'in this work where association constants

have been evaluated from values of r below r = O-1.

6 Extinction coefficient of bound 9AA (

Figures 4-6, 4-8, 4-9 and 4-1O are plots of A/A' versus

*r/ro for four different temperatures. Each figure shows the

results for three binding curves each distinguished by a different
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initial concentration of 9AA. Íhe curves have been extrapolated

to the A/A. axis at T"/To = o. (fhe curve will be asymptotic

to the axis at A/4. = 9¡ . Table 4-2 below sho\¡¡s that values

of Q change only slightly with temperature.

TABLE 4-2.

*
Variation of O with tempe rature for 9AA and native DNA

Temp. (oc) 65

o.42_
5

I-i o.or
tb
ef a

*
as defined in the text

Ikre slight increase in Q with temperature may be erpl-a-i ned by a

reduction in eo with increasing temperature. fhis may be due

to a slight weakening of the interaction between the planar

9AA cation and the planar bases of the DNA. lltrese electronic

interactions give rise to the depression of the aminoacridine

extinction coef fÌcient on bindingl0 . llLris weakening

interaction will be a consequence of thermal energy increasing

554522

o.¿o I o.oro-sg 1 o.oro.37 j o.oor
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the relative motion of the interacting species (see footnote).

fn summary it may be said that the ratio of extincÈion

coefficients of the bound and free species of 9.AA is only

slightly dependent on temperature through the range 22oC lo 65oC.

This is taken as further evidence that the complex is relatively

unchanged by temperature and hence the binding site, also, is

relatively unchanged by temperature-

7. Determinatio n of the intrinsic association constant (k)

(a) Introduction

scatchard plots for the interaction of 9AA with native

DNA determined from equations 4-8., 4'9-, and 4:IO. are shown

in Figs . 4-'1., A-LI., 4-L2. and 4-13. The curves are shown

using the a-bsorbance in experimental excess DNAI A.*r and

corrected for A'* as T"/TO --+ O. In the latter case the

experimental curves at each temperature coalesce and the straight

line drawn in the figures is the line of best fit determined by

the Method of Least squares through data points in the range

O ( r < O.1. The coalesced curves show some departure from

linearity at r values greater than a-bout r = O.1. As discussed

Footnote:

It is possible that the observed increase in Q with
temperature may be due to a decrease in Crr which is observecl'
with íncreasing temperature. This changö, after correction for
thermal expansion, is in the opposite direction to that expected'
for a change in e- due to a shift in the monomer-dimer equilibrium
which wiII favourrthe monomer with increasing temperature.

The observed decrease in e- with i.ncreasing temperature
is presumably due to a change with ttemperature in the
distribution of 9AA molecules amongst the vibrational energy
levels available to themr 1. Such a change will not necessarily
alter the ability of 9AA to bind to DNA. However the effect of
this change on e, is not known and so a conclusive argument is not
possiò1e
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in Chapter II1, such departures from linearity in Scatchard plots

can arise from a number of causes. fn this instance the presence

of the weaker complex II is not the cause as at these low r values

compldx II has been shown to make an immeasurably small

iontribution to the binding of 9AA to native DNA2. Nor is it

likely in ionic strength Ìl = o.t that the curvature is due to

an r value which has an electrostatically dependent free energy

term3. The most likely cause is anti-cooperative binding.

(b) Anti-cooperative bindinq

Antícooperativity is manifested as a reduction in the

favourable free energy change associated with binding at a binding

site when a nearby site is occupied. This reduction in free

energy may be due to a number of quite long range interactions

between bound moietiesls and not just nearest neighbour

interactions. As such,it is important to distinguish between

antí-cooperative behaviour and neighbour exclusion phenomena.

1IL¡is distinction ís not drawn in some recent textsl2. As defined

by Armstrong et aII3 (reviewed in Chapter III), binding of

aminoacridines to DNA is such that neighbour exclusion places a

Iimit on the extent of binding to form complex f at r = o.25.

In a similar way ¡,tülter and Crotherslrr have proposed a limiting

r value for the binding of an antibiotic to DNA: However,

anti-cooperative behaviour implies that while the maximum extent

of bindíng may be r = Q.25 fot complex I in the binding of

aminoacridines to DNA, the favourable free energy change associated

with the interaction is a monotonically decreasing function with

the extent of binding. This is manifest as a decreasingly

(modulus) negaÈive slope in the associated scatchard plot

(see Fig. 4-L4') .
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In Fig. 4-I4. the Scatchard plot for ideal' non-

interacting sites with a neighbour exclusion limit is shown in

curve (a). Curve (a) has characteristics of slope - k' and

intercept on the r axis of n.*- Curve (b) is a typical

experimental curve of anti-cooperative bincling. The timit of

the extent of binding is still the same (t.*) however the rn'odulus

of the favourable free energy change associated with the binding

is a monotonically decreasing function of r. Íhis is reflected

in the slope, -k(r), a function of r. As drawn in Fí9. 4-L4.,
f

with the intecept on the r/c axLs the same, the relationship
^

between the linear Scatchard plot and the anti-cooperative plot

is:

rl

¡

t
{tì

fl

lim r

r*O c

lim r

r+O C

kn

nk
for the Scatchard Plot:

non-interacting sites.

for the Scatchard plot

anti-cooperative behaviour.

ex

and eqns.4-I3.

where k and n are the slope and intercept on the r axis of the

straight line in Fig. 4-I4., namely curve (c). At these low

values of rt Ywill be the varue of the intrinsic association

constant k associated with an isolated site since at lolv r

interactions beÈ\^reen neighbouring aminoacridines wiII be a

minimum. Itrus the values of k and n may be estimated from the

Iinear initial portion of the scatchard plot at low r; though'

inevitably, a degree of subjectivity is associated with estimating

at what extent of binding significant curvátore in the Scatchard

plot occurs. In this work only experimental points below
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r = o.1 have been used in estimating the initial slopes of

scatchard plots for the interaction of 9AA with natíve DNA.

' Crothersl' hu." suggested that the value of n obtained

from curve (c) must be associated with a potential nurrÙcer of

binding sites thus requiring an intimate knowledge of the nature

of the complex. , Ho$rever this has not been thought necessary in

the work described here since the degree of curvature in an

anti-cooperative scatchard plot will be a very complex function of

a number of intermolecular interactiorr=lu which cannot, at this

time, be unambiguously determined. Rather, the value of n obtained

from curve (c) in Fig. 4-I4. is an empirical number of bindinq

sites which have no a priori association with a binding model

except in so far as, at low r values, the slope of the scatchard

plot which yields the intrinsic association constant for an isolated

site is applicable for n binding sites per nucleotide phosphor/us.

That is k and n satisfy the foltowing experimentally observed

equilibrium relationshiP at low r:

l- ¡ouna sites ] tto
eqn. 4-14.

fis"tated unbound sites] [rtu. aminoacridine] (n-r) t c

t

Þ-

I

¡

,t

t

I
i

I

I

il',

p

k
A

While the value of n so obtained cannot be associated wi-th a model

for the interaction, variations of n with temperature can be

related to associated, changes in the complex. rtris wíIl be

discussed further in ChaPter V.

(c) (i) Results

As described in the previous section, equatlon 4-7 ' can

be redefined as follows:

free 9AA + isolated unbound sítes 
= 

bound sites eqn. 4-15.
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The equilibríum constant for the equation 4-15. on page 79 ís

then k as defined in equatj-on 4-14. This value of k is the

negative value of the slope of the initial portion of the

Scatchard plot at low r, for which the intercept on the r axis

is n which appears explicitty in equation 4-I4. Intrinsic

association constants, which are equilibrium constants, often

appêar ín the literature as the Iower case letter, k, rather than

the upper case letter, K, usually associated with equílibrium

constants. Both are used at various times in this work' Whenever

a lower case letter k appears with a subscript or subscripts,

however, ít refers to a rate process'

The values of the intrinsic association constants obtained

from the data presented in Figs. 4-7., 4-lI. ' 4-T2. and 4-13. are

.given in Tabte 4-3. The standard Errors are also provided.

Table 4-3 also gives the values for n associated with the Scatchard

pIots.

TABLE 4-3

¡

Þ-

I

I
t
I

I

i

I

I

I

The intrinsic assoc iation constant for the interaction of 9AA

native DNA in O.IM NaCI.with

t"rnp. (oc)

k(molesl)x los

65

o.79
(s. E. o. 05)

o.L25
(s.8.o.004)

554522

I.25
(s . E. o. 08)

r. 95
(s.E.o.rt)

5.02
(s.E.o.46)

0. 121
(s.p.o.004)

0. 116
(s. E. o. 004 )

0.115
(s. E. o. 007)

n
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(c) (ii) Íhe c parameters

A study of the variation of equilibrium constant

(intrinsic association constant) with ternperature allows the

evaluation of the thermodynamic parameters which govern the

reaction. The thermodynamic parameters AGo, AHo and ÂSo,

respectively, the total free energy change, the enthalpy change

and the entropy change of reaction have previously been reported

for proflavine with native DNA16 ana acridine orange with native

and denatured ÐNAs17.

The free energy change for the reaction eqn' 4-15'

is evaluated from the e>Pression:

Aco -RT In k eqn.4-L6-

Ta-ble 4-4 shows the values of AGo as a function of temperature

obtained for the interaction of 9AA with native DNA in o.lM NaCl'

Ta-ble 4-4 is shown on page 82. Ttrere is a small but finite

increase in Aco (i.e. becoming less negative) with increasing

temperature indicating a slight reduction in the tendency of 9AA

to bind to native DNA at higher temperatures still well below the

T (T for native DNA in the presence of 9AA > 86' Zoc) 'mm
ÍheVan,tHoffplot,thatistheplotoflnkversus

inverse temperatuçe, '/r, (ox-l) yields the enthalpy of the

reaction:

-Atto

.i

I

ù-

I

I
,l

t

i
i

!

I

i

I.t

&

p

R
eqn. 4-L7.
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TABLE 4-4

fhermodvnamic Parameters for the interaction of 9AA with native

.t

¿

F.

DNA in O.IM NaCl.

remp. (oc)

Aco (r.r/note)

Ano (t¡lmote)

65

-3L.7 (SE O.25)

I

I
t

't

i

i

I

I
I

-3s.2 (SE O.8)

554522

-32.O (SE O.2)-32 .2 (SE O. 2 )-32 .2 (SE O.2 )

Aso.rTaeg /moLe -9.6 (SE 5.O)

llrrermodynamic parameters refer to equation 4-15. and hence refer to

per mole of bound 9AA or per mole of binding site'

llhre Van't Hoff p10t is shown in Fíg. 4-I5 and is linear within

experimental error- Íhe value of the enthalpy of reaction so

obtained and the standard error arising from the experimental values

is given in Table 4-4.

Theentropychangeassociatedwiththereactionhas

generally been derivedr6'I7 f.o* the expression:

Auo - 
^eo eqn.4-18.

I

Aso
T

where 
^Ho 

has been itsetf determined from equation 4-L7.
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However there is a tendency in doing this to quote a greater

accuracy for ÀSo than is appropriate from the experimental resultslT'

V{ithout an independent measurement of AHo, and with an enthalpy

of reaction which is observa.bly independent of temperature within

experiment error, the appropriate expression for the evaluation

of ASo is not eguation 4-18. but rather;

eqn. 4-I9.
àr

The value of Aso calculated by equation 4-19., for data obtaíned

in this work is given in Table 4-4'

8. Discussion

on the basis of the results obtained in this work it does

not appear necessary to invoke a model for the interaction of 9AA

with native DNA which requires a reversible change of state of the

macromolecule at a temperature well below the melting temperature,

as proposed by chambron É gl_t 6 for the interaction of proflavine

with DNA. Ttris is a consequence of the temperature dependence

of ACo, as observed in this work, being a monotonic function of

temperature, as has also been observed by Ichimura * alr7 for the

interaction of acridine orange with DNA. Tt¡e reason for this

disparity is not clear. fLre other parameter in the work of

Ctrambron .t "116 
which shows a variation markedly different from

that obtained by Ichimura et all7, and also observed in this work

is the variation of n with temperature. Chambron .t g¡1 6 observed

a marked change in n with temperature at all ionic strengths whereas

ðAco
-^so
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Ichimura and co-workerslT observed no change. Tn this work

(Tal¡le 4-3) the variation in n is very slight and in the opposite

direction to that observed by Chambron et gl-tt' It may be that

the latter group carried out experiments with complexes which were

not entirely in the region dorninated by complex I. This would

explain the variation in binding site number' n,but still leaves the

variation in Aeo an open question. Certainly the observations

in the work described here of the internal linearity of the several

spectra obtained for 9AA and. native DNA each at various temperatures

and the relatively temperature independent value of n does not

require the proposition of heterogeneity amongst the binding sites

as proposed bY Chambron et a116.

ThethermodynamicparametersgiveninTable4-4.arein

general agreement with the parameters obtained for other compounds

in the papers previously mention"¿16r17. (A comparíson of these

results is given ín the Appendix). fn particular, the following

characteristics are observed. The total free energy change for

the reaction is large and negative, characteristic of the strong

binding process associated with the formation of complex I3.

fheoretical calculations have shown that complex I binding,

assuming the fully intercalated modelrwill yield large negative

values for the free energy change associated with the interaction

whereas purely electrostatic, external binding is associated with

sigmificantly lower free energy changests'

TLre 1arge negative value of AHo (AHo =-35 kJ /mo;'el

is indicative of the formation of strong bonding interactions'

These presumably arise from intermolecular interactions between the

planar bases of the DNA and the planar aminoacridine cation. lfhese
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interactions will be the sum of electrostatic, dipole-dipole

(or monopole-monopol-e), dipole-induced dipole interactions and

London forcesl 8.

The entropy change (Aso¡ is found to be small and

negative for the overall reaction. This is an important

observation as it indicates that the reaction cannot be considered

to be t'entropy driven" but rather t'enthafpy driven".

9. Concludinq remarks

Spectra of the complex formed between 9AA and native DNA

at low r values have been shown to be internally linear over a range

of temperatures 22oC - 65oC. The interpretation placed on this

observation is that at low r values the 9AA exists in only tr,vo

forms, namely, free 9A-A and bound 9AA, which coexist in a single

equilibrium.defined by equation 4-7.

. Scatchard plots of the binding show marked curvature

well below the limiting level of binding associated with the

formatj.on of complex I. This curvature has been interpreted as

being due to anti-cooperative effects arising from interactions

between bound 9AA cations. These interactions most probably extend

beyond nearest neighbour interactions. It has been shown,

nonetheless, that the association constants for isolated binding

=itu= can be obtained from the limiting slope, at low r, of the

Scatchard plot. This intrinsic association constant, k, and. the

binding site number, n, are applica-ble to equations 4-L4. and 4-f5.

The binding site number, n, does not change significantly

with temperature which may be indicative of little associated

change in the binding site itself. This is entirely consistent with

the extinction coefficient of the bound species eO which has also

been shown to change only slightly with temperature.
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Trhe thermodynamic parameters determined for the reaction

are consistent with an intercalation model in which the stability

ari.ses primarily from strong (bonding) intermolecular forces between

tJ:e planar cationi.c dye and the planar bases of the DNA rather than

from a favoura-l¡Ie entropy of reaction'
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I. fntroduction

It has been shown that denatured DNA interacts with

am-inoacridines in a manner which has some of the characteristics of

the interactions of anuinoacrídines with native DNAl.s. fn

particular, at room temperature, the interaction appears to be of a

similar strengthlr3'rt+ .1a¡ough the number of potential binding sites

for strong binding is increased for some aminoacri<line=4'5. " The

strong binding is, however, much more strongty temperature dependent

below the T of the complex' than complex I for the interaction of
m

aminoacridines with native DNA5 -

In this chapter the same techniques used in chapter IV

to sturly the interaction of 9AA with native DNA are used to study

the interaction of 9AA with denatured DlrIA. In particular, the

spectra of the complexes are studied with reference to the solution

state of denatured DNA discussed in Chapter If. It is found that

the system can be studi.ed in a manner entirely analogous to that used

for native DNA (Chapter IV) to obtain an intrinsic association

constant for the in'ueraction. The intrinsic association constant

is found to vary markedly with temperature, as is also the number

of potential binding sites. Trlre thermodynamic parameters for the

interaction are evaluated and these together with measurements are

discussed in terms of an intercalation model which is applicable for

9AA bou¡rd to denatured DNA.

2. 9-aminoacridine and denatured DNA spectra

Tkre spectra of aminoacridines bound. to denatured DNA

have a number of features of the spectra of aminoacridines bound to

native DNA. In particular, at low r, the interaction produces a red

shift in the visible absorption maxima of the aminoacridine and a
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reduction in its associated extinction coefficient. Alsora blue

shift analogous to the same observation in native DNA -

aminoacridine solutions is observed at high values of r. Indeed,

this formation of the aggregated aminoacridine complex appears to be

more favourable in denatured DNA than in native DNA2'6. The

similarities are ig great that two binding sites for the interaction

have been proposed similar to those of the native DNA system. The

stronger binding is associated with interactions between the

aminoacridine cation and the nucleotide bases; the \^¡eaker

interaction is associated with electrostati.c interactions between the

cation a¡rd the negative phosphate groups of the DNA, and is restricted

to solutions at low ionic strengths. These two types of binding

sites are entirely analogous to the binding sites in native DNA'

T\ro questions are immediately raised-

(i)

(ii )

Si.nce the structure of denatured DNA is disordered

with respect to native DNA, of what importance is the

the secondary structure (i.e- the double helix) in the

interactioti witTr aminoacridines?

As denatured DNA in neutral sait solutions has a

conformation not only of some variety and complexity' but

also with significant temperature dependence (as

demonstrated ín Chapter II), how valid is it to explain

the interaetion in terms of a simple equilibrium as was the

case for native DNA - aminoacridine interactions

(eguations 4-7. and 4-I5) ?

In seeking an ans\^7er to the second question a study of the internal

linearity of spectra can be e>çected to yield valuable information'
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The spectra of the 9AA solutions in the presence of

various concentratior's of denatured DNA (prepared as described in

Chapter rt) at three temperatures, 25oc, 45oC and 65oc are shown

in Figures 5-1., 5-2. and 5-3.

The spectra have been corrected for a small

absorbance contribution from the denatured DNA. The extinction

coefficient of this contribution is a li.near function of wavelengLh'

decreasing with increasing wavelength. The value of the extinction

coefficient is found to be dependent on the instrument used during

e><¡rerimental wor:k and it is assumed that this absorbance is a

scattering phenomenon. Ítre extinction coefficient of the denatured

DNA does not appea:: to change in the presence of 9AA when measured

at wavelengths at which 9AA is non absorbing and so it has been

assumed that the contribution to observed absorbance due to

denatured DNA is dependent on its concentratíon and the experimental

configuration: corrections have been made accordingly.

It is immediately apparent in Fig. 5-1. that- an

isosbestic point does not occur within e>q>erimental error at 25oC.

However at 45oC a¡rd 65oC apparent isosbestic points do occur

(see Fig. 5-4. for enlargements of the region around the isosbestic

points in Figs. 5-1. to 5-3.). If these spectra are tested

for internal linearity by using equation 4-5., for the spectra

appropriately nunbered, the following values of ß, are observed.

(See Ta-l¡le 5-1.). CIearIy, a comparison of the values of ß,

for native DNA (Table 4-f. ) and denatured DNA (Tab]e 5-1. ) at any

particular temperature shows a substantially greater degree of

scatter in the latter case for what shoutd be a single valued

parameter for a single equilibrium. Ttris is manifest as a marked

increase in standard deviation for the values of ß, at any particular

temperature. fhe difference is most pronounced at 25oC, vrhere there
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TABLE 5-I.

*
llhe values of ß for a set of spectra of 9AA and denatured DNA.

2

À

65

o.47(J-
o.457
o.459
o.429
o.453
o.484

o.459
o. oI7

380
390
400
4LO
420
432

average
s.D. (o)

*
as defined in the text

is an absence of an isosbestic point in the spectra, but is sti1l

significant at 45oC and 65oC where there is an apparent isosbestic

point. Internal linearity is thus a more sensitive test for

homogeneity of binding species than is the presence of an isosbestic

point.

fhese observations are consistent with the structure

of denatured DNA proposed in chapter II. shock cooled denatured

DNA at room temperature may be considered to have three broad types

of conformation:

( i) short-range helical order,

( ii) single strand, base-stacked regions'

45
C)Temp

25

o.66t
o.658
o.659
o.674
o.660
o.632

o.715
o.7L4
o.72I
o.769
o.728
o.662

o.657
-o-013

o.718
o.o31

( iii) random coils-
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As the temperature is increased the first of these "melts" out

in what is observed as a broad cooperative transition at relatívely

Iow temperatures. A1I through this temperature range and at

higher temperatures the single strand, base-stacked regions become

progressively more disordered and finalllz the truly random coil

structure becomes the only structure above the T* of the native

material. It can be expected (and will be demonstrated lacer) that

arninoacriclines bound to (i) and (ii) above have different extinction

coefficients. The third conformation, that of the random coil-rmay

not bind aminoacridines at all.. Íhus at 25oC, 9AA is distributed

amongst two differing types of binding site (viz- short range'

helical ordered DNA and single strand, base-stacl<ed DNA). Ihis

heterogeneity gives rise to the lack of internal linearity observed

for the spectra. As the temperature is increased, the short range

helical order is lost and the heterogeneity is reduced as the

principal binding site becomes the temperature depend.ent, single

strand, base-stacked regions of the DNA. fhere is a consequent

return to a virtual internal linearity of spectra at higher

temperatures (¿SoC to 65oC). Íhe foregoing argument suggests that

at elevated temperatures , 45oC and a]¡ove, the system of 9AA and

denatured DNA at low r can be considered to be a single equilibrium

of the form:

9AA + denatured DNA == complex eqn.5-1.

\^¡here the denatured DNA is principally the single strand' base-staclced

structure. At lower temperatures equation 5-I. must be used with

caution for it must be remembered that at these temperatures the

denatured DNA is more heterogeneous.
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3 9-aminoacridine and denatured DNA : melting the complex.

The release of aminoacridines from complexes with DNA

at elevated temperatures has been observed by Sansom4. The

characteristic shape of t.he absorbance Versus temperature curve is

of a steady (quasi-cooperative) íncrease in absorbance with

temperature which is complete at TOoC irrespective of the neutral

salt concentrat-ion in the range: IO-3M to IO-IM NaCl . These

results present a marked contrast to the refease of aminoacri.dines

from native DNA which has been observed to occur almost ent-irely

coincídent with the destruction of the double helicat conformation

of native DNA at the metting temperature of the complex4t7t8t9.

A careful study of the results obtained by Sansont4 shows that the

limiting value of absorbance obtained at TOoC does not coincide

with complete release of the aminoacridine from the complex. rtris

is particularly noticeable in O.IM NaCl neutral salt. The ::eason

for this is apparent in Fig. 5-5, where the melting profiles of

denatured DNA alone (observed at 260 nm - curve B) and denatured

DNA in the presence of 9AA at low TL/TO are shown (observed at

260 run and 4OO nm - curves A and C, respectívely). Despite

the complexity of interpretj-ng curve A, as even at this low ratio

oL [r/lo the contribution of 9AA to the absorbance in curt'e A is

about 40%, several observations'can be made

(I) The release of 9AA from denatured DNA is associated with a

Ioss of structure in the denatured DNA (marked hyperchromicity

between 3OoC and 55oC in curve B). This hyperchromicity has

already been interpreted as being principally due to loss of

short range helical order. The loss of structure will afso

include a reduction in single st-rand, base-stacking.

t
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(2) A further loss of aminoacridine (curves A and C) which

occurs in the absence of a marked change in hyperchromicity

of the denatured DNA (curve B, 55oc - 75oc). This is

attributed to a reduction in the binding of 9AA to denatured

DNA as the síngle strald, base-stacked regions of the

macromolecule become progressively less energetically

favourable as binding sites with increasing temperature.

(Chapter II and reference I o ) . It has been suggested that

this progressive loss of single strand base-stacking is not

associated with a major change in hyperchromicityl 0 
-

Certainly the plateau in curve B' Fig. 5-5. ' could be

interpreted in this manner, however concurrent with this

loss of single strand base-stacking is renaturation which

is expected to decrease the absorbance significantly. Íhe

hypochromism associated with sin91e strand, base-stacking

is therefore still an open question in this system.

(3) The reason for incomplete release of aminoacridine from

complexes observed in referencu 4 is due to the formation

of some renatured DNA during the course of the melting curve

determination. This is released at the T* of the complex

which is observed to occur at the same temperature when

observed both at 4oo nm where 9AA only is being monítored,

curve c: and at 260 nm, where both the secondary structure

of the macromolecule and the absorbance of the aminoacridine

are being monitored, curve- A. ttris supports earlíer work,

4t7¡B '9 and has been discussed in chapter rv.

4. Renaturation of denatured DNA in the presence of 9-aminoacridine

Inhib ition of extent of renaturation of denatured DNA

by acridine orange has been reporteds. In this work renaturation
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in the presence of 9AA has been observed as a decrease in

a]rsorbance with time at 4OO nm in solutions of denatured DNA and

9AA at elevated temperatures. The decrease in absorbance is due

to the formation of double helical (renatured) DNA which binds

9AA with a ]o\^ter extinction coefficient and higher association

constant (see sections 5. and 6. - this Chapter) than denatured

DNA at the same temperature. An extensive study is required to

explore this phenomenon, however sone qualitative observations have

been made.

(1) Renaturation of denatured DNA in the presence of 9AA in

o.IM NaCl is a principally second order process. Figure

5-6. is an experimental plot of absorbance (at 4OO nm) versus

time for a solutíon of 9AA and denatured DNA which has been

heated rapidly to TOoC an<1 maintained at that temperature-

The infiníte time value of the absorbance has been evaluated

from a plot of absorbance veïsus (time) -l at (time) -l = o'

lfLre second order plot, also shown in Fig' 5-6', is seen to

be linear ror a substantial part of the reaction. This

indicates that the rate limiting step is the nr-igration of

complementary strands of the denatured DNA'

(2) High concentrations of 9AA appear to inhibit the rate of

renaturation of denatured DNA with respect to low

concentrations of 9AA. Fis. 5-7. shows the melting profiles

of 3 solutions of identical concentrations of denatured DNA

inthepresenceofdi.fferingconcentrationsof9AA.The

melting was carried out simultaneously for all solutions.

The absorbance has been normalized to that pertaining at gBoC

when the 9AA behaves as un-bound aminoacridine. Clearly there

appears to be, successively, Iess renaturation with increased

I
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9AA concentration. However these results are of a

preliminary nature only as they do not take into account

thepossibilityofanypreferentialdistributionofthedye

amongst available binding sites ' Also these results do not

give any indication of whether or not inhibition occurs with

respect to,the renaturation of denatured DNA alone'

Íhese results and those of fchimura et a1s, are consistent with the

latter,s proposition that the inhibition of extent of renaturation,

and possibly the rate of renaturation, is brought about by the

stabilization, by aminoacridines, of mismatched. pairs durj-ng

renaturation a¡d a reduction in the rapidity of subsequent

intramolecul-ar rearrangements necessary for further renaturation5'

Theobservationsoutlinedinthisworkmakeareduction

inabsorbanceat4oonmagoodcriterionforthepresenceof

renaturation in solutions of denatured DNA and 9AA, particulârly

at low ,"/,o, where absorbance at 4oo nm is observably sensitive to

the DNA structure (FiS. 5-7.) .

Determination o f the extent- of binding (r) and the extinct1ou5.
coeffic ient of the bound sPc cies ( t¡)

In view of the analysis of spectra given in section 2

of this Chapter it seems appropriate to evaluate the extent of binding

andthestrengthofbindingofgAAtodenaturedDNAinamanner

entirely analogous to'that used in ctrapter IV for the interact-ion of

9AA with native DNA. Tkris is so because the interaction appears'

substantially, to obey a single equilibrium' The system of

denatured.DNA'ashasbeenpointedout,isnotasidealasthat-of

native DNA: at 25oC it does deviate from a single equilibrium in

its interaction with 9AA. Flowever, it is reasonable to carry out

t-he analysis even at this temperature provided that the approximation

of internal linearity is recognised and. emphasis is placed on
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qualitative arguments rather than quantitative ones'

Accordingly, binding curves have been measured for

9AA and denatured DNA at 22aC, 45oC, 55oC and 65oC. Plots of

A/A. versus T-/I^ (where the variables have been defined in equation
^Y ^-i '--- - L. A

4:8.)havebeenobtainedfrome>çerimentaldataandtheresults

of three separate,binding curves, each with different initial

concentrations of 9AA, at each temperature are shown in Figure 5-8'

As discussed in the previous Ctrapter (section 5.) the value obtained

by extrapolaLion of these curves to T"/TO -) O provides the ratio

(a)oftheextinctioncoefficientsoftheboundandfree

aminoacricline species; it also provides the value of a!* which

is reguired to calculate the value of r, the extent of binding

(equations 4-tO. and 4-I1' ) '

InSomeoftheseplotsconsiderableextrapolationto

the A/A. axis is required. The extrapolation is less ambiguous
't

than it might appear as each set of 3 curves at a particular

temperature must extrapolate'to the same point (within the

variation of A. caused by dimerization - see chapter IV section 5')'

Furthermore, a measure of the accuracy of extrapotation can be

gauged a posteriori by the observation of coalesced scatchard plots

(seethenextsectionofthisChapter)'Nonethelessritis

inunediately apparent that the value of Q is far more temperature

dependentthantheSameparameterinthecaseofgAAandnativeDNA

(ra¡te 4-2). Trhe välues of Q for 9AA and denature<l DNA are given

inTa-b1e5_2.onpageloo.TheobservedvariationinQ,which

implies a significa¡rt variation in eO' with temperature is

indicative of a binding site which changes w-ith temperature, as the

extinction coefficient of the bound aminoacridine arises from the

electronic interactions between the planar aminoacridine and the

planar bases of the DNA' As eb approaches uniLy' at higher
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TABLE 5-2.

*
Variation of Q with temperature for 9AA and denatured DNA

554522

+o.37 - O.OI

remp. (oc) 65

o.¿s j o.or

* as defined in the text

temperaturesf so it may be concluded that the bor.rnd 9AA ís less

influenced by the binding site. Itris proposition is in accord

with the structure proposed for denatured DNA. At elevated

temperatures the 9AA is bound only to single strand base-stacked

regions of the macromolecule. The strength of this base-stacking

isverytemperaturedependentandbecomeswea]<erathigher

temperatur"=10. It may be pictorially demonstrated as adjacent

bases which are parallel to each other and which oscillate with

respect to each other. Ttre strength of the stacking is then

proportionaltotheamountofoverlapofplanarsurfacesthat

occurs per unit time. As the temperature is increased so the

amplitude of the bscillation increases producing a reduction in

the degree of overlap of planar surfaces' A 9AA molecule

intercalated between two such bases will experience a less

favourable environment as the temperature increases. Ihis model

explains why such a variation in Q does not occur in native DNA-9AA

solutions. Clearly, below the T^ of the complex the bases of

native DNA are constrained by the double helix and are not free to

o.so 1 o.or
5

o.os 1 o.oz
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oscillate. These proposals wí11 be summarized with further

evidence later in the ChaPter.

(r. Determination of the intrinsic associatiotr consbant (k) and
the number of binding sites (n)

I{ith the spectrophotometri-c evaluation of the extent

of binding, r and the consequent evaluation of the free 9AA

concentration, c from equation. 4-9., it is possible to produce

Scatchard plots o1 r/c versus r for the interaction. Scatchard

plots obtained in this manner for the interaction of 9AA with

denatured DNA are shown in Figures 5-9 (a)., 5-1o (a). 
'

5-11 (a). and 5-I2 (a). at temperatures 22oc, 45oc, 55oc and

65oC, respectively. In these figures only the points using

the value of A' in equat-ion 4-8. are shown. The points
ex

determined using the value of A"* calculated from the experimental

excess DNA concentration show the same type of variation as that

observed in !-igures 4-7.,4-11., 4-L2. and 4-13., but are not shown

here for greater clarity in the diagrams.

Renaturation of DNA during the course of the experiment

is rninimal because' as described in Chapter VIII section 4.'

denatured DNA is added to 9AA solutions. This means that:

(a) denatured DNA is in low concentration until the final few

additions of denatured DNA whictr are made over a relatively

short perioa of time.

(b) 9AA is in excess r:ntit the final few additions of

denatured DNA.

Both (a) and (b) mínimize renaturation. Ttrere is no measurable

decrease in a-bsorbance of the final solution, observed at 4OO nnt,

during equJ-librium time at all the temperatures studied índicatj-ng

that renaturation i.s sli-ght.
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As can be seen from the variation in n a cut-off point in

r cannot sensibly be chosen for the evaluation of the intrinsic

association constant, k, as it was for the case of 9AA with native

DNA (a11 r values \< o.1o). In Figures 5-9 (a)., to 5-12 (a) '

the cut-off point for the calculation of k has been chosen

subjectively from the curvature of the plot. The cut-off point is

marked in the figures by a short vertícaI line. Only points at

r values less than this value have been used in the evaluation

of k and hence of n, which is the timiting number of binding sites

associated with the quilibrium of the form given by eguation 4-14'

Íhe values of k and n for the interaction of 9AA with denatured DNA

are given in Ta-l¡Ie 5-3.

TABLE 5-3

Intri-rrsic association constant (k) for the interaction of
9AA with denatured DNA in O.1M NaCI

remp. (oc) 65

k (noles-l ¡x lo-s o. 136
(s .8.o.o31)

o.133
(s.s.o.o10)

In spite of the sr:bjectivity invotved in assessing the

curvature of the Scatchard plots in Figs. 5-9 (a). to 5-I2 (a).

it is clearly apparent from the figures and from Table 5-3. that

the value of n changes siqnificantly with temperature; increasing

between 22oC anð.45oC and decreasing above this latter temperature'

n

5522 45

o. 36
(s.8.o.063)

o.54
(s.E.o.016)

2.80
(s.E.o. r6)

o.231
(s.E.o.oo4)

o.191
(s.E.o.oI3)

o.190
(s.E.o.oo9)
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Íhis variation in n is far greater than that observed for 9AA and

native DNA over the same temperature range (Table 4-3.).

Furthermore, aS can be seen from a comparison between Tables 4-3'

and 5-3. the association constant for the interaction of 9AA with

denatured DNA also varies more markedly with temperature than the

same parameter for 9AA and native DNA'

The model outlined in the previous section of this Chapter

(section 5,) to explain the variation in eo, combined with the model

of the structure of denatured. DNA in solution can be used to explain

these observations. As a corollary to the variation of eo with

temperature, associated with a decrease ín the interactions between

the 9AA chromophore and the nuc$leotide (stacked) bases, it can be

expected that there will be a decrease ín k with temperature since

both are a measure of the favourability of interaction' This change

in k can be expected to be greater than that observed, over the same

temperature range, for the 9AA and native DNA system for which there

was only a slight variation in eo of the bound species with

temperature. lllre change in n with temperature, however, must arise

from a different cause. ft is proposed that t-tre variation in n is

due to a change in proportion of denaturecl DNA which exists in the

single strand, base-stacked form and in the random coil form. since

the random coil is favoured at higher temperalures then the

observation of a reduction in n with increasing temperatures implies

inter alia that the truly random coil form of denatured DNA either

does not bind 9AA at alf or only to a ntarkedly less.t u.nt"".

The apparently anomalous observation of n aE 22oC being

Iower than n at 45oc (ra¡te 5-3.) is also satisfactorily explained

by the proposed structure of denatured DNA. It has already been

observed (in Chapter If and this Chapter sections 2' and 3') tha't

at low temperatures a significant amount of short range helical
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order exists in denatured DNA. In these ordered regions, which are

analogous to native DNA, the presence of a bound 9AA cation in the

pritchard et aIl1 model restricts the binding of further

aminoacridines both at bases immediately adjacent to the bound site

on t].e same strand. and between the bases of the strand opposite to the

bound site. ltris is true not only of the Pritchard et aItl model

but also of the Lerman mode112. Thris has been used to explain the

limit of intercalation binding (complex f) at r = 0'2513'

Anti-cooperativity produces a lower apparent binding limit as

described ín Chapter IV. However, as proposed by Ichimura tt "Is

and Sansom4, denatured DNA can effectively bind more amj-noacridines

per nucleotide phosphorous than native DNA since with strand

separation the restriction of a potentiat bindi.ng site on the

complementary strand is removed. Íhus the loss of short range helical

order between 22oc and 45oc introcluces an increase in the number of

potentiat binding sites in denatured DNA as the short range helical

ordered structure gives way to single strand base-stacking. At

higher temperatures this incréase is eroded as single strand base-

stacking is weakened and replaced by the random coil structure' In

denatured DNA at 22oc i.j:ne value of n is stirl greater than for native

DNA at the Same temperature as some of the macromolecule is certainly

single stranded and is hence able to bind more aminoacridj-ne per

nucleotide phosphorous than purely native DNA. The above connents

on the restriction of binding sites are schematically represented in

Figure 5-13.

7 fhermodynami c parameters

Thevaluesofthethermodynarn.ì.cparametersevaluatedby

equations 4-16., 4-L'7. and A-Lg., from the change in the intrinsic

association constant with temperature for the interaction of 9AA with
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denatured DNA are given in Table 5-4.

TABLE 5-4

cp arameters for the interaction of 9AA with
denatured DNA in O.IM NaCl-

remp. (oc) 65

^co 
(t;/mote ) -26 "7

(s .8. o.6 )

Âuo (r,¡,/mole) -56.o (S.8.5.o)

^so 
(,r. degl lmolór 

) -88 (s.E.17)

While it is valid to evaluate the free energy of the

interaction (AGo) from the intrinsic association constant as measured

from the Scatchard plot, some care must be taken in discussing the

values of the other thermodynamic parameters, namely the enthalpy

of reaction (^Ho) and the entropy of reaction (ASo). Ihese last

two quantities are calóulated from the change in association constant

with temperature. However, it has been inferred in previous

sections of this Chapter that the binding site in denatured DNA

chânges with temperature' as exemplified by the significant change

in the extinction coefficient of the bound 9AA (eO) with temperature.

ftrus AHo and ASo are derived from.product and reactant states which

themselves are changing with temperature. This is unlike the native

554522

-28.6
(s.Ir.o.4)

-28.8
(s.E.o. r)

-30.8
(s.E.o.2)
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DNA-gAA system in which any change to the bi-nding site is small,

the macromolecule being constrained by its secondary structure and

hence the product and reactant states not var:1zing greatly with

temperature in this latter case. Nonethelessrit seems reasonable to

trêat the results in a semi-quantitative manner' more particularly

as the Van't Hoff plot for the interaction of 9AA with denatu::ed

DNA is substantially linear (see Figure 5-I4.) " This plot has been

used to evaluate the Ago value given in Table 5-4. The observation

of linearity in the Van't Hoff plot and equation 4-I9. have been

used to evaluate ASo. TLrat the Van't Hoff plot is linear within

experimental error, in view of the changing nature of the binding

site and complex with temperature, ís fortuitousrbut does allow

single valued parameters to be considered as valid descriptions of

AHo and ASo of reaction over the temperatul:e range studied.

The enthalpy of reaction is large and negative. even more

so than for the interaction of 9AA with native DNA (Table 4-4.).

Ihis is indicative of the formation of strong bonding interactions,

presuma-bIy composed of etectrostatic, dipole-dipole, dipole-induced

dipoJ-e and London forces j-nteractions between the planar heterocyclic

aminoacridine structure and the heterocyclic bases of the DNA"

1.he most important thermodynamic distinctj-on between the

native and denatured, DNA complexes formed v¡ith 9AA lies in t'he

significantly larçfer negative value of the entropy of reaction (ASo)

for the formation of 'the 9AA-denatured DNA complex. 'Ihis term

indicates that the reaction has a component u'hich becomes unfavourable

with increased temperature, as observed. It is suggested that this

arises from an ordering of the single strand' base-stacked regions of

denatured DNA when 9AA is bound. That is, the binding of the 9AA

cation constrains the oscitlatory motion of the single strand
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base-stackecl regions of the dena+-ured DNA as the bonding occurs '

The results are in good agreernent rn'ith those observed by Ichimura

"t "ls for acridine orange and denatured DNA (for a comparison see

Appenclix). Changes in solvation contributing to ASo are uot

considered for 9A.A and denaturecl DNA complex formation to ):e very

different from those for 9AA and native DNA complex formatj'gn,

as both interactions require the inclusion of an aromatic moiety

(9AA) into a similar hydrophobic environment (intercalation between

nucleotide bases). Although the bases of clenatured DNA will be

more solvated than natj.ve DNA they will, sim-ilarly, be more solvated

ín the product state also. It j-s,thereforerreasonable to assj-gn

most of the entropy change difference betrveen the interactions for

native ancl denatured, DNA with 9AA to effects at the binding site'

Concluding remarks

Thre techniques for determining the characteristics of the

binding of 9A-A to denatured DNA are the same as those described in

ctrapter IV of this work. Denatured DNA in o.IM Nacl exists in a

variety of conformations whicl'r are temperature dependent and which

manifest themselves in heterogenei.ty of binding sites at room

temperatur:e. lt¡is heterogeneity has been observed as a lack of

internal linearity in a set of spectra of the bound 9AA. The

heterogeneity is reduced at higher temperatures and internal linearity

is substantialty restored. This has been interprete'd as a change in

the structure of denatured DNA caused by a loss of short range helical

order which is present at low temperatures and its replacement by

temperature dependent, single strand, base-stacking which is present

throughout the temperature range studied' In the region of

temperature \^¡here internal linearity of spectra is obtained the

interaction of 9AA \47ith denatured DNA can be considered as a single
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equilíbrium and the parameters defining the system can be measured'

accordingly.

Binding curves for the interaction have been obtained at

a number of temperatures. The extinction coefficient of the bound

species, eb, has been sho\dn to vary greatly with temperature: a

result consistent with the changing binding site associated with the

temperature dependent conformation of denatured DNA. T-he intrinsic

asSociation constant, as expected from the above comments, is also

su.bstantially more temperature dependent than for 9AA and native DNA'

The number of binding sites varies with temperature, r:nlike

in the interaction bet\^reen 9AA and native DNA. This has been

ínterpreted as a progressive shift with increasing temperature from

single stra¡d, base-stacked regions of the macromolecule to random

coil regions. The rand.om coil regions do not bind 9AA sígnificantly.

An apparently anomalous value of n at room temperature has been

satisfactorily explained in terms of the denatured DNA structure at

that temperature.

Finally, the thermodynamic parameters measured for the

interaction are in agreement with the a-bove model for the interaction.

Ttre enthalpy of reaction (^Ho) is large and negative which demonstrates,

as with native DNA, the importance of bonding interactions. Íhe

entropy tern'ì (ASo) is large and negative and is consistent with a

model in which intercalation of the 9AA catj-on between adjacent bases

which are in a single strand' base-stacked conformation serves to

constrain the relative motion of the bases as the free energy of the

system is reduced on interaction.
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PART A - THBJEMPERATURE-JUMP TECHNTQUE

I. Tntroduction

In Ctrapters IV and v equilibrium measurements of the

interaction of 9AA with natíve and denatured DNA were made. These

results, however, give no insight int<¡ the rate processes which

establish the equilibria studied. The reaction between

arninoacridines and DNA goes to completion very rapídly. Any study

of the kinetics of the i.nteraction, which can be expected to give

valuable insigtht into the mechanisms involved, must therefore

utilize techniques which have resolution times shorter than the

processes establishing equitibrium. over the last twenty years a

number of techniques have been developed which enable studies of

rapid reactions to be carried out. 1\ro such methods, each

representative of a different class of technique, have been used to

study the interaction of various aminoacridines with DNA. These

are the stopped flow methodr, typical of a rapid mixing technique

and the temperature-jump method2, typical of a perturbation

technique. Tfhis latter method has been used to stridy the interaction

of 9AA with native and denatured DNA'

perturbation techniques alle more suited to studies

of the interaction of aminoacridines with DNA than are mixing

techniques because it is usualty possible to choose an experimental

situation in which the resolution time of the apparatus is

substantially shorter than the processes being observed.

There are many extensive treatments of the theoretical

and practical aspects of perturbation techniques in the literaturt3-6 '

In this Chapter, therefor:e, only a brief resumé' of the technique

has been given. Hoviever, full details particular to the apparatus

and systems used in the work described are provided'
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2 The tempe rature-iump method

(a) Theoretical as cts

Asthenameofthisperturbationmethodimpliesthe

technigue uses a heaÈing pulse to perturb a chemícal reaction at

equiti.nrium. A reaction at equitibrium at an initial temperature

heated to a different temperature is in a metastable state and

wilt undergo a chemical relaxation to the new equilibriun at Lhe

new temperature. If the chemical relaxation is slower than the

heating pulse which caused it then the relaxation process may be

followed and information gained on the rate processes which

establish equilibrium. chemical relaxations arising from small

perturbations from equilibrium obey linear first order differential

equations,thesolutionsofwhicharelinearcombinationsof

exponential functions. Each exponential function has a¡t

associated refaxation time, the inverse of which is related

directly to the rate constants of the processes establishing the

equílibrium.

Ttre technique has wide applicalrility as aII reactions

with a non zero enthatpy of reaction will have a temperature

dependent equilibrium constant. Even those reactions which do

have a zero enthalpy term can usually be coupled to another

temperature dependent equilibrium'

Temperatureperturbationsinsolutioncanbereadily

achieved by Joule heating caused by the discharge of energy stored

in a high voltage capacitor to earth through a small element of

solution. clearly, the solutj-on must be electrically conducting'

llhe temperature change of the solution, at constant pressure,

can be calculated in the following lr¡ay7. TLre voltage at time t

across the circuit resistance, n (.ssrr^ing negligible inductance)

upon discharge of a capacitor of capacitance C' charged to an
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initial voltage V is:
o

-%"
ua V e

ilE
v-2

L -.

- 
ctt

R

eqn.6-1.

eqn. 6-2.

êqrr. 6-4.

o

The energy E dissipated through resistive heating in time dt is:

2 e

Ar (t) o eqn. 6-3.
p

for rrnit mass r where c is the heat capacity of the solution
p

at constant Pressure.

IfthevolumeofsolutionheatedisVandthedensity

of solution is p then equation 6-3' becomes:

thus the temperature rise At after time t is:

-z)ác

-zt<c
t o

Ar (r) To vpc Rp

vt=r Roc

vz e

thus the "time constant"

total temPerature rise,

for the temperature rise t" T and the

at sufficientlY long times is:

2
CV

v
1
2

o
At (-) pcp

eqn. 6-5.
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where variations in R and cn with temtrrerature have been neglected'

It is useful in designing experiments to know the "rise time" of

the heating pulse, that is the time for the heating pulse to be

virtual.ly complete. If an arbitrary level of 90% of total

temperature rise is called the rise time then it can be readily

shown that thi.s is approximatety equal to 1.3 RC for an aperiodic

discharge. Alternatively, this may be verified expel:imentatly by

using an inclicator equilibrium with a very short relaxation time

compared to that of the discharge'

At almost all temperatures for aqueous solutions an

increase in temperature will be associated with a change in

vol_ume. changes in vofume are propagated at approximately the

speed of sound and in a small volu¡ne sample there can be large

increases in pressure associated with a shock wave if the

temperature rise is more rapid than the inertial response of the

solution. Reflection of such a shock vTave at the wal-Is of a cell

containing a solution causes cavitation in the solution which

di.srupts measurement of chemical relaxations. Íhere is thus a

lower limit to the rise time of the system that can be practícally

used which is set by the experimental conditions as weII as the RC

timeoftheapparatus.Ingeneral,cavitationisninimizeclby

small ternperature changes, aclequate RC times of the circuitry, and by

working at maximum density of solution'

FinaIIy, it is clearly necessary in order to measure

chemical relaxations to have a quantity which is accessible for

measurement and which is either directly or indirectly coupled to

the equilibrium of interest. In the work described in this

chapter the 9AA chromophore may be conveniently studied by

spectrophotornetry as the extinction coefficients of the forms

of 9AA at equilibrium differ. Thus a change in a-bsorbance of the
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9AA with time is a direct neasure of a concurrent shift in the

equilibrium.

(b) Apparatus

The temperature-jump apparatus is described briefly

here rather than in Chapter VIII (Materiafs and Methods) because

the theory and practice of the temperature-jump technique are

closely interwoven.

lllre telmperature-jump apparatus used is similar to that

described by Eigen and De Maeyer3. A block diagram of the

apparatus is shown in Figure 6-1. The apparatus may be

conveniently described by dividing it into three sections; the

heatíng circuit, the d.etectíon circuit, and the sample celI.

The heatinq circuit

Rapid heating is achieved by the manual- discharge of a

high voltage, low inductance capacitance (O.1 UF) charged by a

Brandenburg M5O/R High Voltage Generator through a 5oO MCI

resistor. Íhe discharge occurs when a spark gap is manually

closed. The current is carried by a short coaxial cal¡le to the

ce1I and thence through the solution to earth. The sample

solution serves as the discharge resistance. Aluminium and iron

shieJ-ding are used to minimize electric and magnetic interference

of the spark with other electronic equipment.

The detection circuit

Changes in the a-bsorbance of a solution are detected

by an optical bench assembly consisting of a lamp, monochromator,

sample cell and photomultiptier. Ttre lamp used is a Phitlips

type. 7023, lOOlV. , quarflz-iodide lamp securely mounted to the optical
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Moveable spark gap

35 kV - 0.1 UF Capacitor

Fig. 6-1. Schematic representation of the temperature-junp apParetus.
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bench with free floating leads to the power supply. Light

from the lamp passes through a Bausch and Lomb High Intensity

Grating Monochromator, (1350 grooves/mm) with entrance and

exit slits to rn-inimize the passage of stray light' to the sample

cell. The Èransrnitted light is detected by a photomultiplier'

type EMI 6256/8, powered from a Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. type

NE 53O7 E.H.T. supply. Photomultiplier dynode accelerating

voltages have been kept low and some photomultiplier stages

have been shorted to the anode to reduce the gain while

maintaining a high light intensity without saturating the

phcitomultiplier. In this configuration the sígnal to noise ratio

is optinr-ized3. TLre output potential of the photomultiplier

(the signal) is fed into a cathode follower used to improve the

rise time of the connectinq circuitry. Ifhe signal is then fed

into a delay switching d.evice which is capable of grounding out

an initial portion of the signal to enable amplificatio¡r of the

final portion. 
. 

Íhis device is similar to one described elsewheres '

ll|re modified or unmodified signal is then fed by coaxial cab]e into

the high gain differential amplifier of a Tektronix storage

Oscilloscope, type 549 with a type 1A7A time base' fhe

oscilloscope is triggered to record the signal (if necessary after

a delay prescribed) by an r-nshielded wire antenna connecting the

oscilloscope external trigger to the inside of the capacitor

discharge box. Íhe resulting oscilloscope trace is recorded

on Polaroid P/N55 film mounted in a Tektronix oscilloscope camera

type C-12.

Sample cell

A cell for holding the sample solution has been designed

for use at elevated temperatures. Ttre cell is similar in desigrn

to those d.escribed by Blagroves with some modifications. A
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schematic diagram of the cell is shown in Fig" 6-2. Ihe body

of the cell is made of polycarbonate (machining characteristics

of this polymer are given in Chapter VIII section 5-) which has

a higher resistance to temperature than the more conmonly used

perspex which has been found Eo craze with prolonged exposure to

heat at 65oC. Pplycarbonate also has a rnuch higher heat distortion

temperature (r:Soc) than perspex (66oc). Tkre ceII is fitled

through injection ports in the top of the cell. A steady flow

of solution through the cell will remove small bubbles which

tend to collect in the corners of the sample space and disrupt

spectrophotometric measurements. The total volume of solution

needed is only slightly more than O.5 cm3. If sufficient

solution is left in the injection ports no air leaks into the

celf after temperature perturbations. Some previously designed

cells have suffered from this disadvantage. fhe cel1 and

solution are thermostated in a housing in the apparatus. It has

been possíble to maj-ntain the temperature of solutions to within

O.O4oC of the desired temperature by pumping water at a fast rate

through the thermostating jacket from a large thermostated

reservoir. As the volume of the solution in the ce1I is quite

small, re-equilibration following a temperature perturbatíon is

essentialJ-y complete within five minutes: the thermal sink of

the cell electrodes assisting in the re-equilibration-

(c) Calibration of the temPerature rISE

As indicated by equation 6-5. the temperature rise of a

perturbed solution is proportional to V_2. lltris fact may be
o

exploited to calibrate the temperature rise associated with a given

perturbation for a particular cell and ionic strength of solution

h¡ithout expJ.icitly determining the volume heated ( V ) or either
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the density (p) or the specific heat of, solution (cn).

AsolutionofphenolredirrtrisbufferatpHT.4is

preparedl 0 . 1'he variation of absorbance (Aa) of this solution

with temperature is then ob1-ained in a spectrophotometer with a

thermostated cetl housing. TLris variation may then be directly

compared with the variation in voltage output of the photomultiplier

when a sample of solution is perturbed by temperature jurnps obtained

at differing discharge voltages. This is so because for small

changes (ôV) in photomultiplier output (V):

I
t,

I
aA=los+-r"så

-TT
-l= roçf ;-tT

2

ôv

2. 303 V

eqn.6-6.

eqn.6-7.

12

no\^IrasIcVt

-* ,u* +6v
ros ;-! J'JJ;- - log

tT tT

6v
(I+v:-)

T
2

T
22 2

where lor IT, and I, refer to, respectivety' incident light on

2

the solution sample, the transmitted light at initial temperatu:ce

(T ) and the transmitted light at the final temperature (Tr) If
I

the initial temperature is known and aII temperatures reached are

within the range covered by spectrophotomeÈry, then it is possible

to produce a plot of temperature rise versus Voz ' Tkre capacitor

is reproducibly charged Í-:or 25o seconds (that is, 5RC times of the

chargingcircuit).ForthecellshowninFig.6-2.E}:etemperature

rise for applied E-H-T. is shown in Fig' 6-3'
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3. Preparation of solutions

As it is necessary to study the variation of relaxation

times with the concentrations of reac'bants at equi.librium it has

been found convenient to prepare solutions of 9AA and DNA and store

them frozen until required. Frozen storage of solutions has been

found to have no effect on their absorbance or on their melting

profiles when thawed. AII sol-utions have been prepared by the

addition, by weight, of quantities of 9AA solution, DNA solution

and neutral salt as required. This is mentioned in more detail

in the relevant sections for native and denatured DNA. Prior to

inÈroduction into the temperature-jump cell the solutions are

thawed in an evacuated. container which is also the container in

which they have been stored. frozen. Tkris "freeze-pump-thawing"

technique effectively degasses the solution. Solutions in the

temperature-jump apparatus must be degassed otherwise perturbation

induces the formation of microfine bubbles in the solution which

interfere with optical measurements and can disrupt even heating of

the solution by residing on electrode surfaces. Solutions are then

introduced into the sample ceII by syringe. Ttre cell is mounted

in the apparatus and thermostated as described in the previous

section.

Repeated temperature-jump perturbations are not observed

to have any measurable effect on the melting profile of 9AA-DNA

solutions when compared with identical solutions which have not been

perturbed.

4. Analysis of relaxations times

In the course of experimerits described in this Chapter

two types of chemical relaxation have been observed. There is

a chemical relaxation involving only a single relaxation time and
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a relaxation which can be futly described in terms of two, discrete

relaxati.on times.

(a) Sinqle relaxation

It has already been demonstrated in equations 6-6- and

6-7. that there is a simple relationship between the change in

photomultiptier voltage and the change in absorbance of the

solution rvhich caused. it. Tkrus the change in photomultipJ-ier

voltage may be taken as a direct measure of the change in absorbance

of solution which is, in turn' a measure of the shift in

equilibrium caused by the heating pulse (perturbation).

In e>çeriments yielding a single relaxation the relaxation

time (r) may be described by the expression:

-%
Ave eqn.6-8.

o

is the change in photomultiplier voltage from its rest

position (ua=o) at time t after the initiation of

perturbation'

is the total change in photomultiplier voltage, that is,

(v - V ). V. must be assessed during the'-t=O -t= æ' t= co

period of stable elevated temperature' up to

approximately one second after the initiation of

perturbation. This instability of temperature after

about one second does limit the apparatus to the study

of reactions which go to completion withÍn this time.

at.

where Av

and 
^V

t

o

It is usual to assess AVo directly from the photographic record

and this is readily achieved if the signal is measured over a

period of at least 5T. Thus a plot of In AVa versus t will give

a straight line of slope -(T) -r ¿¡¡¿;.intercept[y when t = o.
o
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An example of this plot is shown in Figure 6-4'

Ttre slopes of plots produced in this way have been determined by

a Least squares analysis of the most linear portion of the

graph. In very rapid relaxations some initial points have

been discarded where the heating time of the cell, beíng incomplete'

has reduced the observed response' AIso points beyond 90%

completion of the relaxation have been discarded as these are

associated with an increasingly large percentage error as AVa

approaches the level of noise in the experimental record'

(b) T\^7o discrete relaxations

'Inexperimentswheretwodiscreterelaxationshave

been observed and the relaxation times are separated by at

least an order of magnitude, a different method for evaluating

the T values has been used.

For two relaxations, the output of the photonultiplier

will vary in the following way, analogous to equation 6-8.

-% -L///T
at. Avf

f+Av" S
e e

o

lrThere the parameters have the same meaning as before and where

the superscripts and subscripts f and s refer, respectively' to

the faster and slower relaxations observed'

fhe principal difficulty arises in attempting to

determine tnvj + nvfl while still retaining a suitable scale

for measuring the faster relaxation' A plot of ln Va versus time

can be made if the observation is continued for about 5[ 
" 

and

from this plot it is possible to evaluate-(T") from the limiting

slope of the plot at long times, where the faster relaxation is
- L/

complete. By subtraction of Lvle / Ts from [Va and replotting
o

eqn.6-9.
o
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it is possible to evaluate the parameter= 
^vf 

and-(tr)-I.

Howeveç this method -i-s f aÌ¡orious, requires some degree of

subjectivity in estimating the region d,ominated by the slow

relaxation and in general leads to large errors in the

determinations of (tr)-1 .2ttr

For this reason, in this work, a different nethod

has been used. Thre parameters in equation 6-9. have been

fitted to the experimental resul-ts by means of a non-linear

fitting program (NoNLrN)12. A large number of experimental

points is measured from each photographic record of a chemical

relaxation: typically between 60 and 1OO. Measurement has been

facilitated by using a projected image of the photograph in an

OSCAR E/DCE Strip Chart and Film Digitizing System. Irhis System

is a manually operated X-Y plotter which furnishes a resistance

output proportional to calibrated amplitudes- The analog

information is converted to cligital values and given as an

automatic readout to an IBM Card Punch.

Ay using progr:an NONLIN on data collected it has been

possible to fit the four parameter", Avf, Tf, Avs and T ,

concurrently to the data presented from each photograph-

Furthermore, by a suitable choice of time scale in the photographs

of the signal arising from a perturbationreach of the relaxations

can be measured in isolation if only those regions where each

of the relaxations predominates is measured. In measuring the

slow relaxation in isolation the grounding switch described in

section 2 (b). of this chapter has been used to "short out" the

Iarge initial relaxation and permit amptification of the slower

and smaller amplitude relaxation.

i
À

Í
{Þi

Ë
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lltre results obtained from Program NONLIN provide

good correlations between the t values derived from the fitt'ing

of both relaxations simultaneously and independently to

appropriate photograPhs .

The experimental accuracy of the fitted parameters is

difficult to assess. Program NONLIN does provide a measure of

the reliability of fit; but this refers only to the record of a

single event (the signal) which does, itselfrhave errors associated

with experimental variables. In these .it"rr*"ttnces the best

measure of accuracy is the reproducibility of results. For this

reason in the work described measuremeuts have usually been

taken for a number of photographic records of perturbations at

each experimental concentration and temperature.
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PART B - g-AMTNOACRIDINE AND NATIVE DNA

5. A temperature -lump studv of 9AA and native DNA solutions

(a) Preparation of solutions

All solutions have been made up in o.lM NacI. A stock

solution of 9AA/native DNA has been prepared by the slow addition,

with gentle stirring. of a 9AA solution of accuraÈeIy known

concentration to a native DNA solution of a known concentration'

Rapid addition of 9AA to DNA solutions sometimes causes

precípitation of a complex. AIl solutions have been weighed and

it is therefore possible to determine the concentration of 9AA

(T- ) and. DNA (T- ) in the stock solution..L' A'

As discussed in ctrapter IV some of the 9AA will exist

in solution at equilibrium as the free cation (;9AA) ' vüith

an experimentally determined Langmuir fsotherm at the appropriate

temperature and a knowledge of TL arrd either TL ot TA, it is
TA

possible to calculate the extent--of binding, rrin the stock

solution. The extent of binding, x, is the number of 9AA cations

bound per nucleotide phosphorous. once r is known it is possible

. to obtain the value of õn*, as:

c eqn. 6-10. (= eqn. 4-9.1 .
9AA

,l

J
.lir

t-

I

¡

,t

{
'I

I
i

!

I

i

f,

ü I

A
rT-m L

or *"
to

_ 
tgAA

to +t eqn.6-11.

Tk¡us there will be a unique value of ãr* and r on the Langmuir

Isotherm at which eqn. 6-1I. is satisfied for the stock solution'
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If the stock solution ís now dituted by a solution of 9AA at

concentration õ^-- present in the stock solution then r will"
9AA -

remain constant in the dil-uted fraction. Langmuir Isotherms

generated from the experiments described in Chapter fV have been

obtained at 45oC, 55oC and 65oC and together with the known

concentrations of 9AA and DNA in the stock solutions have been

used to prepare, in the manner described above, a series of

solutions of known concentration of DNA and 9AA which have a

constant r vihen at the required temperature. Dilution of the

stock solution of 9AA and native DNA by neutrat salt alone would

have produced a series of solutions of decreasing r with

increasing dilution. This may have presented problems in the

interpr:etation of results obtained from the temperature-jump

experiments if the values of r for the solutions perturbed were

to have fallen outside the obse::vably linear portion of the

experimentally obtained Scatchard plots.

(b) Experimental

The solutions prepared as in section 5 (a) ' have been

degassed, introduced into the temperature-jump cell and

thermostated at the required temperature, as outlined in section 3'

of this Chapter. Solutions have been perturbed by a discharge

which produces a rooc temperature-jump, with final equiribrium

temperatures of '45oC, 55oC and 65oC. Photographs of oscilloscope

traces which record the signats of the photomultiplier responses

resulting from absorbance changes on heating have been measured

as described in section 4. of this C'hapter.

(c) Sgggr'Ls

lÍhe measurement of tþe concentration dependence of discrete

relaxations may give, for simple systems, unambiguous information

.t

I

È-

l

,t

{

i
i
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on rate constants and reaction mechani-sms3. TLre concentrations

which must be known are the concentrations of reactants at

equilibrium. For 9AA and native DNA these are, respectively,

the free 9AA concentration (õ9AA) and the nuniber of free binding

sites (õoro). While Èhe former of these is readily determined,

as discussed in section 5 (a)., the latter needs to be discussed

further.

It has been shown in Chapter IV that the binding of 9AA

to native DNA is of an anti-cooperative nature. Thusrwhile the

limit of complex I binding is not reached until an r value of

T = O.25, the free energy change associated wíth the binding is

substantially reduced at r values well below t = O.25. Ihose

binding sites which behave as isolated sites with a free energy

of binding (or intrinsic association constant) independent of r

are restricted to the initial linear fraction of the Scatchard

plot (see Figure 4-L4.). Íhe extrapolation of this linear

portion of the scatchard ptot to the r axis gives a value of n

associated with the form of binding described by the equilibrium:

k

I

Á

Þ--

,i
¡

t
{

Ìl

t
l

i'

I

free 9AA + free isolated binding site Oêcomplex Ï eqn.6-12.
(- eqn. 4-15.)2l

where the concentrations of reactants are:

free 9AA = 
"9AA

free isolated binding site = (n - r) ta eqns. 6-13.

complexl=rTO

Hence the equilibrium concentration of binding sites, CDNA, is:
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"DNA 
= (n - r) ro eqn.6-14.

for a solution, with extent of binding r. within the initial

linear portion of the scatchard plot, and of total DNA concentration

T ; and where n is the limiting value of the linear portion of
A'

the Scatchard plot at the appropriate ternperature (T¿¡-ble 4-3')'

In previous papers2t13¡ 14 Crothers and co-workers have

avoided defining n by nominating the nur¡ber of potential- binding

sites per nucleotide phosphorous residue as unity. This requires

that a new equilibrium constant be defined which is some

(unknown) fraction of the true value' In a similar way

equilibrium measurements may be redefined. Tfhis method has

been adopted elsewherellrl5. While this method does a1low for

a comparíson of equitibrium and kinetic measurements it gives

neither a true measure of second order rate constantsl4 "ot,

therefore, the absolute magnitude of equilibrium constants

as the standard state of DNA reactant is undefined. Furthermore,

thermodynamic measr:rements determined from the variation of

equilibrium constants with temperature become open to doubt if

n is a function of temperature ¡ Lor ít must be assumed in order

to obtain thermodynamic values by this method that n is invariant

with temperature.

Tlpicaloscilloscoperecordsofchemicalrelaxations

following rapid temperature perturbations of 9AA/naÈive DNA

equilibria are shown in Fig. 6-5 (a)., (b). and (c) - on firsÈ

inspection these appear to indicate a single relaxation response

and this has been borne out by an analysis of the variation of the

logarithm of the amplitude of the response with time as described'

in section 4 (a) . of this c:hapter. This variation is linear



Fig. 6-5. Chêmical relaxatfons of a sol-uÈion of 9AA and
native DNA perturbed by a l-0oC temperature
rise to a final temperature of 65oC. r = 0.066

(a) 20 psec/cm (major divlsion, horizonÈal axfs)
100 mV/cm (major division, vertícal- axis)

(b) 1-0 psec/cm
100 mV/cn

(c) 500 Usec/cm
50 mV/cm

tõoro + È9AAl = r,26 x l-o-4 M, + = 9.1 x 1o'* sec-l
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È.throughout the range of concentrations and temperatures studied.

This implies that the relaxation process can be assigned to a

singte relaxation. fhe single relaxation has an associated

relaxation time (t). The concentration dependences of the inverse

relaxation times (tj-1 with equilibrium reactant concentration

(ãroo * ão*o) are,given in Fig- 6-6. for the three temperatures

studied. The extent of bindingrrris also given for each

temperature; the solutions studied in any particular series

of experirnents being at constant r as described earlier. Scatcharrl

plots of 9AÄ, and native DNA at these temperatures have been

given in chapter IV and indicate that at the r values used in

these temperature-jump experiments the complex is that existing

in the simple equilibríum described by equation 6-L2'

rt has been shown3 th.t for a single bimolecular

process at equilibrium of the type shown in equatíon 6-L2, the

relationship between the forward (Orr) and backward (Urr)

rate constants and the inverse relaxation time arising from

perturbations of the equilibrium may be described thus:

"g*) = o Yields

for the reaction.
l2

k
t2

I.

&

F

I = t + k (equilibrium reactant concentration) eqn' 6-15'
TzrL2

Thrus in Figure 6-6. the intercept at ("O*O

a value of k and the slope is equal to k
21

+

free 9AA + free isolated binding site f complex I eqn. 6-12.
2t

fhe values of the kinetic parameters evaluated from data presented

in Fig. 6-6. are given in Tal¡le 6-1.
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Ffg. 6-6. Variation of the inverse rel-axation time (r-l)
r¿íth the concenEratíon of equílibríum reactant
for 9AA and natÍve DNA in 0.1M NaCl.

(o) 45"C : r = 0.071, (^) 55'C : r = 0.070,

(r) 65oC : r = 0.066.
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TABLE 6.1

Rate constants for the bimolecula r reaction between
9AA and native DNA in O.IM NaCl.

Temp. (oc) k(¡l-r)

45 5.79 x 1o4

55 3.35 x 10+

65 2.37 x toa

1,he value of the equilibrium constant k 1U-"1 ¡ which is equal

Ito

k
k

l2
k

2t
eqn. 6-16.

is also given in Table 6-I. The standard Errors given in the

tabte refer to a Least squares analysis of the data points only:

as described in sectíon 4 (b). llhere will be a further

contribution to errors involved arising from experimental variations'

However, additional errors are not very large' at their greatest

they are of the same order as those already quoted and do not

significantlyinfluencethediscussionofresults.Therefore,

only Standard Errors arising from scatter in results will be

considered.

I

I
Þ".-

!

¡

it

{

k lsec -l )
2T

k 1¡4 
-r s.c -l )

l2

7.13(S.E.o.9 )x Io3

1.34 (S.8.o.17)x loa

2.34(5.8.o.28)x loa

4.I3(S.E.O.14)x IoB

4.49 (5.E.o.24)x LOs

5.54 (S.E.o.29)x lo8
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From the variation of equilíbrium constants with

temperature it is possible to calculate the thermodynamic

parameters which define the equilibrium, as described in Chapter IV'

Trhe van,t Hoff plot for the determination of the enthalpy of

reaction (AHo¡ is shown in Fig. 6-7. The values of Atto, together

with that of the entroplz of reaction (Aso¡ calculated by using

eguation 4-Lg. are given in Table 6-2. Table 6-2. al-so includes

the values of the same parameters for the reaction measured by

equilibrium techniques (spectrophotometry) described in Chapter I\r'

TABLE 6-2

EnthaI and ent chanqes for the reaction of 9AA

wl- th native DNA in O.IM NaCl

Equilibrium
spectrophotometrY

Ano (r,r,/mote) -35.2 (S.E.O.B)

Aso (¡. deg. - Imole -1 
) - 9.6 (S.8.5.O)

A plot of the natural logarithm of a rate constant for

a process as a function of inverse temperature (ot<-t ) yields a

straight 1ine with a slope which i's equal to nl = 12.6 kJ/mole
't2

I
and Ef = 52.3 kJ/mo1e. These results are consistent, as is

2L

expected, with the enthatpy values given in Table 6-2. as :

Et'

l

El
2

Temperature-jumP
method

-39.7 (S.E.4.2)

-33.s (S.8.17)

t2
Àu = Atto eqn. 6-17.
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Fíg. 6-8. Plots of the logarithm of the rate constants
for the forward rate, k12 (Fig. 6-8.(a)) and
for: the backward rate k2r (Fig. 6-8.(b))
agalnst the ínverse absolute temperature to
evaluate the activatíon energies for each of
the processes: 9AA and natíve DNA in 0.1M
NaCl.
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for reactions in solution-

(d) Discussion

The observation that the chemical relaxations arising

from perturbations of equilíbria between 9AA and native DNA can

be described by a single relaxation process is in marked contrast

to previousty publíshed reports on the interaction of proflavi-ne

with calf thymus DNA2 and polya-po1yul 3 (reviewed in Chapter rrr) '

In these pu.p"r"" l 3 two discrete relaxations have been observed

andanappropriatetwostepmechanismproposed(mech.3-I.-

reproduced below)

23._\ mech. 3-I.P+DNA
k

32

Mechanism 3-I. ha.s been widely adopted as the general mechanism

for intercalation.

More recently,Ramsteín et alrl, in temperature-jump
)un

studies on the interaction of proflavine with M. Iysodeikticus/

have observed only a single rapid relaxation. Ramstein et atll

have chosen to explain their observations of a single relaxation

by suggestíng that observed differences between equilibrium

constants determined by equilibrium spectrophotometry and the

temperaÈUre-jump technique are due to the presence of anotJrer'

unresolvably small, relaxation corresponding to the slow step

in mechanism 3-1. In this way it is possible to generate an

equílibrium constant for the unresolvable slovJer step as Li

and Crothers2 have shown that the relationship between the

equiliJcrium constants is :

k

s-

k
l2

-k
2T

(n) ou, (") 
roo
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K (spectroPhotometrY)
L2 23

where the Ks are equilibrium constants such that:

K = k (intrinsic association constant)

=t( (I+r ) eqn.6-18.

eqns. 6-L9.
K

l2

K
23

k
I2

k
2L

k
2_3_

k
32

where the rate constants refer to those in mechanism 3-I'

Howeverrthe equilibrium constant, Krr, generated in this way

is very small'Kr, = o'25 in reference II' Tkris implies that the

majority of the bound proflavine exists in what Ramstein "t 
gltt

have called the "outside" bound species ' At the r values

used in these experimentsll this outside bound species cannot

be the electrostatically bound complex II of mechanism 3-I' ' as

ithasbeenwellcharacterize.dthatalmostalltheproflavine

bound at low r is intercalated, Ramsteín et .I11 h.n" indicated

thatthe"outside"boundformmaybeanotherintercalatedform

of the proflavine- flrey have further suggested' that this

quasi-intercalated form of proflavine may be base specific as

)nr0
itisapparentinM.lysodeikticus¿(GCcontentzT2%)butnot'

}NA

ortoamuchlesserdegree'apparentincalfthlrmus((Gccontenl429").

Inthetemperature-junpworkdescribedinthisChapter

asinglerelaxationhasbeenobservedforperturbationsof9AAand

E.coli DNA (GC content 5O%); thus' although no comparative study

onDNASoflowerGCcontenthasbeencarriedout,itseemsunlikely

that the interaction of 9AA h'ith DNAs of lower GC content would
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yield two detectable discrete chemical relaxations. This

Èhrows into doubt the necessity of introducing for 9AA the base

specificity suggested for proflavinel 1.

It is true that, as with the results of Ramstein et all l,

there is a discïepancy in the values of the equilibrium constants

determined by spectrophotometry (Table 4-3.) and the temper:ature-

jump technique (ta¡te 6-r.) for the ínteraction of 9AA with

native DNA. The former method yields a value greater by a

factor of 3 at each temperature than the latter method. If the

proposition of Ramstein et alr r is ittvoked, that an immeasurably

small arnplitude relaxation occurs then the value of K23 obtained

from equation 6-18. is, O", = ,. Tlris would imply that

approximately 33>" of the bound 9AA exists as an outside bound

form described by mechanísm 3-1. vihile at this time it has

not been possibte to definitively account for the discrepancy

between equilibrium collstants measured by spectrophotometry and

the temperature-jump method the model of Ramstein et all I of

another quasi-intercalated complex is unacceptable for 9AA for

two reasons.

(I) Evidence of internal Iínearity of spectra (chapter T\z)

at the r values studied in the temperature-jump experiments

indicates that there are only two =p."tto".opically dístinct

forms of 9AA in equitibria between 9AA and native DNA.

llhese are free 9AA and bound 9AA. Furthermore, viscosity

and sedimentation studiesl6 have sho'wn that this bound

form of 9AA is unquestionably intercalated' llhe

presence of another bound form of 9AA constituting 33%

of the total 9AA bouncl would be expected to remove

internal linearity in the spectra.
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(2) The value of the thermodynamic parameters of the

equilibrium derived from the singte relaxation are ín

good agreement with values of the same parameters obtained

from equilibrium studies (Table 6-2.). In a sequentíal

reaction it woutd be expected that the enthalpy and

entropy, of reaction for the overall reaction (as

measured by equilibrium spectrophotometry) would differ

from the same parameters for the first step only, uhless the

values f,or the second step are zero within experimental

error. Which, in the limit, becomes a trivial case'

fhere is a superficial resemblance between the first

step of the Li and Crothers2 tto step mechanism (mech. 3-f.)

the formation of complex II - and the equilibrium proposed for

the interaction between 9AA and native DNA based on the observed

single relaxation. This is so especially as the rate constants

for the forward reaction are approximately the same for proflavine

and DNA, and 9AA and DNA (see footnote). The activation energies

are also similai:. Ilo',,7ever, the featu:le which unanrbiguously

distinguíshes the two processes is the entropy of reacti-on, which

in the bimolecular process of mechanism 3-1. is large and negative

Footnote:

Although the values of k_ ^ quoted by Li and Crothers2
are appïoximately a factor of 30 L2 lower than those recorded'

ínthiswork(Table6-1.),thevaluesoftherateconstantsare
nearly the same. fhis is so because in the paper of Li and

Crothãrs k is actually an apparent rate constant (k, 
^ -^--)

related 12 to the true r:ate constant, k-^, by the LLr\Et'

relationship: 
12

nrr,.nn [tr-tlto * õn*l = or, 
[t'-'lto * ãn*l

where n .r O.t2 and r is very sma1l. Also,^the results quoted in
reference 2 are at temperatures at least 2O"C below those given
in Table 6-I.
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(Aso ='77 J.deg.'-Imole -')', a result to be expectecl from a
l2

purelyionpairingpïocess;whereasthebi-molecularprocessof

equation 6-L2- has an entropy of reaction which is smal-l and

negative, ASo = -33.5 J.deg. -lmofe-r,' a result which is

consistent, as mentioned earlier, with the overall equilj-brium

measurement and, incidentally, in good agreement with the overall

entropy change for the two step process for proflavine and DNA2

leading to intercalation (ASo^ + ASo = -28.4 J.deg.-lmol.-l).
12 23

Inconclusion,therefore,itappearstheintercalation

of 9AA into native DNA can be explained by a single step mechanism

without the necessity of postulating the pïesence of an intermediate"

[,his is in contrast to the resul-ts of Li and Crothers2 on

interaction of proflavine with DNA which has been described in

terms of a two step mechanism. Tfhe first rapid step being the

formationofanoutsicleboundrion-pair(complexII)rfollowedby

a conformatíonal change of the DNA concurrent with inbercalation'

Íhere may be intermediates required in the j-nteraction of 9AA with

native DNA, however, these are not present in detectable quantities'

TLre important observation is that, at the elevat'ed temperatures

studied, the intercal.ation process is apparently achieved by a single

step bimolecular reaction wh.ich is at least as fast as that observed

for the formation of the intermediate (compfex II) in the two

step mechanism 3-I. The thermodynamic parameters, AHo and ASo

for tl.e single step reaction measured by perturbation techniques

are consistent with the same parameters det.ermined by equilibri.un

spectrophotometry (Table 4-4.). These are, in turn, in agreement

with previously pr:btished results for similar reactions measured

by equilibrium methodsLTtls and for the overall reaction measured

by the temperature-jump technique2. Thrus it can be stated t¡at
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at el-evated temperatures the structurÇ of native DNA is such that

a conformational change of the DNA is not a pre-requisite or

conco¡nitant requirement for the intercalation of 9AA to occur.

presumably, flexion2 in the structure of DNÀ is sufficiently

great to allow the rapid intercalatíon of 9AA with its well

charaeterized spectral, thermodynarnic, and structural effecÈs'

without a detectable intermediate.
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PART C - 9-AMTNOACRID INE AND DENATURED DNA

6. A temPerature- -iump s tudy of the interaction of 9AA with
denatured DNA

(a) Pre tion of solutions

AII solutions have been made up in O'IM NaCl' A stock

solutionofgAAanddenatured.DNAhasbeenpreparedbytheslow

addition,withgentlestirring,ofagAAsolutionofaccurately

known concentration to a solution of d'enatured DNA of known

concenLration.ThedenaturedDNAhasbeenprepa::ed'bythemethod

described in Chapter II' Both solution aliquots have been

weíghed and it is therefore possible to determine the concentrations

of both 9AÀ (Tr,) and DNA (Ta) ín solution'

Ïnthisseriesofexperimentsdilutiorrofthestock

solution has been carried out by the addition of O'lM NaCI in

weighed aliquots to weighed quantities of the stock solution'

Inamanneranalogoustothatdescribedinsection5(a).of

this Chapter it is thus possible to calculate r and õn*

nnambiguously from a knowledge of *J'O'TL or TO and' the Langmuir

IsothermforgAAanddenaturedDNAattheappropriatetemperature

(Figs.5-1o(b).,5-1I(b).,5-I2(b).).Dilutionwitho.lMNaCl

means that the value of r differs in the various diluted fractions

ofthestocksolution.Thevalueofrbecomessmallerwith

increasingdilution.Thewayinwhíchrchangeswithdi]-ution

ofthestocksolutionisshowninFig.6-9(a).(b).and(c).

Figure6-9(a).(b).and(c).givesthevalueofrasafunction

of the extent of dilution of the stock solutions prepared for the

temperat-ure-jump analysis of 9AA and denatured DNA solutions at

temperatures 45oc, 55oc and 65oc' A comparison with the

Scatchardplotsatthe.pn'op'i.tetemperature(Figs.5-1o(a).,

5-1f (a) . and 5-12 (a) ' ) shows that all dilutions of the stock
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solutions have resultant r values in the region of the scatchard

plots which are substantially linear and which have been used to

determine both the intrinsic association constant and the number

of binding sites pertaini.ng at that temperature. It is therefore

assumed that for t-hese solutions the kinetic parameters rvill be

independent of the r value as it is implicit in the linearity

of the scatchard plot that there are no significant j.nteractions

between the bound 9AA molecules. AII the bindíng sites are

therefore considered to behave as isolated binding sites (vidq:

thediscussioninChapterlVonanti-cooperativity).

(b) Experimental

The experimental work was carried out as outlined

in section 5 (b). of this ckrapter and described earlier in this

Chapter.

(c) Results

In a manner analogous to that described in section 5 (c) '

ofthischapter,theconcentrationofreactantsatequilibriumhas

been determined in the following way' Knowledge of the extent

of binding, r, calculated in section 6 (a) ' yields the

concentration of free 9AA in sorution at equilibrium from equation

4-9.

Asbefore,theconcentrationoffreeliirrdingsitesis

calculated from equation 6'14', restated below'

(n-r)to eqn. 6-14.tDNA

where n is considered to be the number of binding sites per DNA

phosphate residue which is consistent with the equilibrium defined

byequation6-L2.,wherethe''freeisolatedbindingsite''isnowthe
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binding site on denatured DNA, and for which the equilibrium

constant is the intrinsic association constant given by the

straight line portion of the scatchard plot. Íhe values of n

are those which appear in Tal¡le 5-3.

Typical oscilloscope records of chemical relaxations

following rapid temperature perturbations of 9AA/denatured DNA

equilibria are shown in Fig. 6-to (a). (b). and (c). It is

immediately apparent that in contrast to chemical relaxations

of 9AA with native DNA where only a single relaxation is

observedrchemical relaxations of 9AA and denatured DNA involve

more than one relaxation.

program NONLIN has been used, as described in section

4 (b). of this clrapter to determine the relaxation times associated

wíth the chemical relaxations. It has been found that the

chemical relaxatíon can be expressed as the sum of two discrete

relaxations; the more rapid of which has a relaxation time (tr)

of the order of 50 Usec. and the slower relaxation time (t") of

about I msec. Tkrere is no significant improvement of the fitted

curve to the observed signal if a targer number of exponential

terms is tried. T1Lre concentration dependences of these

relaxation times are shown in Figs. 6-11. and 6-L2' which show,

respectively, the dependence of T, on the concentration of

equitibrium reactant, (ão*o + ;9AA) and the dependence of T" on

the same concentration" It is apparent that the two relaxations

observed for the interaction of 9AA \"¡ith denatured DNA do not arise

from a sequential reaction of the form described by mechanism 3-l'

and which has been shown to be valid for the interaction of proflavine

with native DNA2. For, although the inverse of the rapíd

relaxation time (Tf) -1 i= Iitt"arly dependent on the concentration

of equilibrium reactant, the slower relaxation is independent of



Flg. 6-10. Chemlcal- relaxaÈJ-ons of a solutlon of 9AA and

denatured DNA perturbed to a final- Èemperature
of65oC. r=0.046

(a) 20 psec/cm (rnajor dfvision, horizontal axis)
l-00 mV/cm (major divisl-on, vertlcal axís)

(b) 200 usec/cm
100 mV/cm

(c) oelayed trÍgger record; the flrst 200 psec

have been shorted out enabl-Íng aurplificatlon
of the slower relaxation.
1.0 m sec/cm

,20 mV/cm

(A typical photographic record showing optlcal
Ínterference from a bubble 1n the sample
space)

tõo*o + õ9AAl = 1.20 x lo-4 M

,1 = 6.0 x 10b sectf
-l

| = r.o,* x 103 sec-l
s
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Þ""equilibrium reactant concentration" In a two step mechanism

composed of a rapid bimolecular interaction fol-lowed by a slower

molecular rearrangement, as in mechanj.sm 3-1. the slo\der relaxation

has an inverse relaxation time of the form:

[(equirinrium reactant'l-t k eqn.6-20.

I

I
,l

{j
'i

I
I

!

I

I

T =lç + Iibrium reactant)32 L/K + (equis
2I

where the rate constants and the equilibrium constant refer to

those in mechanism 3-1. and have been defined previously' It is

true that at high concentrations of equilibrium reactant the

inverse relaxation time becomes independent of concentration, thus:

i
s;

tr

T -l-k +k as t(equilibrium reactant)
I

>>K
32 23 L2

However, it can be readily shown thaÈ for appropriate values

of K which may be extracted from Fig' 6-lI' significant
L2

concentration dependence of the ínverse slos¡er relaxation time

(a=-t) should be observed in F:-g' 6-12" Ttris is not so and

therefore mechanism 3-I is not an appropriate reaction scheme for

the equilibrium (see footnote) '

Footnote:

fheslowrelaxationcouldbevirtuallyconcentration
independent in mechanism 3-I. if k3 r " 

Orr, i'e' (tu)-' = Orr'

However this would require the egui.librium concentration of
complex I (in mechanism 3-1.) to be very small' Temperature
perturbations would. then yield no measuralcle shift in concentration'
-rti" i= certainly not the case experimentally where the slow

relaxation is clåarly assocíated with a significant change in
a-bsorbance.

I
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(c) (i) Propose d mechanism

The following mechanism is proposed for the interaction

of 9AA with denatured DNA at low r values"

kk
31

DNA(non binding site) ;å p¡a(binding síte)* free 9AA 
= 

Complex r
kk42

çccc4213

(mech" 6-1. )

For the purpose of simplifyíng the notation for the derivation of

relaxation times to be expected from this -mechanism the equ'ilibriun

species are numbered thus:

.t

I

È.-

,l
{
li

I
1.

c free 9AA concentration in solution

the concentration of isolated denatured DNA bin<1ing

site - entirely equivalent to that proposed for the

equilibrium process defined by equation 6-12' for

denatured DNA

the concentration of the complex existing at low r

the concentration of DNA unavailable for binding:

the nature of this species will be discussed later.

I

c I

2

c
3

c
l+

Equationsdescribingchernicalrelaxationsdueto

perturbations of equilibria described by mechanism 6-1. can be

derived as fo110\l\7s. Íhe rate laws for mechanísm 6-1. are:

dc
1

dt

dc
4

dt

k c kcc eqn.6-21.
2I32 2

= kc - kc
42 3 4

eqn.6-22.



r4rhere the derivative is with respect to time and c. refers to the

instantaneous concentration of the ith =p..ies defined earlier'

lltre followíng conservatíon relations apply:

Âc -Ac

143.

3
egns. 6-23.

Ac r' Ac

final equilibrium concentration of the ith species

l

¿

-Ac

Now, if "i

2 4

Ac where:
l-

th
c instantaneous concentration of the i specr-es

t_

3

-ci +
I

c.
t_

Âc time dependent instantaneous concentration change
a

then for small perturbations the differential equatíon 6'2L.

may be written:

¿r (õ' + Ac ) = k (ã' + Àc ) - k- (õ: + Ac^) (õ' + Ac-)
ä'-r --l' 2- 3 3- | 2 2 I I
ctt

eqn. 6-24.

as õ' is constant and the principle of mícroscopic reversibility
I

requÍres that k 'c' = k ê'ô' :' 2 3 1L2

dAc
I

dt

dAc
q

dt
kAc

k Ac -k;'Ac -rã'Ac
L2 I I I 2

eqn. 6-25.
2 3

where, for small perturbatíons, the product krAcrÂc, has been

neglected. Similarly equaLíon 6-22. may be expressed:

4 2 3
k Ac

4
eqn. 6-26.
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Srrbstitution of the conservation relations, eguations 6-23,

into equations 6'25- and 6-26' gives:

-dÂc
4'dt,

and

-dÀc
4

dr

= [o, 
(¿' + ¿') * ur] l.r- [r..,õ;]

-7, */,

eqn. 6-27.

eqn. 6-28.

eqn. 6-30.

eqn. 6-31.

Ac
I+

-k Ac + Ac+k I+lIo,

Ítre coefficients of the time dependent concentration changes

may be abbreviated and the equations 6-27' and 6-2A' rewritten:

-ctAc aAc+aAc eqn. 6-29.
l2 4

4l

tl r

l+

l2

=aAc+aAc2l 22

Ac=Ae
l1

1+Ae

I It

These equations form a set of coupled, first order' linear

tromogeneousdifferentialequations,thesolutionstowhichare

the sums of exponential terms, the number of terms being equal

to the nuniber of índependent rate equations. lllrus the solutions

can be written:

-z z
1

A e I +' A e
2

Ac 2l 22

2

eqn. 6-32.
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Íhe condition for a non trivial solution can be shown to be:

a
I1

+ I - 4(a a

a -a a )=o

-a a )

=Q

l1 2 22L
(a +a )2ll 22

eqn. 6-33.

eqn.6-34.

eqn. 6-35.

a
L2

I
T

I
T

a a
2L 22

Equation 6-33" maY be expressed as:

(+) '- (art*azzrl* (',,
2l22 l2

this is a quadratic equation, the solutions of which are:

a
1 1!. 22
T

It2

+

z

(a )

It is reasonable to assume by analogy with the results obtained

for the system of 9AA and native DNA that the faster relaxation

is associated with the bimolecular step resulting in the

formation of complex I. Then the slower relaxation may be

associated with the pre-equ-ilibriun between the binding and

non binding sites. In this situation the presence of discrete

relaxations indicates that kr, kr, tt nr, ku bY a factor of at

least 20. Hence tr, tt ^r, und thus the roots of equation

6-35. simplifY to:
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-d
eqn. 6-36.

11

and:

v,
1 - 4(a a - a a

1t 22 1' 2 eqn.6-37.
(a 2

v, (r- ;,(1 -x) eqn.6-38.

and using this approxímation in equation 6-37. the expression

simplifies to:

aa eqn. 6-39.
-d T2 2L

22 a rl

Thus the two roots of the quadratic equationrnamely, equations

6-36. and 6-39./caJl be expressed by resubstituting the coefficients

of equations 6-27. and 6-28. as:

I
T

t

a
11

2
I
T

2 I

now for a quantitY x (( It

1
T

2

I
T

k (¿' + ¿')
1. | 2

+k eqn. 6-40.
2f

and:

k1
T

k
-,-cI- I

-7*l2
Ks +3

+

2t

eqn.6-41.
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or

g k -t-k eqr..6-42.
l+

!úhere 3

K k eqn.6-43.
2t2

I

Hence, for mechanism 6-1. two relaxations are observed' one Of

which is linearly dependent on the reactarrt concenlration at

equilibrium of tl.e bimolecular step, and the second of which

ís described by equation 6-42. Ttris mechanism can novì7 be

dÍscussed as it pertains to the reaction between 9AA and

denatured. DNA.

(c) (ii) Rapid relaxation - results

Inmechanism6-l.thefreegAA,DNAbinilingsiteand

complex I are entirely equivalent to the same species in

equation 6-12- as it applies to 9AA and denatured DNA.

Ihat is:

c

+
I

c
3

I
T

S

2
K

2
+

K
2

+c
2

k

c õr*

c
z

õooro= (n-r)To

I

3

egns.6-44.

c tTA

k
llhus the equilibrium consta.a *r, = * in mechanism 6-f is

2

eguar to the overall equilibrirri .orr"t"nt determined by
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spectrophotometry, k (the intrinsic association constant).

ILre rapid chemical relaxation observed is associated with this

rapid bimolecular association reaction step. From Fig. 6-11--

the rate constants k, and k, at the temperatures studied can be

determined fr:orn the slope and intercept of the straight lines

through the experimental points at each temperature. These

rate constants, the equilibrium constant Kr, "tU 
the same

equitibrium constant (k) determined by equilibrium spectrophotometry

(Tal¡le 5-3.) are shown in Tabte 6-3'

TABLE 6-3.

Rate constants and equilibrium constan ts detennined bv
the tempera ture-iump methocl for the rapid relaxation
(9AA and denatured DNA in O. lM NaCl-)

Temp k (M-t )(oc

(equilibrium)
5.40 x tOq

3.61 x loa

1.36 x tor

llhe data ín Table 6-3. show reasonable agreement between the

results obtained by perturbation and equilibrium methods.

The Vanrt Hoff plot for the var-ì-ation of ttO* with inverse

temperature is shown in Figure 6-13. Trhe slope of the straight

linegivestheenthalpyofreactionforthisreactionstep,

^uo 
. In a manner described earl'ier, the entropy for the

l2

45

55

65

K (M-l i
L22

k lsec -1)
I

k 1¡4 
-1 sec -1 

)

(perturbation)
4.o x loa

(s.n.z.o¡

2.2 x l)a
(s.8. o. s)

1.1o x loq
(s.8. o.2)

6.3I x 1o3
(s.8.1.8)

I.3o x loa
(s .E "o.1s )

2.52 x IQa
(s.8.o.28)

.52 x loe
(s.E.o. r8)

2.85 x 1o8
(s .E. o. 29 )

2.72 x log
(s.n.o.2s)
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I
2-9

Flg. 6-13.

3.1 3.2

iroV
c

3.0
I
T

x ('K')3
ro

Vantt lloff plot for the interaction
of 9AA wlth denatured DNA 1n 0.1M
NaCl. Equillbrium constants evaluaËed
from rate consËanLs for the rapid bi-
molecular Process determined by the
temperature-j umP method.



reaction step (AS0 ) can also be calculated. A comparison
L2

of the results obtained by the temperature-jump method and

those obtained by equilibrium spectrophotometry is given in

Table 6-4.

L49

TABLE 6-4.

A ison of the enthalpv and entropv of reaction
for 9AA and denatured DNA in O.lM NaCl determined by
equi Iilorium spectrophotome try and the tempe r:ature*lump
techníque.

aHo (kJ,/more)
l2

-s8 (s.8. 4)

equilibrium
spectrophotometrY

-s6 (s.E. 6)

-88 (S.8.17)Aso (.r.aeg. -rmole -r 
) -94 (s.E.13)

L2

The energies of activation for the forward (kr) and reverse

(k)rateprocessescanbeobtained'fromtheplotofthe
2

logaríthm of the rate constant versus the inverse temperature.

fhese plots are shown in Fig. 6-14. The value of the activation
4

energy for the forvard process is low (ui, 4 kJlmole) ' but is
J

large for the reverse process {81- = 61 kJ/mole) ' Íhese are in
2L

agreement with enthatpy data as requireil by equation 6-L7 -

(c) (íii) Rap id relaxation - díscussion

The interaction of 9AA with denatured DNA has been

shown to yield characteristics of an intercalation process (Chapter

v). Thre free energy of the reaction is 1ar9e and negative, the

spectral shifts are characteristic of the interaction and the

AHo (t¡,/mote)

Aso (,r.deg.-lmore -l I



Fig.6-14. Arrhenlus plots for the forward (klz) and
back¡^¡ard (kzl) rate processes in the
blmolecular associaÈíon of 9AA r¡ít.h denatured
DNA fn 0.1M NaCl. Eval-uation of acf-ivation
energíes for the processes.
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thermodynamicparametersareconsistentwiththeproposedmodel.

lllretemperature-jumpresultsjustdescribed(section

6 (c) (ii) . ) are in agreement with these observations for the

mechanism of the interaction which has been proposed (mech' 6-i') '

In parti-cu1ar, the rate constants are very sinuilar to those

observed for the interaction of 9AA with native DNA. They

are characterized by a very rapid folarrf rate (kr) vrith a

slo\^rer back reaction (k, ) producing a large equílibrium constant

for the reaction which is in good agreement with equilibrium

measurements.

It is therefore proposed, in common with the

propositionfornativeDNA,thattheinteractíonbetween9AA

anddenaturedDNAproducesanintercatatedgAAcomplexwithout

adetecÈableintermediate.fhisintercalatedgAAmoietyis

presumably located between single strand' base-stacked

nucleotide bases (see Chapter V) '

ÍLrethermodynamicparametersfortheinteractionare

in good agreement with the model described' in Chapter V'

The reaction is "enthalpy driven", that is' the formation of

bonding interactions is the driving force in the reaction'

l'hese are sufficiently large to overcome the significant

decrease in entropy due to the additional ordering effect of the

intercalation process on the single strand'' base-stacked

structureofdenaturedDNA'andstillproduceafavourablefree

energy change for the reaction'

fhre energy of activation for the forward rate process

Jltù is significantly lower than that observed for the formation

of the complex from the analogous bimolecular association of 9AA

with native DNA. This may be a consequence of the relatively more
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open structure of denatured DNA, unconstrained by base pairing

comparedwithnativeDNA,facilitatinginsertionofthegAAcation

between the nucleotide bases'

(c) (iv) Slow relaxation - results

fhe slower relaxation arising from perturbations

ofequilibriadefinedbymechanism6-l.hasaninverserelaxation

time described thus:

I
T

S

c +K
2l

and 6-46. may be e><Pressed:

eqn. 6-42.

eqn, 6-46.

r ]ç +k
3 4

c
1

+ã'+K
2 2l

rt is generally true at low r that the value of õ'= ã9*

isverysmallrasmostofthegAAexistsíntheboundforminview

ofthefavoura-J¡Ieequilibriumconstant.Itiscertainlytrue

that in all the solutions perturbed for which the results

are shown in Figs- 6-11. and 6-12' that ¿' < ¿' by a factor of
T2

atleast5.Tlrusrforthesesolutions'equation6-42'red'ucesto:

eqn.6-45.I
T

- k +k
3 4

It is now necessary to try and separate these rate constants'

The principle of microscopic reversibility requires that for

mechanism 6-1-

2

Thus equations 6-45.

c
l+

k:K¿'
3 4

c
lf

k1
T

-ki;' 244s

eqn. 6'47.
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In equation 6-47. both k and ã' are unknown and so there is no
44

unique solution to the equation. This means in physical terms

that the value.s of ku (and hence kr) wilt depend on the units

of concentration used for DNA in the equilibrium:

k
3

DNA(non binding site) f oue(bíndíng site) eqn. 6-48.

If the following conservation relation is used:

concentration of DNA PhosPhate eqn.6-49.

4

c

then it is possible to extract values for k and k in the
34

it follows that:

c
4

(1 - n)To

whence,substitutionofequation6-50.andequations6-44.

into equa|uíon 6-47 - gives:

- k )(I - n)
l+

k (n-r)

4
+c

3
c

2
+

following manner. From equations 6-44'

eqn. 6-50.

eqn.6-51.(+
s

l+

TtreexperimentswithgAAanddenaturedDNA\¡¡erenotcarriedout

at constant r. However, as (n - r) is significantly less than

(1-n)rtheuseofamedianvalueofrforthesolutionsused

(fromFig.6-9(a).(b).and(c).)andtheappropriatevalueof

n for the temperature, does enable a good estimate of kn and'

hence k to be made from equation 6-51- Ta-b1e 6-5' gives the
3

values of the rate constants calculated in this manner' The

equilibrium constants and the thermodynamic parameters calculated

from them, for. the equilibrium described by equation 6-48'' are
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also given in Table 6-5.

TABLE 6-5.

Rate, equr librium and the rmodvnamic data for the
slow pre-eguil ibrium between binding and non bincling
sites of denatured, DNA. ( egn. 6-48. )

Temp (oc)

k lsec-1)
+

k (sec-l )

65

9.6 x Loz

1.1 x 1o2

o.1Ik
K ==-33¡+ *u

3

(kJrlmole)Auo -31.4 (s .e. 2)
34

Aso (,r.aeg.- lmore-l ) -r70 (s.8.65)
34

(c) (v) . SIow relaxation - discussion

Asdescribedbymechanism6-l.theslowerrelaxationis

duetoaslowpre-equilibriumstepinfluencingtheconcentration

ofpotentialbindingsitesofthedenaturedDNA.atequilibrium.

It has already been proposed that, at elevated temperatures' the

binding sites on denatured DNA are considered to be in regions of

thedenaturedDNAwhichexistinasinglestrand,base-stacked

conformation. 1¡hus the equiribrium beÈween binding sites and non

binding sites (eqn. 6-48') may be pictorially described as the

equilibrium between single stranã' base-stacked' regions of the

macromolecule (binding sites) and unstacked regions (non binding

sites). The results in Table 6-5' are as expected for this model'

5545

6.7 x Loz

I.o x to2

o. 15

3.7 x 1o2

o.8 x Io2

o.22
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The tendency to go from the unstacked conformation to the stacked'

conformation would be expected to decrease wi.th increasing

temperature, would be associated with the formation of bonding
0

interactions (stacking energyt impties a negative AHrn), and

would be associated \,rith a significant decrease in entropy of

reaction as a ïesult of the ordering process. All these factors

are observed in Table 6-5.

Some further comments need to be made about the

rapidity of the relaxation" v{alzls ht= investigated the chemical

relaxation response of single strand DNA using the temperature-jump

technique, by observing absorbance changes in the UV on

perturbation" A spectrum of relaxations has been observedl9.

one very rapid relaxation has been associated with single strand

unstacking. This relaxation is at least as fast as t-he heating

tíme of the cetl, a few mícrosecondsl9. Thus it is necessary

to modify equation 6-48. to explain why the pre-eguilibrium step

is so much slovrer when observed at 4oo nm. llhre following

modificatiån is suggested:

slow

DNA(random coi.l) t' p¡a(single strand
unstacked)

DNA (single
strand
base-stacked)

eqn.
6-52.

Equation 6-52 would appear to satisfy all the experimental

observations. The rapíd tïV change observed by !ùalzle is doe

Èo unstacking of the bases by thermal motion in a very fast

eguilibrium" The slow equilibrium which becomes the rate

determining step when observed at 4oo nm by the release of 9AA

to preserve the coupled equj-Iibria is due to the collapse of the

unstacked conformation inbo the, random coil structure: a

conformational change for which relaxation tímes are typically

very
fast
-\
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oftheorderofonemillisecond,asobservedhere.Asdiscussed

previoustyinChaptersllandV,changesintheslowequilibrium

stepinequation6-S2.arenotassociatedwithanysignificant

change in W absorbance, howeverrits influence by coupling to

theveryfasteguilibriummaybeonecontributingfactortothe

spectrum of slower relaxations observed in the uvl9'

The thermodynamic parameters in Ta-bte 6-5' refer to

the overall reaction, and no further breakdown of results is

possible into components attributable Èo the coupled reactions

in equations 6-52.

These results are consistent with those expected for

the interaction of 9AA with denatured DNA for which the structure

ís such that there is a decreasing number of binding sites with

increasing temperature. This change in the nrunber of binding sites

has previously been attributed to a shift in distribution of

conformationsofsinglestrandrbase-stackedregionsofthe

macromorecure to random coil regions as the temperature is increased

(ChapterV).fhetemperature-jumpstudyprovidesfurtherevidence

forthischangeinstructureandindicatesrasproposedearlier'

that random coil regions below the T- do not bind 9AA significantly'

a

,{

À
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PART D - CONCLUSIONS

7 Concluding remarks

Trhe interaction of 9AA with both native and denatured

DNA in o.IM NaCI has been studied by the temperature-jump method

at 45oc, 55oc and 65oc.

Cfremicaf relaxations arising from temperature

perturbations of 9AA and native DNA equitíbria can be explaine<l

in terms of a single rapid relaxation process' There is a

Iinear concentration d,ependence of the inverse relaxation time

of this relaxation on the concentration of reactant at equilibrium'

A bimolecular interaction of the form:

free 9AA + binding site $ comPlex I

ispropdsedtoexplaintheobservationswhíchhavebeenmade

at low r where complex I binding (intercalation) is known to

predominate.

lfhese results are ín marked contrast to previous reports

on temperature-jump experíments with proflavine and native DNA

for which two discrete relaxations have been observed and eguated

with a two-step mechanisrn. Although there is a slight discrepancy

between the equilibriu¡n constants measured by temperature-jump

methods and equilibrium spectrophotometry there is reasonable

agreementwiththethermodynamicparametersobtainedbythetwo

techniques. The thermodynamic parameters aÏe also in good

agreement wíth previously published equilibri-um data on the

intercalationofotheraminoacridínesintoDNA.Itisthus

suggestedtlratintercalationofgAAbetweenthebasesofnative

DNAcanoccur,attheelevatedtemperaturesstudied.,vrithoutthe
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formation of a detectable intermediate at rates which approach

that of diffusion controlled reactions. This may indicate that

DNA at these temperatures is an expanded structure with

pronounced flexibility such that locat distortion of the helix

all0ws insertion of 9AA without a detectabl-e intermediate.

ChemicalrelaxationsofgAAanddenaturedDNAare

characterized by the presence of two relaxation processes. The

following mechanism has been proposed.:

slow fast

DNA(non binding site) Ê orqa(binding site) * free DNA:complex r

where the binding sites are regions of the macrornolecule which exist

as single strand, base-stacked regions. The fast reaction step

has characteristic features of an intercalatS-on type reaction

and the results are consistent with those obtained by equilibrium

spectrophotometry (Chapter V). The slow reaction is probably

due to a two steP Process:

I

i
{
l;

1

I
t,

I

I

i

.t

{

Þ-

I

slow

DNA (randorn coil) FJ

very
fast

DNA(single st::and Fl DNA(single strand
unstacked) base-stacked)

where the DNA (non binding site) is the random coil form of the

DNA and the slow process above is a conformational change of the

DNA collapsing from an unstacked conformation into the random coil'

Trhe very rapid process must be invoked to explain results in the

Iiterature for an observed uV change associated with single strand

unstacking. Íhis mechanism has the advantage of explaining Èhe

strong dependence of the number of non interactíng binding sites

(n) on temperature, an observation made in Chapter V' The

thermodynarnic parameters of the overall slow reaction have been

measu::ed and are as expected for the conformational change proposed.
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CHAPTER VII

General discussion and conclusions.

Atthebeginningoftheworkdescribedirrthisthesis

itwasintendedthatthemajorportionoftheworkwouldentail

temperature-junp studj-es of 9AA with native and denatured DNA'

Asthetemperature-jumpmethodrequiresrecordingofchemical

relaxations by specÈrophotometric techniques it has been

necessarytoobtainaccurateequitibríumspectrophotometricd'ata

on the interactions to prove the validity of the method and provide

for a comparison of results' In carrying out these equilibrium

measurements by spectrophotometry it became apparent that some

safeguards are necessary to ensure that reproducible results are

achíeved (Chapter IV, section 5) ' It also became apparent that

denaturedDNAinthesolutionstateisamorecomplexsystemthan

has been generally appreciated' Accordingly' an investigation

by equilibrium spectrophotometry of the complexes formed between

9AA and both natíve and denatured DNA has been ma<fe'

Themodelsfornativeanddenatured,DNTrwhichhave

been formulated on the basis of observatíons described in this

thesis and the published observations of other authors will now

be discussed.

Native DNA

Native DNA in O'IM NaCI at neutrat pH and at room

temperatureisconsideredtoexistinsolutionasasolvateddouble

helixoftheWatson-cricktype.Thísstructureismaintained

without significant modification with increasing temperature until

the cooperative thermal transition occurs (at temperature T*)
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when the double helical structure is destroyed and the macro-

molecule collapses to the random coil'

Denatured DNA

DenaturedDNAinsolutionmaybeconsideredtobe

composed of three coexisting structures within the macromolecule'

These are:

(i)

( ii)

(iii)

"folded" or short range helical ordered regions of

the macromolecule which are progressively lost in a

cooperative type transition at Iow temperatures'

single strand, base-stacked regions which exist throughout

the temperature range but are themselves temperature

dependent as increasing temperature will increase the

thermal motion (oscillation) of the bases with respect

to each other.

Random coil conformations which become the dominant

structure as the T* of native DNA in equivalent

neutral salt is aPProached.

Ithasbeenfoundthattheresultsdescribedin

this tÌresis on the binding of 9AA to native and denatured DNA

can be explained in terms of these models of native and denatured

DNA

stics of the interaction of aminoa cridines withGeneral characteri
DNA

Many aminoacridine cations are found to interact with

native DNA and yield two distinct types of complexes as products

oftheinteraction.Complexlhasbeenwidelystudied.Itis
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found to be associated with marked changes in the structure of

DNA'changeswhichareconsistentwithintercalationofthe

aminoacridinebetweenthenucleotidebasesofthedoublehelix'

with a consequent increase in base-pair separation' fhe

formation of complex I also has a pronounced effect on the

spectrum of the aminoacridine, producing both a decrease in

extinction coefficient and a red shift ín the spectrum' The

formation of complex I is a favourable process with a free energy

of reaction of the order of. 25-40 kJ/mole. The formation of

the complex stabilizes the double helix towards thermal

denaturationandthethermaldestructionofthecomplexis

coincidentwiththelossofsecondarystructureofnativeDNA.

complex II, although it has been less widely studied, is generally

coisidered to arise from the interaction of the aminoacridine

cations with the polynucleotide phosphates' Spectrat evidence

suggests that it may also involve the aggregation of

aminoacridines onto the "outside" of the hetix' Iù is a

significantly weaker interaction'

A nrunber of aminoacridines that have been studied have

been found to interact with denatured DNA in a manner which' at

roomtemperature,isverysimilartothatofnativeDNA.Thusit

is evident that white the cooperative loss of secondary structure

of native DNA going to the random coil is associated with the loss

of aminoacrídines bound in complex I, the intact double helix

isnotaprerequísiteforaStrongbindinginteractionatroom

temperature. However the observation of strong binding to

denatured DNA cannot be taken to indicate that the mode of binding

to both natíve and denatured DNA is identical'
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llhe current intercalation models for aminoacridine-

native DNA complexes still leave open to question the exact location

of the aminoacridine nucleus with respect to the nucleic acid

bases. (Chapter III, secÈions 3 (b)., 5 (a)')' Tt seems

reasonable to suggest that the precíse location of an intercalated

aminoacridine cation wiII be that in which the lowest free energy

state can be acfriåved for the bound complex 4s a result of molecular

interactions and steric factors, assuming always that a mechanism

to achieve this energy state is possible. As the nature of

substituents on the acridine nucleus can vary the electron

distribution significantly, then, quite apart frorn any steric

considerations, it seems reasonaj¡le to suggest that the exact

location of an intercalated aminoacridine cation will be different

for.each individual aminoacridine (Chapter III, section 3 (b)')'

The interaction of 9AA with both native and denatured

DNAs has been studied in this work at a neutral salt concenLration

of O.IM NaCI. It has been shown previouslyl thtt the interaction

of gAA with native DNA yields a complex with att the properties

of complex I described previously (íntercalated 9l\A) . In the

work which has been described here¡only solutions in which the

bound 9AA is believed to exist in the complex I form have been

studied. similarly, investigations have been restricted to those

solutions of 9AA and denatured DNA in which ttre ¡ound 9AA also

exists in the strong.l-y bound form'

The interact ion of 9AA with native DNA

Ithasbeendemonstratedthatspectraofsolutionsof

gAA and native DNA are internally linear for a set of spectra of

solutions for which the extent of binding (r) is withín the region

dominatedbycomptexlbinding.Thisrelationshipprovides
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additional information to the observation of an isosbestic

point in these spectra. îhe conclusion drawn is that the

interaction is adequately described by a single, bimolecular

reaction with only two species of 9AA present in solution ' viz

free 9AA and bound 9AA (Chapter IV, section 3) '

Íhe spectrophotometric determination of the extent of

binding2 has been used to determine Scatchard plots of the

interaction. some safeguards have to be used to ensure that the

absorbance due only to the bound species can be determined. The

relative invariance with temperature of the extinction coefficient

of 9AA bound in complex I form to native DNA is taken as evidence

of little change in the nature of the bindíng site with temperature

(Chapter IV, section 6).

scatchard plots of the interaction of 9AA with native

DNA show marked curvature at r values below r = o.25, the value

considered to be the limit for complex I bindittg3. This

curvature is not due to the presence of different types of bound

9AA but is considered to arise from interactions between bou¡d

9AA cations. fhese interactions progressively reduce the

favourable free energY associated with bindinq as the extent of

binding increases. The interactions may be collectively termed

anti-cooperative interactions; Schellman4 ht= pointed out that

thesemayoccurbetweenotherthanonlynearestneigbbourborrrrd

9AA cations (see also Chapter IV, section 7 (b) ') '

Although it is not possible to analyse the results obtained in

terms of discrete interactions giving rise to anti-cooperative

bindíng it seems reasonable to associate the binding at low r

with the binding associated with isolated sitess ' fhus the

inítial (linear) portion of the Scatchard' plot gives val'ues of

the intrinsic association constant (k), an equilibrium constant
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(the slope of the line is -k) and the extrapolation of this

Iinear portion to the r axis gives n, a nunÙ¡er of binding sites

which is associated with the foltowing equilibriu¡ri:

free 9AA * isolated native DNA 
= 

complex I
binding site

eqn. 7-L.

where the corresponding concentrations at equilibrium are:

free9AA = c = ag^e

eqns. 7-2.(n - r)Taisolated native DNA

binding site

complex I tTA

for values of r within the linear portion of the scatchard plot'

(Chapter IV, section 7 (b) - ) .

The values of k and n have been determined aE 220C,

45oC, 55oC and 65oC for the interaction of 9AA with native DNA'

The value of n is almost invariant wit--h temperature indicating

that the structure of native DNA is not changing greatly with

temperature. This result complements the observation of a relatively

temperature independent extinction coefficient of bound 9AA.

1fhe temperature dependence of the intrinsic association constant

(k) has been used to evaluate the thermodynamic parameters which

describe the reaction, eqns- 7-L. (Chapter IV, section 7 (c) (ii)')'

These results indicate that the reaction is "enthalpy driven"

rather than "entropy drÍven". fhus bonding interactions are of

primary importance in the formation of complex I in native DNA.

TL¡e bonding interactions wilt arise from interactions between the

planar amínoacridine heterocyclic rings and the nucleotide bases

when the aminoacridine is in the intercalated form. Trtre results
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are in general agreement with theoretical calculations which

indicate that these boncling interac.bions which give rise to what

are usually calledr collectively"'stacking energies" are of major

importance ín intercalation type interactions6. (chapter: IV,

sectionB).Thethermodynamicparametersarealsoinagreement

with previously published data on systems of intercalated

aminoacridines with DNAT' 8'

The interaction of 9AA with denatured. DNA

In contrast to complex I formed between 9AÀ and native

DNA, the complex formed at low r between 9AA and denatured DISA

isverytemperal-uredependent.Thisdependenceontemperature

results from the sensitj-vity to temperature of the denatured DNA

structure described earlier in this Chapter'

Equilibrium spectrophotometric measurements of the

ínteractionofgAAwithdenaturedDNAhavebeencarriedoutas

described for native DNA' Ihe values of n and k obtained are

both markedty temperature dependent' The value of n is found

initiallytoincreasewithtemperatureandthentodecrease.

ThisisconsistentwithamodelinwhichgAAmaybindtoboth

folded regions and single strand' base-stacked regions of

d.enatured DNA, but not to random coils' Íhe initial increase in

n arises from the increase in single strand, base-stacked regions

ofthemacromoleculeasthefoldedregionsmeltandgivewayto

two single strands each of which contains potential binding sites

(riS. 5-I3.). lltris suggestion explains the generally hígher

values of n for denatured DNA than for native DNA at room

temperatur"l'8. Ttre decrease in n at still higher temperatures

isconsistentwiththepreferredformationofrandomcoilswhich

arepresumablynonbondingstrucluresattemperaturesbelowt}re
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*, (the melting temperature of native DNA complexes in the same

neutral salt) as well as a'bove the TM' as observed for native DNA

complexes with aminoacridines'

TheextinctioncoefficientoftheborrndgAAismarkedly

temperature dependen't as may be expected from binding to single

sÈrand,base-stackedregionswhichthemselvesaretemperature

dependent: the extincLion coefficient of bound 9AA reflecting the

extent of interacÈion between the 9AA ring structure and the

nucleotide bases (Chapter V, section 5) '

fhermodynamic parameters have been obtained for the

ínteractionofgAAwithdenaturedDNA.Thefactthat-thebindinqt

site (reactant) and the bound complex (product) are themselves

changing with temperature requires that care must be taken not to

attribute too much to the thermodynamic parameters which refer to

the equilibrium:

k

free 9AA * isolated denatured DNA 
- 

complex I
binding site

eqn. 7-3.

However the magnitude of the values for the enthalpy and entropy

of reaction are unanrbiguous as the Van't Hoff plot is virtually

linear over the temperature range studied' In view of the

changingstructureofreactantandproductstateswithtemperature

intheequilibriumdefinedbyequationT-3.thelinearityofthe

Vanrt Hoff plot is fortuitous. The thermodynamic parameters

indicate that the bonding interactions are of great importance' as

with native DNA, and the reaction can be considered as "enthalpy

driven,.. In 9A.A-denatured DNA complex formation the entropy

changeistargeandnegative.Thisistakentoindicatethat

the binding of 9AA induces a higher degree of order in the single

strand, base-stacked regions of the macromolecule. this rnay be
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pictoric-tlly expressed as a reduction in the thermal motion

(oscillation) of nucleotide bases with respect to each other when

a lower free energy state j-s reached in the Presence of an

intercalated, bound 9AA catj-otl (Chapter V, section 7) '

Insummary¡thegreatertemperaturedependenceofthe

binding of 9AA to denatured DNA than native DNA is due not only

to a decrease in the nurnber of available binding sites (decreasing

n) with temperature at elevated temperatures, which does not occur

i.n native DNA, but also to a progressive change in the nature of

the binding site which becomes a markedly less favoura]¡Ie site

wíth increasing temperature. This latter observation also contrasts

with the situation in native DNA-9AA complexes in which the binding

site, constrained by the double helical structure' remains

comparatively unaltered unt,il the secondary structure of the

macromolecule is lost at the T"" of the complex'

I(inetics and mechan isms of the interaclions

Íhetemperature-jumptechniquehasbeenusedtostudy

the kinetics and mechanisms of the interaction cf 9Al\ l'¡ith both

native and denatured DNA (Chapter VI). At temperatur:es 45oC,

55oc and 65ocr9AA and native DNA equilibria exhibit a single,

rapid chemical relaxation on perturbation. Íhe concentration

dependence of the relaxation time (t) associated with this

relaxation has bèen studied. The lj.near dependence of T -l on

the concentration of reactant at equilibrium has led to the

proposal that the interaction occurs in a single bimolecular

reaction step. Th.e rate constants for the fo:¡,r¡ard. and reverse

processes have been measured. 'Ihe forward rate process is

fast, approaching a diffusion controlled rate. This suggtests

that intercalation of 9AA into native DNA occurs without the
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necessity of an intermediate. This proposal is in marked

contrast to that of Li aud Croth".=li based on their

observations of temperature-jump perturbations of the interaction

of proflavine with calf thymus DNA' rn this workl l ttuo

relaxations weïe observed and a sequenÈiaI reaction \,{as proposed'

A single rel-axation has also been observed by Ramstei.t..t.41 2

bNA

for the interaction of proflavine with M. lysodeikticus/. However,

^
these authorsl2 h-rr. chosen to explain this observation in a vlay

which is not applica-bte for the interaction of 9AA with native

ÐNA(chapteÏvI,section5(c).)"Thethermodynamicparameters

determined from the temperature-jump data are in agreement with

equilibrium measurements .

Perturbationsofequilibriaformedbetween9AÀand

denatured DNA exhibit two chemical relaxations. The more rapid

of the rel-axations has been associated w.ith intercalation of the

9AA between single strand', base-stacked regions of the

macromolecule. The rate constants are of the same order of

magnitude as those for the intercalation process observed for

9AA and native DNA. Again, there is no observable intermediate

for the reaction (Chapter VI, section 6 (c) (ii)')'

The slower relaxation has been attributed to an

equilibrium between bindi.ng and non bj-nding sites on denatured

DNA. these may be associated with the foreshadowed single strand'

base-stacked regions and random coil regions of the macromolecule,

respectively (Chapter vr, section 6 (c) (iv)')' Ítre observation

of a very rapid relaxation in the tlV study of temperature-jump

perturbrations of si'gle strand DNAI 0 requires the postulation of

an intermediate in the slow relaxation so that the overall reaction

mechanism for 9AA and denatured DNA becomes:
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SIoW

DNA random È ÐNA single #
coil sErand
regions base

unstacked
regions

fast

sj-ng1e + free 9AA ã-r comPlex I
stand
base-
stacked
regions

very
fast

non binding
sites

binding
sites

(eqn. 7-4).

The very fast reaction step will not be observed at 4Oo nm as

it produces an "U"ot¡.,'te 
change only in the UV' It is observed

at 4OO nm only throuqh the coupled, slow reaction s'Eep'

Inconclusionitmaybesaidthattheintercalation

products of the interaction of 9AA \4'ith native and denatured DNAs

must be different. whereas it may be possible to locate the

position of 9AÄ within the double helical site with some precisíon

using dichroic spectral techniques such as those used by Kellyl 3 

'

orbyconsiderationofstericfactorsandtheobservedbinding

properties of su.bstituted 9-aminoacridines as has been cogently

discussed by Sansoml, to suggest that 9AA intercalates in a

position intermediate to those prescribed by the models of Lermanl4

and pritchard et aII5, no such definitive defini'bion is possible

for denatured DNA-SAA complexes which is applicable throughout the

temperaturerange.Íhechangingbindingsiteandborrndproduct'

reflected in the variatìon in the extinction coefficient of bound

9AA with temperature, is indicative of a continuously changing

structure. Tt seems likely that the structure of the 9AA and

denatured DNA complex existing at any particurar temperature is a

function of that teinperature and will be the structure which

provides the lowest accessible free enerqy state for the complex'
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I DNA

(a) Preparation o f DNA sample

ÍtreDNAsampleusedthroughoutthisworkhasbeen

extracted from E.coli K-12 bacteria by the method of Marmurl with

an additional phenol extraction as recommended by Hirschman and

FelsenfeId2.

(b) Preparation of DNA solutions

Native DNA solutions have been prepared by the

dissolution of a solid sample of DNA in o.oolM Nacl with gentle

shaking at 4oC for a period of at least 48 hours' Íhe

concentration of DNA solutions prepared is usually 2 mgm/mL,

however, Iess concentrated solutions have been prepared' After

a minimum of 48 hours the neutral salt concentration iS increased

to o.lM Nacl by the addition of the appropriate volume of o.2M NaCI"

After a further period of gentle shaking at 4oc (4 hours) the

solutíon is centrifuged at 16,000 g for 30 mins at 4oC. The DNA

solution is then carefully decanted'

Denatured DNA solutions have been prepared as described

in Chapter II, section 3.

(c) Determination o f DNA concentration

Trhe concentration of native and denatured DNA solutions

has been determined from parameters given by Hirschman and

Felsenfeldz for spectra of DNA solutions. spectra of DNA

solutions have been measured at 98oC v¡here both native and

denaturecl DNA exist in the same random coil conformation' Where

necessaryDNAsolutionshavebeendilutedbyweighttogi.ve

a.bsorbance readi-ngs of convenient magnitude ' The absorbance

values at a number of prescribed wavelengths of the DNA solution at
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ggog are presented as input to program DNANAL (see Appendix).

program DNANAI computes the concentration of the DNA soiution and

gives an estimate of the GC content. Íhe use of DNA spectra at

ggoc in the analysis provides fòr consistency between the

evaluation of concentratious for both native and' d-enatured' DNA

solutions. while the absolute concentration of DNA may differ

slightly from the value returned by program DNANAÏ" this

difference would. appear consistently and would in any case be the

same for both native and denatured DNA. Trhe parameters used in

program DNANAI are the widety accepted values of Hirschman and

Fe1senfeld2. program DNANAL also provides for evaluation of

concentrations from both spectra of native DNA alone and from

hyperchromic sPectra"

TkreconcentrationofstocksolutíonsofnativeDNA

have been periodically checked by this method'

2 9AA solutíons

9-arninoacridine (gAAi hydrochloride (A"G' Fluka puris)

has been recrystallized twice from ethanol and dried under vacuum'

lrhre hyclrochloride sart has been found, by weighing of a repeatedly

vacuum dried and rehy'drated sample, to contain one water of

cryst.allizatíon. The spectral characteristics of dj-Iute solutions

of 9AA in O.IM NaCl are:

¡. = 4OO nm and e
max 400

= lO44O ! 40 (mo1ar extinction).

gAAformsaggregatesinsolutionatquitelowconcentrationsas

has been observed by siginificant deviatíons from lineariby of the

i
,t

ù
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BeerrS Law plot of aÌ¡sorbance versus concentration of 9AÀ3.

TLrus all 9AA solutions have been prepared by weighed dilution with

neutral salt of a stock solution prepared by the dissolution of

an accurately known weight of gAA.HCl in an A-grad'e volumetric

fIask.

3 tomet-ric a tus

(a) I"lelting curves

A Gilforcl Model 2ooo spectrophotometer has been used

to measure the changes in al,sorbance of solutions with temperature'

solutions contained j.n silica spectrophotometer cuvettes (path

lengths of I,2,5 anð, IO mfn) are heated in an electricall-y heated

cuve.bte block constructed for the purpose. Íhermostating is

achieved by two Solon 25W heaters mor:¡tecl in the block to which

the current supplied is controlled by thermistors mounted in the

block" Bach thernr-istor (l-o k f,) and loo k ç¿) acts as one arm of

a bridge system which alters the phase angle of voltage applied to

an S.C.R. thereby pr:oviding proportional heating control4.

Temperature control is possil¡1e to better than O.loC and

calibration of the heating circuit has been checked periodically

against calibrated thermistors.

r,oss of solution by evaporation has been prevenied ny

using spectrophotometer cuvettes into which are fitted grooved

teflon stoppers (Fis. 8-I (a).). llhe stoppers press seal and

with heating the Èeflon e>çancls and deforms to the silica surface

thereby presenting an effective seal against vapour loss without

undue pressure on the cuvette walls. sÈoppers have been made to

fit cuvettes of all path lengths used. solutions are weighed at

;

È¡

í'
tÌ

{t
I
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the beginning and end of an experíment. If solution loss is in

excessofo.4?duringthecourseofheatingarrdcoolingthe

resurts have þeen rejected.. The monochromator and photomulti-plier

are isolated from conductive heating by thermospacers through

which water al 22oC has been circulated. Absorbance measurements

have been corrected for volume expansion as described in chapter II'

section 2. solutíons of o.IM NaCI concentration have been used

as references.

(b) Scatchard plot s and spectra

A Gilford 22O Spectrophotometer with a Beckman DU

monochromator has been used to measure a-bsorbance changes during

experimentstodeterrnineScatchardplotsandspectraof9AAin

the presence and absence of native and denatured DNA at various

temperatures.Asthetemperaturesrequiredhaveneverexceeded

65oC, heating the cuvettes and cuvette housing has been achieved

bycirculatingwaterattherequiredtemperaturethrough

thermospacers which aloutt the cuvette housing. only 10 mm silica

cuvettes have been used in these experiments' lllre temperature

ismonitoredbyaplatinumresistancethermometerimmersed.ina

blankcellinthecuvettehousing.fheresistancethermometer

produces a resistance which is displayed on a digital volt meter

calibrated to read the temperature directlya. The absorbance

is also displayed directly on the dígital volt meter'

4. Scatchard plot meas urenrent techníque

TfhemeasurementofbindingcurvestodetermineScatchard

plots for the interaction of 9AA with native and denatured' DNA has

been carried out in the following way'

I

I

,l

t

'!

:

I

I

I

I

Þ*
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Ttre absorbance of a known concentration and weigirt

of 9AA in o.IM Nact contained in a silica spectrophotometer

cuvette has been measured at 400 nm when thermostated

at the required temPerature-

A weighed aliquot of a DNA solution of known concentration

is added, the solution is stirred by a magnetic stirrer

in situ and the al¡sorbance ís again taken when the

solution is re-equilibrated to the requirerl temperature.

Further weighed aliquots of the DNA solution are added

and the measurements of absorbance are taken with successive

;l

Þ

,l
I
t

i
t
I

additions.

The absorbance reading and the weight addition which gives rise

to it are given as input to prograrn BItrIDING (see Appendix).

As well as these measurements, the folJ-owing information is also

given as input: the initial weight and concentration of the

9AA solution, the concentration of Èhe DNA solution add,ed, the

cell correction factor, the extinction coefficient of DNA at

4OO nm (only a significant factor for denatured DNA: see chapter

v, section 2), a¡rd the path length of the cuvette. Íhe program

returns in the output the parameters r, c, t/c, Tt/re and A/4"

The value of A/A. as T"/To + O is then obtained iraphically

(Chapter IV, section 5) and fed back as input to program BINDING.

1IL¡e final values of t, c, and t/c are produced from which the

Scatchard Plot maY be obtained.

Topreventsolutionlossathightemperaturesduring

the course of an experiment a cuvette stopper has been designed

which allows the injection of DNA solutions at room temperature

from a calibrated AGLA micrometer syringe (Burroughs-wellcome Ltd. )

directly into the cuvette at the elevated temperature (fig' 8-I' (b) ') '

I
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Thisarrangementhasprovedhightysuccessfulandasmanyas15

additions of DNA sofution may be made to a cuvette with a total

weight loss of less than I.5% of the catibrated syringe delivery

weight. This has been found to hold through the temperature

range 2z.oc - 65oc.

5 Construction of the polycarbonate temPe rature-jump ceIl

The polycarbonate tenperature-jump celI (FiS" 6-2'l

has performed- successfully at high temperatures' This is in

marked contrast to a comparable perspex cell which, above 6ooc,

begantcldeformsufficientlytogiverisetoairleakswhich

interfered with optical measurements'

Polycarbonate(''LEXAN'')mechanicalgrade,castrod

wasused.Ithasbeenfoundnecessarytomachinethismaterial

with very sharp tools using copious quantities of water as

coolant. It vras necessary to strain relieve the cell several

times during its manufacture. This was achieved by initially

baking in an oven for 20 hours at L42oC and then for further

peri.ods of aloout 7 hours at l35oc during construction. When

viewed under polarized líght, distinct strain boundaries present

after machining were found to disappear and be replaced by diffuse

regions of stress folJ-owing heating in the oven' Machined

material which s¡as not strain relieved was found Eo ctaze readily

when machining was attempted in some other location near to a

region of stress.

6 Cleaninq apparatus

Atlgtasswareusedthroughoutthisworkhasbeen

cleaned by one of two procedures each of which has been rigorously

I

adhered to.
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AI Iassware - cl-e

AIl glassware with optical surfaces has been cleaned'

in the following manner. The dry object has been inunersed for

at least 12 hours in concentrated sulphuric acid (4.R.) in which

has been dissolved 2% w/w each of sodium nitrate (4.R.) and sodium

perchlorate (4.R.). After repeated washing in deionized water

the object has been rinsed ín distilled waÈer and' leached in

distilled \dater for a rninimum period of 24 hours' After further

rinsing it has been both dried and stored at l6OoC until reguired'

Optical glassware - calíbration

Ithasbeenfoundthatstorageofsilicaspectrophotoneter

cuvettes at l6OoC does not impair their characteristics when

returned to temperatures at which experiments have been carried

out.Thepathlengthsofcuvettesusedthroughoutthisworkhave

been determined from the absorbance of a standard solutions and

the optical surfaces have been checked on a microcomparator for

paralletism to o.ool nm. Íkrese characteristics have been found to

remain unchanged throughout the work' Furthermore'absorbance

differences ("ce1l corrections") between matched pairs of cuvettes

have been found to remain constant within the limits of

spectrophotometricaccuracy.Theappropriatecellcorrectionhas

been used in a1l a]¡sorbance measurements'

Non-optical glassware - cleaninq

AlI non-optical glassware has been cleaned in the

foltowingmanIrer.Theobjecthasbeeninunersedinalkaline

(IOz w/v sodium hydroxide f,.n) Poiassium permanganate (A'R')

12u" w/v) for a period of at least 24 hours' After repeated
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washing with deionized water the object has been leached in a l¡ath

of acidified metabisulphite (o'1% w,/v) for at least 12 hours'

After further washing in deionized water the object is leached in

deionizedwaterforafurther24hours.Theobjectisthendried

and stored at t6OoC until required after washing with dístilled

water. In addition, flasks v¡hich are used for storage of DNA

solutions''."tu''ncleanedfor30minutesandthendriedbefore

use.

Non- Iass a tus - cle

The only non-glass apparatus which has been in contact

with solutions during the course of this \Á/ork are ' cuvette

stoppers which have been mad'e of teflon' magnetic stirrers (teflon

coated),stainlesssteel,luerlockneedlesandthetemperature-jump

cell sample space (potycarbonate,/chrome-plated steel) ' All

teflon apparatus has been cleaned in the acid mixture and leached

as described for optical glassware with acldjtional prolonged

stealn-ing before drying' fhis ensures that the entire surface

is wetted and rinsed" stainless steel needles have been subjectecl

to the same creaning procedure. The temperature-jurnp cerl sampre

space has been copiously irrigated with methanol (a'n') and rinsed

with distilled water.

Distilled water and pH of solutions

Thedistilledwaterusedincleaningandinthe.

preparation of solutions is dj-st'illed from a well seasoned all

glass appaïatus. The conductivity of distilled water has been

monitoredcontinuouslyandhasbeenfoundtobeconstantlylower
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than 2.5 x 1ö6 mho. cm-l-

The pH of solutíons has been monitored frequently

during the work described here using a Metrohm pH meter employing

. a combined glass-calomel electrode. All pH val-ues of stock 9AA'

DNA and neutral salt solutions have been in the range pH 5.8

to pH 6.5. As the extent of binding of 9AÀ to DNA is independent

of pH within this rang"6 boff"ring has been considered unnecessary-
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APPENDIX I

Structures of conrpounds men tioned in the text.
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APPENDIX II

data pub lished on the interaction of
A son of

aminoacr idines with native

obtained in this work.

Temp
(oc)

0
20
22
25
30
35
40

50
55
65
70

Auo
(kJ,/mote)

and denatured

NaÈive DNA

ith the resultsDNA \^/

45

This work

U=0.1

9AA + DNA
(equilibrium
spectro-
photometrY)

- 32.2 (S.8.0.2)

- 32.2 (s.8.O.2)

- 32.0 (S .E .o.2)

- 31.7(S.E.0.3)

- 3s.2(s.8.0.8)

9.6(s.E. 5.0)
Aso
(J. deg-.
more

- 33.5
(ar. Tooc)

I

Li and Crothers
J. MoI. BioI. '39, 46L (1969)

Ichimura et aI
Biochim.
Biophys. Acta,
r9o, 116 (1969)

Chambron et aI
Biochim.
BiophYs. Acta'
!23, 306 (1966)

u o.2U = 0.110.Iu

proflavine +
DNA
(temperature-
jump technique)

acridine orançfe
+ DNA
(equilibrium
ctialysis )

proflavine *
DNA
(equilibríum
clialys is )

Àeo
(kr/

mole

not available
(see ChaPter
section 5(c).)

31.0

30. 5

31.4
31.0

- 3L.4

- 31.0

- 30.1

- 30.3
- 30.8

32.640.0- 42.On
(at 7O-c)

- 28.4- 28.5

)
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Denatured DNA

aco (kJrlrnole)
at Temp ( oc)

Ago k,l/mole

22
25
30
40
45
50
55
65

This work

U = 0.1

9AA + denatured
DNA
(-equílibrÍum sPectro-
photometrY)

- 30.8 (s.E. O.2)

- 28.8 (S.8. 0.1)

(s.r.0.4)
(s.E. 0.6)

- 56 (S.E.6)

- 88 (s.8. 17)

28.6
26.7

Aso
J.deg.

I I
mole

Ichimura et aI Biochim.
Biophys. Acta. !90r 116
(1e6e)

il = 0.11

acridinê orange +
denatured DNA

(equilibrium dialYsÍs )

27.6

30.5
29.7
28.9

-61

102
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APPENDTX III

P AM BINDING



c
C

c
c
c
C

C
a

C
I
C

c

c
c
L
l^

c

PtsìOGR aM B IND I \G ( i \P.JT a T APÍ I = I \P',JT ç P J\CH I O.JTpUT I T A>E2=0UTPUT )

T{IS prìOGìAv IS AppLICASLE TO STiCTROpHITOMãTRiC TITilaTI0f'i oF A MACROM0LECUTE

þlITH A ,-I3A\D.

T'rE PFì0GRAM CALCULATES TrE fXIEriT 0F 3I
CCNCf\TìATiOi'¡ (C) F{OV SPTCIR]Pi¡TO"tfTR
Â!O S(FRI-ì:TT. ADDiTiO\AL S¡ TfGUAR)S ARE

A3SCR3A\CT DU: TO Í\TII:(-LY BOJN]'-IGAND
FI¡IITE \4A3RCI.1JLIC.JL- AIìS(JFìi]qí\CE AT THE

oÊ- DUITtTS F3R h,r.rICll DILTA A3S3R3A\CE IS:xPtRIMtNTALLY INSIGNIFICANT.

I-lIS Pr{iGnAv,{AS',ili{iTTt\ BY é" 3oan\'1 Fill! A\ ALG0aiTH'"1 3Y D'R' TURNER AND G'

BOtir,t. r/RiTTE\ It\i FDRTrtqr,r IV ¡0a JSE 0N A CDC 6400 C0\4PJTtR 5YSTEq'

A3SOR'JA\lC: vlEASURE14ft.]TS;SOL.JTI0\ dEIGHTS AND c0Nc-NTRATI0NS ARE INPUT oN

PJNCHTD CARDS. THã OUTP:IT IS AS PìINTfD TACLESILI\E-P?I\TER PLOTS AND PUNCHED

cqpDs. TH- eiìtGaAvl lfSLJItìES o\E EXTErì\A-,ç^ LINf-P1l\TiR PLOTTING R0UTINIt

SJB{UUT INi Oi <PLT.

t)IMiNSItl!\ c(50) lItÍlR(50) lcD(5c13¡.0)D(5c) çR(50) rRC(50) ITA(50) çTL(5
I 0 ) ç Tr_TA (50 ) I T I Tt-E (6 ) c t¡iT (50 ) I SILvE\iT ( 2) I LIGA\D ( 2) I f,DIDI ( 50 )

DATA STAR /lgF,iriÍi:-':-i--;?*'!*'i/ qILAN('/10r"'t /

I\r)F-X 0tr VARIAsLES--- VAilIA3Lis NIT t4ENIÏlNfD I\ TnIS LiST ARE DEFINED AS THEY

0ccJH. c--FRE: LiGA'!D CCNcE\TrìATIlNl. IEìl--tRROq r¡AG FCiì P0tÑTS N0T

FXPaRIf.ttr-NTÂLLY SIGIiIí1çqf:iT. OD--AlScRtsA!3r AND COqCECTED ABS0iìBANCE

r¡íASU(i.riNTS" IDD--r)iLTÀ A3S0R1ìA\C:. R--ìArI] cF BCtJ\D LIGAND T0 SITE

corl¡¡-,lTìAïI3¡1. RC--4/C,14--1,.Àc<i)\40LECu-i CoNCE\T?ATII\' TL--LiGA\D
CSrIç¡-^.¡TRATiON. ILTA.-TLlIA. 14T--IiiiGHTS Ctr SOLUTIS\ A)DITIO\JS" ODODI--

A3SOx-lA\C:/INITIAL ArìSOìtìa'.ice. TIiLfrSo-,VF¡'¡TTLIGA\ID--TITLE INFOiìMATI0N. sTARr

BLA\K-.FLAG I \i-3FìqAT I CN.

H
@
\o

c
c
c
t'
c
n

c
c
C

C

C
l.

T\PUTITIT:,E A\N IDE!TiFTfR INiO?MATIONçTEST FOR E\D OF DATA DECK'



H
\o
o

c
c
c
c
C

c

c
c
a
c
c
c
C

c
c

l0 REA)(lç2) RUN\0çDATÍ
lF(10;.1) 140ç?0

20 READ( I r3) TtMPTDNÂTYPETSOLVtNTçLIGA\D
RTAD(TI3) TiTLE

Rf AD INiT I AL ABSoRBANCF.FIi!AL A3S3RBA{CITC0NCENTRaTIO',l 0F MAcRo¡'i0LECULE STOCKT

CD¡rCti\rTtATIcN uF LIGA\D sToCir I\IïIAL r-IsÀruD soLUTI0N vcLUMEçCELL c0RREcTIc¡''l

FAcroR, r4ACRcMoLEcuL: txTINiio\ c0:FFIcI:\r AT \,JAVîLENsTFT 0F IirrTErìEsrçcELL PATH

L.NßT H.

READ ( I'r ¿. ) ODI ç ODF T CDi'{A ç CDYE T DYEVOL I 3F 1 N CF7-çCP

Rt:A.D il.?4) LPJNCHçL>LOt çLODCrl

OPTIOi\S LPU\Ct--0rNC ¡LJ^'lCHç I )U\Cl
LrLCI--0çPLOTSçi \O P-0TS
LCDCH--0r\0 AcTItli.r rrqo FINAL A3S0RBA\CE C0RRrcIioN

READ ABS0ìBANCES AND CORIiESPO\DIN3 FJEIGlT ADDITI0VS

POI\T5. (\CO)

0030i=lpl00
RqAD ( I.5) OD( I r T ) I\,'JT ( I )

IF (0f) ( i ç I ) .fù"0'0) 4Cr30
30 CCNT I \UE
4C N0P=I-l

ODF=01(\0f,;l)
RCP=1./CP
CtJM'.^/T=0 "

DETERMINE NUMBER OF

ccR?EcTi0!FoRDILUTION.cALcULATEcoNcENTRATIoNc
c
c
c

CORIECT A3SORtsA\CES I\CLIJDING
AT EACI-I Pf,I\T"

DO50I=ITNCP
OD(I s?l= (CD(IçL) +CFI)ì¡RCP



50 cuMcT=cuiurtr/T+t¡lT ( I)
0DI=(lDI+CFI)JTRCP
CU4¡JT =0.
TCTVoL=DY aV0L
D06OI=IçNf,P
CUMhJT=CUMWT+WT ( I )

TOTVOL=T0TV0L+WT ( I )

TL ( I ) =CDY:rs (DYlVOl/ TOTV0L)
TA ( I ) =CDNA{.(CIJI',IWT /T CTVOL)
iF(cF2.EQ.0.0) Go rc ó0
XX=TA ( I ) tåCF2

0D(Ir2)=o)(Iç2)-XX
ó0 oD ( I ç 3 ) =0D ( I r ?) / ( DYiVOL/T CTV0r-)

opT I oN
c
c
I

T0 I\síHT coRRECTtD FIr,lAL AISSORBANCE AS LAST PCIÑlT. DUt"lMY l'JEIGHT ADDED'

1f ( L0lCil
i\0P =N CP +

READ(Ir5
þtT(\0Þ)=
OD(\û)rl
0D(\o);?

.0) G0 T0 150

D(NOPr3)

:o'
a

P
\o
HrFtJ

I
)0
0.0
) =0
) =0

I 50 ODF =0) ( \Or¡ 3 )

DELCD=0DI -oD ( NOP 
' 3)

NP=\Qr-1
IP=\P

c
C CALCULÂ.TICN O' IìTCTIlC AND TLlTA'
c

D070I=l rN2
TLTA(I)=Tr-(I)/TA(I)
R ( I ) 

= 
( (ODI-0D ( I ç3) ) /tiELCD) r¡TLTA( I )

C (I )=fL ( I ) -(R ( I )'rTA ( I ) )

0DODI(I)=lD(Ir3)/CDI
70 Rc(I)=R(It/C(l''



c
c
c

ODODI (NOP) -CD (llOPt 3) /ODI '

PRINT FIRST TABLE OF CUTPUT INFCR{ATION'

þJiìITE (?;61
d'ìI TE (2ç71
tl{ I TE (2 qBl

lVOL
l^lR I TE (2 ç91
CUtItllT=0.0
F INVE?f=- | .0

c
C TEST FOì SIGNIFiCANCE OF POINTS A\D

C
D0l 00I=l r \0Þ
CUM'¡JT=CUM¡JT+lrlT ( I )

ODD ( i ) =CD ( I+I r3) -CD ( I r3)
h/ul=wI (Il / 0.0I
DD=0D) ( I ) /t^"tl\'

TEST=CDD(I)r'FINVERT
c
C EXCLUDE I \SIG\IFICA\T PSINTS.
c

IF ( IEST.LT"0.00I ) 80 r90
80 FLAG=STAR

IERR(I)=l
G0 To 95

90 F LAG=3L AN(
lERl(l)=0

95 IF(I.tQ.N3P) G0 TC 105
0DD(I)=-ODD(I)

T I TLE r RU\N0ç DAfE
RU\NC T OD i I TE\4P, õDT I D\IATY TE' CDYE I SOLVENT I CDNA ç L I GAND T DYE

INS:RT ERROE trLAGS AS APPROPRTATE'

ts(o
¡.J

c
c
c

PAINT FINAL TABLE OF VALUES.

100 wRI TF_ ( 2 r I I ) I r0D ( I ç l ) roD ( I r 2) ç OD ( I r 3) rtlT ( I ) rC'Jt',lWTTTLTA ( I ) r oDc)DI ( I )



l) rFLASç0DD(I) rDD

105 cOivt I \uE
T 0T V0 L=f y îV CL + C iJ¡4 dT
TLL=Cf yEn ( DyEV0L,/TOTV0L )

T AA=C lN A{' ( CU'"1 $tTlT CT V0L )

TLTAX=fAA /TL-
TLTa ( \0P) =1./ TLTAX
r¡¡'ìIT El?,??l NCPTOD(\0Prl) roD(\0Pr2) r0D(NOer3) rþJT (\OÐ) TCUMWTTTLTA(N

10P) '0)0DI (l'iCP)
|lJRiTE (? çL?) TLL çCl2TTqATCFl ITLTAXTC)
IJIJ\4P=Q
D0ll0I=lr\P
IF(IEìR(I)'EQ.O) GO TO IIO
IF ( IJJtla.f Q.0) 200r II0

200 IP=l-1
IJU\4P=l

I I0 C0r\¡T i \lJ:
IF ( IP.LT.3rZl0r220

210 IP=\P
?ZO C0NT I \UE.liFlITE(2ró)

l{.ì I TE l?.ç7 ) TITLET RU\N0r DAÏE
W;ìITE(2ç13) '

W!ìI TE (2çL4l
r¡/RITE(2r14)
vJRITE(2sI5)
'r¡lRITÉ(2r14)
i¡,RITE(2r13)
idr'tITE(2r I4)
D0l20I=lrIP
tdRiTE(2sla)
hiRI TE (?C 15) RC ( I ) çR ( I ) çC ( I ) çTA( I ) IT-'( I ) ITLTA ( T )

t20 I'iFìITE(?rl4)
t¡RITË(?ri3)
IDIF=\p-I>

H
\0(,

'::---- - :'-¿ + ,*. t'' -:-=4p* 1 :q - +r-'É-- :Ë;,i:- æË



c
c
c

r,JRITE(?¡?3) IPçIDIF

TfST LPLOT ANf PRCDUCf PLOTS IF I\DICAT:D"

IF(LPL0T.:Q.o) G0 Tc 130
CAL|-0I(P'-rtn,ec,-I2rlç1.6Hì¡F'ìiEDYEcnNcN+tç3H.*Rä)
CALL CI <PLT ( C rR ç -IP; I r 3T+Rçr 5-1+7/C* )

TEST LP,JNcH A\D PR0DUcE PUNcHED OJTPUT IF I\IDIcATED.

130 IF (!PJNCH.[0.0) Gc T0 l0
PiJNCH I7
PUNCH I I ç RJr'J\O r DATE ç I I TLE

PUNCHI9çI>
PIJNCH2t r (ì(I) çI=LrI))
PuNCH2l ç (ic ( I ) r I=l I IP)
PUi'JCH l7
PUNCHI9TIt
P,J'\JCHZl ç ( C ( I ) I I-I ç ID)
PJNCTI?l c (l ( I ) r I=l I IÐ)
NDLJt4= I P- 1

PTJNCHiT
PUNCHISTN)U*4 ,

PUNCH2I ç ( TLTA ( I ) rI=?çTPI
PiJNCHZI. (ODODI ( I ) ç I=2' iP)
c0 T0 t0

1 40 sTo)

FOR[4ATING OF INPUl /OUTPUT.

2 F0R\4AT (45'5XrAl0)
3 FCRYAT(3410)
4 F0R\4AT(8F10.0)
5 FORTtAT(2FI0"0)
6 FCRvAT('ålr)

c
c
c

F
\or

c
c
c

--#



1 FOtr\4AT (/ç'r SCATCHARD SINDING aESU-lTS .... +róAI0r+ RUN NUi'4BER

I*rA5rä DATE *çAI0¡/l
g FOa"l¡rT( /ç?5Xr*RU\ \tJÀ,1BER = ÞrA5r25X.+cD Il\',lITIAt = +rF8'Je/t2

I5XrËTEMpERATURE = syAI0c20XrË3D FINAL = ÕrF8 '3s/ r25Xç*D\'lA TY

?pl = +rAl0.20xr+c,lNc\ cF DYE = Þ'El?.3s/¡?51^,çrsOLvtNT = rr

3r2AI0rl0Xç+CO\C\ CF DNA = *1812.3¡/,?5Xr+LIîAND = *ç2A10ç10

4Xr+Ii\ITIAI V0LU''1E = +rF8.3)
s FOR{ \',Í t// ç-* PCI\T NC cD Ors oD colR i 0) CORR 2 WT ADDE

IED CU'"IL t.IT TL/TA O)/ODI DELTN OD ODIWT E

2H.R FLAG'*ç/)
1l FcR\44 T ( 4 X r I 2ç7X,ç16.41 6X r F (>.4e7Y,çF 6.4.6x r tr6 .4 ç4X r i7 ' 4ç 5X ç F7 ' 4r5Xr F

L7 .4 q?9Y,ç A5¡ / r 95X çî7 .4 r4X ç f I0 ' 3 )

FCRY 
^f 

l//q25Xç{-FI\1AL DYi CC\C\ = *ril0.3rI5Xr*E' C' DNA = *çF7"3çy'

I ç25XçT.FINAL D\A CcNCN = +rEI0.3rI5Xr*CELL CcR? = *rF7 '4ç/ r25Xr+FIN
2AL f A/-fL - s'rF8.3rl7Xr*CE!L PAf i = ÉrF7'3)

F0tìvtAT ( 32r(,ç57 ( lHrt) )

F0RvAT ( 3?\ ç 7 ( l¡l{'ç I 0X ) )

F UR\4A T ( I H+ I 35i '.'á 7Co ,gXr +ì{'t l0X I <'C* t I n X r ÉTA* I ?X r *TL* ç 7X ç *TLZTq* ¡

FOR\4AT ( lH+ r 33X ç E9. 3 r 3 X ç17. 3 ç 3K I f9 .3¡ ?X I E9'3¡?X ç E9'3s 2X r F9' 5)

H
\o
l.¡l

L?

t3
1.4
15
16
l7
l8
l9
7T
??

7_3

?4

F0RYAT (80 ( iHr') )
FCR\'ìAT ( A5 ç?Xç A,l0 r 3X r É,410 )

FOR\¡AT(I2)
FORYAT(8EIO.3) I

FDR\4AT ( 4X r I ?ç7X,çî6.4çóX I F6 "4ç7 Xç F6.4"6X çF6.4o4X't77.4ç5XçF7'4r5XrF
17.4)

FORqA'f (//r32Xrç.\U\,lB-R OF rOI\TS *rI3r+ / *c12,+ PCI\TS Or'IITTEDn)

FORqAT(3I2)
f\D

'' - - 
-''* : r.---# -- r '. ;ã¿ .-*^ ---@-
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APPENDTX IV

ProgrArN DNANAL
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\o

\4S ?
\4S 3
SOU
ACKS

c
c
c
c
c
c
C

c
c
c
c
c
C

c
c
c
c
c
I

c

c
c
I

PROGRAM D\A}IAL ( INÐUTçTAPEI=INfUTçOUTPl'ITçTAPE2=OUTTUT)

THIS PRCGìAq AND ITS STX SUBRCUTI\ES PEìT¡P"4 ANALYSIS OF DNA SPECTRAL DATA'

T*IE I,IfTHoD U5-D IS THAT OF IELS:N;ELD A!D HIRSC-II4AN. ANALYSIS OF NATIVE

DENATTD A\D HypfrìcHaouIC SpECTRA \4Ay BE SELICTED. r,tHf?E ¡PPLICABLE ADDITICT'lAL

J\FOR\4ATI3N Is GIVfN.

SJBROUTINi INDF-X
I \PUTD--R:ADS A35ORBA\CiS FiìO\4 CAìDS AN) COERE CTS FOR SCLUT T ON EXPAI!S ION

lf -tt eE
NAT IVi--P:RFO
DENAT--2E ìF 0R
H YPER -- rf ìF CR

RIPCRT--PR I \T
RESTACK--ìEST

APP
Q¡4S

LiCAtsLf.
3 TEIM ANALYSIS CF NATIVF DNA SPiCTRIM'

TER.4 qNALYSIS OF TFtE ):NATURED )NA SPfCTRUM.
TfR{ ANALySIS 0r THt IyDFRCHRCMIC D!A SpECTRUM.

T T I TLÍ INFOIMATION AN) TA3LES otr RESULTS.
AìRAy tjHERE ¡4JLTiPLE qNALYSIS 0i 0N- )ATA SET IS T0 BE

c
c
c

JNCEIT AKEN.

I\DEX OF VARiABLES. OD--ABSOREANCE DATq. ODC--COERECTED ABSORBANCE DATA'

DOD--DELTA ABSO:ì8ANCE FCR HypfRcHì0qIc A\aLYSIS. T--0JTDUT VARIABLES. TITLE--
TITLE. IT--ïEypERATURE IF OTHER TIAN ROlq TEMÞERÂTURE. \¡SET--NUl"lBER CF DATA

StTS. LTY]E--TYPE OF ANALYSIS RIO.JIRED'

COM\'10\ CD ( l5ç2) rODC (15'?) çDCD( I5) rT (3)
69MYO\ TiTLi(8) ç IT (2)

READ ¡.lU'.48:R 0r DATA SETS AND INIT LLITE -00P TO PRCCESS THAT NUMBER 0F SETS'

READ(IçT) NSEÏ
T FCRMAT (3i?)

DC70M=1. ç,rSET

READ TyzI REAJIiiED FOR THIS StT A\D ASSIGN T0 ADPR0PRIATE C0DING.

RtAD(trt) LTYPETIT
iF(LTYPÍ-l)10r20r30



c
c
c

c
c
c

PROCESS NATIVT ANALYSIS AND RETJR\ TO N:XT DATA SET'

l0 CALL INPUTD(l2rl)
CALL \AT I VE

CALL RESTAC( (3)
CALL REPORT (i?¡5¡ IOHNATIVE
G0 T0 70

r0)

PROCESS DiNATJRED ANALYSIS AND RETURN T].NEXT DATA SET.

rI0H

?O CALL lNPUTD(5rll
CALL.)E\AI
cALL eEPolT(5T0TI0HDENATURED rl0H
G0 T0 70

c
C PIOCESS HYPERCHRO14IC ANALYSIS A\D TI-IEN

C DENATURED A\ALYSIS OF TFIIS DATA'
c

30 CALL INPUTD ( l5r2)
D040I=lrl5

40 DOD ( I ) =ODC ( I r I ) -ODC ( I rZ)
CALL tYPE?
CALL REPOTT ( T5r I7r IOHHYPERCIRf,I4;IOHIC
CALL ?ESTACK(I)
DC50I=lrl2
II=I+3

50 0D(Irl.)=0f (IIç2)
CALL \¡AT I VE

CALL ìFPORT(l?ç5c10''{NATIVE rl0H
CALL RESTAC( ( 2)
I C=4
D060I=lr6
II=I+IC
0D(Içl)=OD(IIrll

r0)

ìESTACK DATA TC PERFORI'I NATIVE AI{D

rI)

r0)

\o
co



oDc(IrI)=3Dc(Ii;1)
ó0 IC=IC+1

CALI- )t\AI
CALL lSPOeT (5r0r10H)ENATUIED r10H

70 CùNT i \tlã
STOP
E \¡i)

r0)

H
\o
\o



IT FOR SOLUTION
c
c THI S SU3RIUT I \lE READS I \¡ ABSORBAT!CE DAT q AND C0RR:CÏS

PANSI ON I F APPL ICAtsI-E.

SUBR0JTIN- INPUTD (NçL)

iF(\.a0.12) G0 T0 30
DCZnJ= I r L
II=IT(J)
0020I=l rN

?O ODC ( I rJ) =30 (I rJ)+C0ì( II )

30 RETUR\
E NI)

C0MvlO\ CD (15ç?) r0DC(15r2) rDCD(15) rT(3)
cor4!40\ TITLi (3) r IT (2)
DIMENSI0n C0R (5)
DATA C0RZI.00l98t I 1.0??7ll r 1.028998r1.035904r l. 041870/
READ(III) TITLE

I F0R\,,!AT (BAl0)
D0l 0J=l 'L0 RE¡o(tr2) (00(IrJ) rI=lrN)

2 FOR\,lAT(8F10.0)

CEX
c

I

t\)oo



c
c
c
c

SIJBRO.JTINi NATIVE

THIS SUBRCUTI\E PERFORMS ÏHE
RETUR\S T-IE O.JTPUT VARi qEìLES

ANA-VSIS OF T3E
CAL-IING ROUTI\E

NAlIVE DNA SPECTRUM. IT
TlrìCUGH C0Mf'40N STORAGE.

3 TEI¡4
TO TlE

DIMENSION S (6)
coMYo\ cD(15r2) roDC(15r2)'DcD(15) rT(3)
DAT A S / g. 3?98-8 ;?. 0531 E-7 I ó. 1 98E-8 r 2 o 79?E-8 r 2 .l?4i-8 I 8. 5 I 3E-8 /
UI=-2 0?6.pOD ( l r t ) -t gB9,*OJ ( Zr l ) -1 39C.*0D ( 3r I ) +43. tt0D (4r l ) -319.+0D (5

85rt)-50g"ÞoD(6,11 *z5l5.r'oD(7rl)+87I.1100(8rI)-38ó.*0D(9rl)+Il59.noD(
B( l0ç I) + l7s7-310D(ll ç I) +1 lB7.rr0)( t2'I')
ul=;656-ìtcD(IrI)-1251'r¡cD(?çll-t9t7'#0D(3rl)-?830'r'CD(4rI)-1807'+o

BD(5rrl-ll4l.+¡oD(6çI)-3379.r¡JD(7rl)-t+09nsoD(8.1)-154.n0D(9rl)-1558.
8.*OD(10. I ) -?4?4.r¿3D ( I t'l ) -209?'Þ0D( I2"l )

u3=3g5?.1t3D(trl)+5031.1¡cD(2rl)+6338.ËOD(3rl) +7480.+cD(4rI)+761ó.ä0
gD(5rl)+7307.+OD(6rI)+705?"r¿CD(7r1)+;740.çOD(8çl)+4537.r¡00(9rI)+393
B8.'tt JD ( l 0 r I ) +31 ó4. n0) ( l l. r I ) +21 88.rî0D ( l 2 ç I )

THFTA=UlnS(l ) +U2iS(2) +U3{rS(3) $ T (I) =tJt+S(4) +J2*S(3} +U3+tS(5)

Tr-1F:TA=THETA/T (l ) $ I (?l=(1"-TtETA)Ë100.
B=Ul+S ( 6 ) +UZËS ( I ) +U3r.S ( 4) $ T (3 ) = (B-T ( I ) ËTHETAnTHiT 

^l 
/ lT ( I ) nTHETA)

RETIJR\ $ fND

N)o
P



c
c
c
c

SUBROJT INi DENAT

T.II S SUSR]UTI \E PERFORMS THE

RETTJRNS T TE OUTPUT VAR I AF.ìLES

ANA-VSIS OF T'TE

CAL.IING RCUTI\E
DINATURED DNA SPECTRUU. IT
T -JR]UGH COMMON STORAGE "

2 TEìM
TO TIE

DIMENSION S (6)
coM|',fo! oD(15r2) rODC(I5r2) çDCD(15) çT(3)
DATA S/5.473E-Br t'280 6l-7r3'8791-81 3'97E-9r l'15E-3r7' 628-8/
Ul=-2745.Þ0DC(Irl) +?354.{'CDC(2rl)+1C90.ã'0DC(3çI)+3095.l¡CDC(4rIl+17

805.i-ofc(5.I)
u?=-I545.".0Dc(1rl) -4786.{',cDc(2çl)-12óe.ç0Dc(3rl)-3s49"rå0Dc(4çl}-44

821.r',01C(5cl)
ul=izl0. ì$lDc ( I r I ) + I0154. +cDC ( Zç t ) +9506. ÞODC ( 3t I ) + E980.JtODc ( 4r I ) +69

B4?.r10)C(5rl)
THfTA=Ul r¡S ( I ) +UZ#S ( 2 ) +U3rsS ( 3 ) 5 T ( I ) =lJlnS ( 4) +,fl*5 ( 3) +U3ttS (5 )

TFIETA=TIETA/T (I) S T (?) =ll.-T'lETA)3t100'
ts=(Jl,.iS(5)+i.j2+S(t)+U3+¡S(4) $ T(3)=(B-T(I)r+THETAnTH:T{t/ (T(I}$THETA}
RET,JR\ $ iND

t\)
O
.N)



c
c
c

SUBROJT IN: HYPER

T{IS SUqRCUTI\E PERFORMS THE 3
IT RETU,ìNS THE OUTPUT VARIASLES

TEIM A\¡A-YSI S OF THE HYPERCHROþ,IIC DNA SPECTRUM.

T3 THE SALLII.IG ROJTINE THROUGH COMMON STORAGE.

DIMENSION S (ó)
coMq0\ cD ( ì5r2) rODC ( l5r 2) rDCt") ( l5) çT (3)
DATA S/8.55E-8r 6.543E-8 ç2"534--g¡5.3I t E-8r2.5358-Iç?'969L-7 /
ul=-54?-.+DOD(l)-180.f-D0D (?',,*494.+D0)(1)-257.+l0D(4)-1501'iDOD(5)-9

84I . È.Df,D ( ó ) + l0 2, *D3D ( 7 I -541 . +DlD ( g ) + 3l q. r$DOD ( 9 ) -731 . *DOD ( I0 ) -595. rlD

B0D ( I I ) -203.råD0D ( I 2) -160.+D0) t I 3) + i 0 f5.+D0D ( l4) -149. ÞDCD ( l5)
u2= 183. r¡DlD ( I ) -3ã7. ltDoD ( 2 ) - I 7;8.+Do ) ( 3) -l 179.'1DOD (4',t +?7 7' r'DOD ( 5 ) +2

34I.¿sDf,D(6)-5g.{rDoD(7}+I403.r'DJD(g)+}069.*¡0D(q)+ì463.+DCD(I0)-34.r¡
SDOD(il.)-I600.i'D0[) l1?l-??-61 .r¡DfD(13)-2q9l.r1DcD(l4l-939"+DOD(].5)

U3= I 753.*¡OD ( I ) + 1590. *gCD 12l +?068 o+ )f n ( 3l +??14.ìtD)D (4 ) +2060. *DOD (5

Bl +2173. r+Df,D ( 6 1 +2?g7. ü.DOD ( 7 ) + 1.983.I'DlO t A ) +2055. r'D0D ( 9 ) + ?169. <90¡ ( 10

B)+2751.råD3D(tl)+3I04.nDCD(l?l*?8g4.'tDOD(13)+?341.trDOD(I4)+1123.$DO
r'lD ( l5 )

THETA=Ulr¡S ( t ) +UZ*S ( 2) +tJ3+S ( 3) 5 T ( I ) =tll råS ( 4l +:¡2*5( 3) +U3ÈS (5)

T''IFTA=THEfA/T (t ) 5 f (2)=(1.-TTETA){'I0rì'
B=LJl+rS(5)+U2*S(I)+U3+s(4) 5 T(3)=(B-T(I){+THETAnTH:T^l/(T(l)itTHETA)
RET.JR \ S E[TD

1..)

O
(/)



SUItR0JTINa etP0RT (Nç ISTSTIT'-El TSTIT-82ç IH)
c
C T'lIS SU3RIUTi\E PiìI\TS THE INF0{llqTi0N tO BE 0UTPJT' IT FORt4ATS AND PRINTS THE

C TITLE I \.IFCR\4AT I3N. A TABI,E OF ABSOìBANCE AIID COREECTED A3SCRBANCE VALUES AN¡D

c TrE ír¡ìrotTfRr,4INED r^/AVíT-aNGTrS AT WHICI r-lEY wERE lEC0ìDED A\D THE CALCULATED

c ccNcEr\T?AITCN PtRCf\T GC AND DE',-ta FACTIq FcR THE aNALYSIS.
c

COI'1q0\¡ CD ( l5r2) rODC ( l5cZ) rDCD ( l5) rT (3)
C0MqO\ TITLf (il) r iT (2)
I \TEGiR h/ ( 32 )

DATA .,J/240.250s?60"?70;280ç?-35ç?40ç>-45ç250q255ç?60s?65s?7A¡275ç280
I r285ç.?90.-2?0¡??te?30r235.240 ç?45r25C g?55ç?6Aç?65ç270¡?75r280 ç?85ç2
7_90 /

. hIIITE I?;?I STITLEì T STITLET_ç TI TLE ( T ) ç TTTLE (2)
rdRitE (2.3) (TI TLE ( i i r I=3r 8)
I F ( I H. f 'J. I ) I0 ç 20

l0 W,{ITE(?çal $ 'dAiTE(?.ll) S 'cRITE(2rt2l $ nJRITî(2r12} $ FiRITE(2r13)
t¡RIT|¿(?çI?) li 

"AlRITE 
(2ç II )

DOti=Ir\
L= [ + [ ]
WiìITE(ZrlZ) $ .61RITE(2rÌ2) s l./RITE (?ç14) li(L) rDD(I'1) rODC(Irt) çDOD(

lI)
I COt'jII\lUE

þ,jRITE(2rI2) 5 \./RIIE(2rti) it ldìITE l2¡9) (T(I) rI=lr3)
RETUR\

?0 t^l:.ìITE(2r4).$ r¡JRITt(?r5) $ l¡llttE(2r6) $ F/RITE(2r6) $ i{RITE(?)71
ui'?ITE(2r6) $ WF¿Itt(2r5)
D033I=1 rN
[_=[+I3

'^J;ìITf 
(?ç61 S riliìiTE(2ç6) S r,lRJTE(2.8) rd(L) r0D(Irl) çODc(Irl)

33 Cr)t\¡T I \UE
t'{RITE (2r6) $ rr/RITE(2r5) $ lÊ/RIîE(2r9) (T(I) ¡[=]r3)
RfTJR\

? FORvAI(lHlç//ç ?X,.nDNA SPECfRAL A\A-VSIS ...r. #ç?Al0rl0XräDNA TYP

1E ..rAI0r3:X"'TDATE +¡eAl0)

l\)or



3
4
5
6
7
I
9

F0RVAT (/ç 35Xr6AI0)
FOR\4 

^T 
( / /58XrnINPt,T OAI Ã! ¡ / / )

F0RVAI (47Xr 34 (l rl{r) )

FOR\4AT 147 Xr4(1H*rl0X) )

FOR\4AT ( I H + ¡ 47X ç *WAVELENGTH# r I X ç SOD ( :XPMTL) 1+T I X T *OD CORR¡ç1* ¡

FCR''1AT ( lH+ r 5l X' I 3r 7X çF5.3r5Xr ;5'31
FOR\,1¡ T ( / / / ç4Txri.CCNCfNTR¡Tt0N OF DNA =. stE12.4r+MOLES PH0SPH0R0US/

ICDM*s//ç47Xr*¡40[ÈS 5ÈnCgruT GC = fçF5.Iç//ç47x'r*DELTA FACTOR

? = +rF8.3)
FcR\,tAf (4?X r 45 ( I H.r$ ) )

FùRVAI ( 42X ç 5 ( IH+r l0X ) )

F0RvAI ( 1H + ¡ 4?X,, *t,{AVELENGTI+ r I Xr Þ0D ( :XPMTL ) nr I X r f0D CORRECT* r I Xr # D

IELTA CD +S)

F0Fì'.14 T t lH + ç 46X r I3 t J X r F5.3 r 5X r t5.3 r 5 X r F5 ' 3)
END

ll
t2
l3

I4

N)o
(Jl



SUBRO.JTINE RESTAC( (L)
c
c T,.tIS SUBRTUTI\E RESTACKS THE ABS0RBANCE ARRAYS FO? MUTTIPLE AI{ALYSIS 0F THE

C HypERCHRo{IC DATA SET. THESE ARRAYS ArìE HFLD IN CaMll0\ ST0RAGE.

c
COM\'lO\ 0D (15ç2) rODC ( I5r2) rDCD ( l5) tT (3)
G0TC (l ç?t 3) r L

I DOI0I=lrl5
DOD(¡)=CD(IçI)
ODC(Ir2)=3DC(IrI)

l0 ODC(I''l)=0.
RfT UR \

? 0020I=lrl5
ODC(Irl)=CDC(IrZ)

?0 0D(Içl)=DlD(I)
RET iJR \

3 DC30I=lrlJ
30 ODC(Irl)=0.

RETUR\
E \¡D

N)o
o\




